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Summary of Statement by the Honorable C. Douglas Dillon
Before the Senate Finance Committee on H. R. 13270

September 25, 1969.

1. Privately financed, non-profit institutions such as schools,
colleges ,hospitals, museums and symphony orchestras provide an im-
portant and unique source of strength to our country.

2. The great bulk of our privately financed, non-profit insti-
tutions must rely on large givers for 70%-80% of their fund raising.
They customarily receive 70 or more of their contributions in the
form of appreciated securities or property.

3. For the past fifty years, large scale, private giving to
charity has been fostered by governmental policy which has consistent-
ly permitted such gifts, at their full current value, to be deducted
from adjusted gross income up to a ceiling which has been 30% of
adjusted gross income since 1954.

4. The allocation of deductions provision of H.R. 13270, insofar
as It applies to charitable gifts, removes a substantial part of the
tax benefit from all gifts to non-profit institutions. Its effect on
large scale giving will be devastating.

5. A tax computation for a model taxpayer, proportionately
similar to my own tax return, has been prepared by Price Waterhouse
and Co. It shows that 40.1% of the taxpayers' gifts to charity would
no longer be deductible under H.R. 13270. The overall tax to be paid
by the model taxpayer would increase by 24.2%. Of this increase 88.8%
would be due to the treatment of charitable gifts under the allocation
of deduction provisions. The taxpayer can totally eliminate the im-
pact of this increase by reducing his charitable gifts.

6. Donor-taxpayers have full control of' their own giving. By
reducing their gifts they can avoid the impact of the allocation of
deduction provision. Thus this provision cannot fairly be called
tax reform since it will do little or nothing to equalize the tax
burden,

7. The model shows that a reduction in giving of 87% would be
required to eliminate the impact of the allocation of charitable
deductions, and to leave the donor-taxpayer in the sam economic
position after gifts and taxes, as would be the case under present low.

8. The modification suggested by the Treasury eliminating the
classification of the appreciation on securities given to charity as
so-called tax preference income is a step in the right direction, but
it only removes a maximum of 13-1/2% of the model taxpayer's problem.

9. The substantial reduction in large scale charitable giving
that will occur, if the allocation of charitable contributions is
required, will force practically all non-profit institutions to turn
to government for support or to go out of business. To avoid this
most undesirable result the entire allocation of deduction provision,
so far as it applies to charitable giving, should be stricken from the
bill.

10. Support for Tresur5 proposals to reduce the tax on founda-
tion income from 7-1/2% to 2% and to allow credit for the appreciation
in value of works of art given to museums.
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Statement of the Honorable C. Douglas Dillon
Before the Senate Finance Committee on H. R. 13270

September 25, 1969

I am here today to testify in opposition to the provision
In H. R. 13270 regarding the allocation of charitable deductions.
This provision requires that deductions of charitable gifts be
allocated proportionately between taxable income and so-called
tax preference income. The result would be that charitable
deductions would no longer be fully deductible from adjusted
gross income as at present.

Our present system of full deductibility for charitable
gifts has been in effect for my entire adult life and longer.*
I, has lead to a growth, unknown elsewhere in the world, in
privately financed schools, colleges, hospitals, museums, operas
and symphony orchestras as well as in other more specialized
charitable organizations. This, to me, is one of the unique
strengths of our free enterprise system. Over the past two
generations it has produced results unparalleled in other countries,
where such institutions are almost invariably under the control of
governments. If provision for the allocation of charitable
deductions contained in H. R. 13270 were to be enacted, it would
mean the end of the privately financed aspect of practically all
these institutions. Sooner or later they would have to receive
the bulk of their support from government or go out of business.

The provision for allocation of charitable deductions
contained in H. R. 13270 is actually a major piece of social
legislation directed against all privately financed charitable
institutions. It should be recognized as such, and could well
be known as the Death Sentence for privately operated charitable
institutions. This is strong language but I mean every word of
it, and I feel certain that the facts support my position.

*1917 - l% of taxable income computed without regard to
charitable contributions.

1942 - 15% of taxable income computed without regard to
charitable contributions and medical expenses.

1944 - 15% of adjusted gross income.
1952 : 20% "

1954 30% " " "
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I speak today In my capacity as President of the Board of
Overseers of Harvard College, as a Vice President of the Metro-
politan Museum of Art, as a Governor of the New York Hospital,
as Chairman of the Brookings Institution and as a member of the
governing boards of a number of other non-profit institutions.
I do not speak as a complaining taxpayer for the impact of this
provision can be readily avoided by any individual merely by
reducing or eliminating his charitable donations. Thus this
provision should not be thought of as tax reform. For it does
nothing to spread the tax burden more evenly. It does not
introduce greater equity into our tax system. It will raise
little or no revenue, and will not increase the tax burden of
the wealthy, all of whom can and most of whom will reduce their
charitable contributions as necessary to avoid or minimize any
additional burden. As a result its impact on charitable giving
is likely to be devastating.

Certainly it is fully within the prerogatives of the
Congress to enact legislation of this nature. The Congress may
feel that our social system should be radically revised: that
the government should take over the financing of all hospitals,
universities and cultural institutions. If this is the opinion
of the Congress, then this legislation is appropriate to carry
out the Congressional will and should be enacted. If Congress,
however, feels, as I most intensely do, that our privately
financed, non-profit institutions are a vital source of strength
to our society, and should be preserved, this provision for the
allocation of charitable deductions should be stricken from the
bill. Above all, such a far reaching social change should
never be made under the false impression that it is tax reform
and therefore good.

In considering this matter, we should always be aware of
two things. Pirst, charitable contributions are a voluntary
matter, wholly subject to the donor-taxpayer's control. Second,
all gifts involve a reduction in the donor's net assets even
when taken as a deduction in determining taxable income. Thus,
at the present 70% rate on ordinary income and 25% rate on long
term capital gains, a ;ift involves s 70% direct credit against
taxes and a minimum of 5% to a maximum of 30% reduction in the
donor's net assets if both cash and appreciated securities are
given. Under present lqw, where it is possible to avoid capital
gains tax entirely by ho1'tng appreciated securities until
death, the reduction in the donor's assets for a gift of
appreciated securities is likely to be the full 30%. There
is simply no way that I know of that a taxpayer can improve his
overall financial position by giving to charity.
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But this is not the only question involved. There is also
the question of fair shores. I firmly believe that all citizens
who can do so, should make a fair contribution to the cost of
government. So I strongly favor putting an end to the privilege
of unlimited charitable deduction, and I also favor the principle
of the Limit on Tax Preferences. By measures such as these, we
can make certain that all citizens pay a fair share of the coat
of government without any major damage to the interests of
charitable organizations.

Now a word as to why the provision fot, the allocation of
deductions will have such serious effects on privately financed
non-profit institutions. It is a well known fact that, with
the exception of churches and a few institutions that rely on
numerous small gifts, all large-scale, charitable money rtilaine
ventures must obtain at least 70% and often up to 80% of their
funds from large givers. It is also a fact that some 70% of
the total funds raised by our larger charitable institutions
Are in the form of gifts of appreciated securities. Clearly
anything that shuts off this source of funds from non-profit
institutions merits the title of Death Sentence which I have
applied to the provision for the allocation of charitable
deductions.

In order to illustrate the impact of this provision on
large givArs I asked a leading auditing firm, Price Waterhouse
& Co. to prepare a model tax return for me. In preparing the
model I asked them to choose a round figure of adjusted gross
income and then to divide the income in the model in accordance
with my own tax return. This means that the tax impact on me
of H. R. 13270 is exactly the same as that shown in the model.
I fully realize that each individual taxpayer would have a
different situation, but I feel that the results shown in the
case of the model taxpayer would be essentially similar for the
great majority of large scale givers to charity. There is
attached to this statement a letter from Price Waterhouse & Co.
with annexes giving detailed figures and explanations of the
working of the model. I will allude here only to the major
results of applying the provisions of H. R. 13270 to the model
tax return.

First of all, under the provisions of H. P. 13270, the
model shows approximately 39, of total income In the form of
so-called tax preference income. Of this total 27.3% is tax
free interest from holdings of municipal securities, 30.9% is
long-term capital gains excluded from income, and 39.3%
represents the appreciation of securities given to charitable
institutions -- none of which were private foundations. The
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remaining 2.5% represents minor amounts of other tax preference
income. If it were not for gifts to charity, total so-called
tax preference income would be reduced to 27.7% of total income.

The overall effect of the bill on the model taxpayer would
be to increase taxes by 24.2% over present law, provided he con-
tinued to make charitable contributions as in the past. Of this
increase 88.8% represents the impact of the allocation of
charitable deductions together with the classification of
appreciation on gifts to charity as tax preference income. The
model shows the full 30% of adjusted gross income permitted
under the code going to oharity. Larger gifts are made in
appreciated securities; and make up 85% of the total. Smaller
gifts are made in cash and make up the remaining 15% of charitable
contributions. The model shows that, under the allocation ofdeductions provision, .1 of charitable gifts would no longer
be deductible. At the 65 top rate of income tax provided for
1972, and with only 59.9% of each dollar given being deductible,
les then 39% of h aritable giving would be a direct tax reduction
compared to 70% today. In other words, after taking account of
the potential capital gains tax not presently due on securities
contributed to charity, the cost of making gift will be increased
for the model taxpayer from 8.8% to 48.4, that is, the cost of
each gift will be over five times what it is now.

When I realized the heavy impact of this provision I asked
Price Waterhouse & Co. how much contributions would have to be
reduced under this bill to leave the taxpayer in an identical
financial position to that under present law with 30% of adjusted
gross income going to charity. The answer was even more shocking
than I had imagined. To be in the some position under H. R. 13270
as at present charitable contributions in the model would have
had to be reduced by over 93%.

When this answer was received I attempted to modify the
result in every way possible. First I asked that the computation
be reworked to eliminate everything except the net impact of the
requirement to allocate charitable contributions. The answer
came back. To fully offset this one provision, contributions
would have to be reduced by 87%.

Let me make it clear that these computations were carried
out by the accountants so as to leave the taxpayer in exactly
the same position as under present law. This involves raising
the funds to pay the increased taxes through the sale of securities
that would otherwise have been donated to charity. This process
involves the realization of additional capital gains which in turn
increases taxes, thus requiring the sale of still more securities.
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If the increased taxes were to be paid in cash and the tax-
payer were willing to ignore a substantial increase in potential
future tax liability on his unrealized capital gains as compared
to present law, the required reduction in contributions would be
considerably les. However, they still would have to be reduced
by 40.1%. I leave it to you to imagine the impact on charitable
institutions of a provision that would require a reduction of
from 40% to 87% in large contributions in order to offset the
effects of a Conressional decision to substantially lessen the
incentives to private charitable giving.

I note that the Treasury Department in testimony before
your Committee has recommended that appreciation of securities
given to charity be eliminated from the classification of tax
preference income as defined in H. R. 13270. I welcome this
recognition of the problem. Unfortunately, however, the Treasury
proposal is far too modest. Its effect would, at least in the
model, be minor. The accountants have calculated that, on the
basis of the Treasury proposal, there would be an overall in-
crease in tax of 17.%of which 84.7% would be due to the allo-
cation of charitable contributions. Because of the complexities
of the law the reduction in contributions required to fully off-
set this allocation of charitable gifts would be unchanged from
that required by the House bill. However, if the taxpayer were
willing to accept an increase in his potential tax liability on
unrealized appreciation, the reduction in contributions would
be 34.7% as compared to 40.1% in H. R. 13270. In other words,
at the best the Treasury proposal would only eliminate 13-1/2%
of the problem; at the worst it would be no help at all. This
is why I must characterize it as well intentioned but wholl1
inadequate. What is required is nothing less than the total
elimination of the allocation of 4eductions provisions as far
as it applies to charitable deductions. It must be rcoe nized
that solely by reducing the top tax rate from 70% to 65r, the
coat of charitable contributions borne by large givers will be
increased to a maximum of 35% from the present 30% -- an increase
of 16-2/3%. Because of the benefits from the reduction in rates,
this increase in the cost of giving can safely be ignored. But
it should not be forgotten.

Finally, I would like to stress what is clear in all of
what I have said. Taxpayers can readily offset the burden of
the allocation of charitable deductions by reducing their giving.
If such legislation is enacted it would be a clear signal that
the Congress considers that the national interest is eas well
served then in the past by the continuation of private financing
for our major charitable institutions. Large givers could not
fail to draw the conclusion that their giving was no longer as
essential as in the past. The result would be sheer catastrophe
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for our privately financed charities, and a change of epochal
importance in our whole social system. When it is realized what
is involved it is most difficult for me to tee how the Congress
can fail to strike this crippling provision from H. R. 13270.
I strongly urge you to do just this.

Before I close I have two comments on other matters.
First, I very much favor the Treasur proposal to reduce the
tax on foundation income from 7-1/2%to 2%. This is enough to
pay for an intensive policing of foundation activities. Anything
more merely transfers that much of the burden of charitable
activities from the private sector to the government budget.

Second, in my capacity as Chairman of the Acquisitions
Committee of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, I
strongly urge support of the Treasury proposal to strike from
H. R. 13270 the provisions which would disallow e~ll appreciation
on works of art gi-en to museums. When I served in the Treasurj
I was instrumental in starting the process which lead to the
creation of a special advisory group of art experts to advise
the Internal Revenue Service on problems arising in this area.
As Assistant Secretary Cohen has stated, this Advisory Group,
along with improved audit programs, has substantially eliminated
the problems that once existed in this area. Therefore, there
is now no need to kill the goose that lays the golden eggs as
would certainly be the case for all museums if the provisions
of H. R. 13270 on donations of works of art were allowed to stand.
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PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO.
60 BROAD STREET

Naw YoRK 10004

September 18, 1969

The Honorable C. Douglas Dillon
767 Fifth Avenue
Now York, New York 10022

Dear Sir:

EFFECT OF PROPOSED TAX CHANGES
ON CHARITABLE GIVING

As you requested, we have analyzed the provisions of the proposed
Tax Reform Bill of 1969, as passed by the House of Representatives and herein-
after referred to as H.R. 13270, as they would apply to the taxpayer in the
sccompanying "Taxpayer Model" which we understand is patterned after your own
case but in which actual amounts have been proportionately disguised. Based
on this analysis we have determined the effect of:

I. H.R. 13270 and
II. H.R. 13270, modified only by the Administration's proposal

to eliminate long-term appreciation on contributed property
from tax preference income

on the amount of charitable giving if the taxpayer desired to remain in
essentially the same economic position, after taxes and charitable contributions,
as he would be in under present tax rules. There are other provisions in the
Administration's proposal which have been ignored for this model taxpayer.

On the basis of the information and assumptions stated in the
"Taxpayer Model" accompanying this report, we have determined that:

I. Federal income tax would increase by $90,000. (i.e., from
$371,600. to $461,600.) as the result of H.R. 13270 if
charitable contributions were not altered in response to
the proposed changes.

II. Federal income tax would increase by $66,000. (i.e., from
$371,600. to $437,600.) as the result of H.R. 13270,
modified by the Administration's proposal, if charitable
contributions were not altered in response to the proposed
changes.
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III. Charitable contributions would be reduced from $300,000. to
$20,900., a reduction of $279,100., were the taxpayer to
pay the tax increase imposed on him by H.R. 13270 by reducing
his gifts of appreciated securities to charitable organiza-
tions and, instead, selling sufficient amounts of them to
provide funds for such payment. Our calculations show on
this basis that this taxpayer could give no appreciated
securities to charities, and, in fact, would have to also
reduce cash gifts. The identical result is also reached
under H.R. 13270, modified by the Administration's proposal,
due to the differing effect of the allocation of deductions
fraction in this instance relative to the H.R. 13270 case
alone.

Also included for your information in the accompanying "Taxpayer
Model" is, in our opinion, a complete analysis of the proposed tax law
changes in comparison with the present tax rules.

Yours very truly,

12



Under the present Internal Revenue Code, a married taxpayer has both
taxable and tax exempt incomee. The taxpayer who ia in the highest tax bracket
normally follows the practice of making charitable contributions to the extent
allowable as a deduction for Federal Income Tax purposes.

Being informed of H.R. 13270, the taxpayer realizes that the provisions
of H.R. 13270 will result in an increase in tax when such tax is calculated on the
law income and deductions under both the present and proposed laws.

Since the tax increase is substantially attributable to the required
allocation of charitable contributions and the inclusion of long term appreciation
on securities donated to charity in tax preference income, the taxpayer is interested
in knowing by what amount he must reduce charitable giving to enable him to maintain
the saew after-tax financial position.

The taxpayer is also interested in knowing the effect of the Administra-
tion's proposal solely with respect to the elimination of long term appreciation
on contributed property from tax preference income with respect to the above
mentioned contribution reduction.

PAWNrsNAN(C OF AFTSR-TAX
FINANCIAL POSITION

To pay the increased Federal Income Tax through the reduction of contri-
butions, the taxpayer must determine the point where the funds provided by a reduction
in contributions equals the increase in Federal Income Tax:

1. As comppted under H.R. 13270 over the Federal Income Tax, which
he would expect to pay, as computed under the present Internal
Revenue Code

2. or as computed under H.R. 13270, modified by the Administration's
proposal as explained above, over the Federal Income Tax, which
he would expect to pay, as computed under the present Internal
Revenue Code.

13
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To develop the formula required to mathematically calculate the payment
of the increased Federal Income Taxes noted above, it was necessary to satisfy
certain criteria. They are:

1. The maximum amount of desired contributions to be made.
2. The type of recipients of such contributions.
3. The form (cash and/or appreciated property) which the

contributions will take.
4. If appreciated property is to be given, the character of

the gain which would be realized had the taxpayer instead
sold the property.

5. Precisely estimated amounts for all elements of income and
expense which have a tax consequence.

ASSUMPTIONS

The above criteria were satisfied by the following assumptions which
apply to the taxpayer:

1. The desired maximum amount of contributions to be made by the
the taxpayer is $300,000. This amount corresponds to 30% of
adjusted gross income as calculated under the present Internal
Revenue Code and is consistent with the taxpayer's charitable
giving practices as established in prior years.

2. The recipients of the gifts will be publicly supported charities
which are eligible for the 30 deduction under the present Internal
Revenue Code and the 50% deduction under proposed H.R. 13270.

3. The charitable contributions will be in the form of cash and
appreciated securities. Since many organizations promote a cause
which is worthy of some recognition, the taxpayer wants to make
small grants of cash to them. Other organization are more favored
for various reasons and, therefore, large gifts of appreciated
securities will be made. The security contributions will be
reduced before the cash contributions. Of the $300,000. total
desired contributions, the taxpayer expects to make $45,600. in
cash and the balance of $254,400. in appreciated securities.

4. The securities donated will be securities which, if sold, would
constitute a long term capital transaction. Since the taxpayer's
cost basis in the securities to be given is negligible, it is
assumed for this model that such securities have no tax basis.

14
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5. The estimated income and expense data, furnished by the taxpayer
and detailed on Schedule A,are considered sufficiently accurate
estimates on an annual basis.

(a) Except for the level of contributions which is adjusted
appropriately in response to the effect of the proposed
changes in tax liability and the tax liability itself,
all of these other income and deductions are considered
to remain constant in amount and composition between a
year under present rules and a year under proposed rules.

(b) Certain "transitional" rules contained in H.R. 13270 have
ceased to be applicable, and all of its provisions are
considered fully in force for the purpose of the tax com-
putations. This affects primarily the treatment of interest
on municipal obligations. It is further assumed that all
of these bonds owned by the taxpayer were issued after
July 11, 1969 and that municipalities have not elected to
issue taxable obligations.

(c) The present and proposed tax surcharge is ignored since
it is considered a transitory feature.

(d) No effect is given to the changes in any state and local
income taxes paid by the taxpayer which are attributable
to the proposed federal changes.

INCREASE IN FE AL INCO E TAX

Based on the above assumptions, it was possible to compute the Federal
Income Tax under the present Internal Revenue Code. This, then, is the amount of
tax the taxpayer would expect to pay in the taxable year notwithstanding any re-
visions in the tax laws. This amount too, then, must remain constant in calculating
the point where funds provided through reduction in contributions equal the increase
in the tax computed on the proposed bases over the tax computed on the present Code.

The computations of the Federal Income Tax at the maximum desired contri-
bution level of $300,000. with $45,600. in cash and $254,400. in appreciated
securities, zero tax basis, and detailed analyses of the effects of the proposals
on such tax as compared with the present tax appear on Schedules B through B-7.

15
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REDUCTION IN CONTRIBUTIONS

The reduction in contributions
assumption that the securities, withheld
money to pay Federal Income Tax in ordet
the exact seaw economic position, after
The validity of this assumption and the
duced contribution level is illustrated

i ws calculated on the basis of the
I from charity, were sold to provide

to allow the taxpayer to remain in
taxes and charitable contributions.
substantiation of the resulting re-
in Schedules C through C-4.

The calculation of the charitable contributions which the taxpayer
could still mako to produce the desired reduction in contributions and
corresponding payment of tax required the use of a complicated mathematical
formula since the sale of securities to produce cash, in itself, incurs
additional direct tax and, further, affects the allowability of the remaining
charitable contribution and other allocable deductions under the proposed rules.

The application of this mathematical formula, programed for computer
applications, produced the following applicable to both H.R. 13270 and H.R. 13270
Modified Bv Administration'-s Proposal:

Cash
Appreciated securities

Total

Total desired Required
contr ibution reduction

Balance
for

contribution
Percentage
reduction

45,600. $ 24,702. $20,898.254,400. 254,400."

LU2LM0 292L 2L £Aim

Schedule D shows the computer program used to calculate the required
contribution reduction and other supplemental information. This program was
developed from formulae, which tave been reviewed and found reasonable, provided
by the taxpayer. It is understood that this program is Primarily applicable to
this particular taxpayer since it incorporates the various provisions of the
proposed laws only as they applv to such taxpayer.

However, it illustrates the fact that any particular taxpayer could
have his own situation analyzed and formulated to quickly determine the effects
of his charitable giving upon his Federal Income Tax even though the proposed
provisions are extremely complicated.

Schedule D-1 illustrates the result of applying the computer program
in this taxpayer's situation.

16
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ol ASSUMPTIONS WlI RESECrTO CrrtITlrION REDUCTION

Schedule 3 sets forth the required contribution reductions should the
taxpayer avail himelf of other alternatives available to him in reducing his
contributions to offset increased tax.



TAXPAYER MODEL

DETAILS OF ICOME, DEDUCTIONS. AND OTHER FACTORS
WHICH ARE ASSUMED TO REMIN CONSTANT

(AS FURNISHED BY TAXPAYER)

'Income items

Salary $ 12,800.
Ordinary dividends (after exclusions) 822,000.
Other interest 600.
Partnerships, trusts and small business

corporations (45,900.)
Business income 10,500.

Total ordinary income $800,000.
Fifty percent of total long term capital gain 200,000.

II. Nonallocable deduction items

Nonallocable deductions 45,800.
Personal exemptions (husband and wife) 1,200.

III. ~llocable deduction items

Taxes and noninvestment interest 23,600.

IV. Tax Preference items

A - For limit on tax preference

Excess of accelerated over straight line
depreciation 1,800.

Fifty percent of total long term capital gain
excluded from income 200,000.

Net I1Tax Exempt" municipal bond interest 176,400.

B - Additional items for allocation of deductions

Excess of intangible drilling and development
costs over deductions allowable if capitalized 14,600.

Statutory allowance (10,000.)
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TAVAYER MODEL

CMWUTATION OF DISALIfD TAX PREFERNCES AT
MAXM DSIRM ($300.0oo) CONTRIS IMIN LEVL

Items of tax Preference
Long term appreciation on securities

donated to publicly supported
charities

Excess of accelerated depreciation
over straight line depreciation

Fifty percent of total long term capital
gain excluded from income

Net municipal bond interest

Total tax preferences

Adjusted arose income computed without regard
to disallowed tax preference provision from
Schedule B

Total

Limit on tax Preferences - greater of $10.000,
or 50. of above total

Disallowed tax preferences
Excess of total tax preferences
Over limit on tax preferences

Which is

H.R.13270
modified by

admin!.s treat iones
H.R. 13270 Proposal

$ 254,400.

1,800.

200,000.
176.400.

Not applicable

$ 1,800.

200,000.
176.6{I{I

632,600. 378,200.

1.000.000. 1.000,000.

. 6.32.600. 1. 378. 200

8 816.300. 8 689.100.

$ 632,600. $ 378,200.
816,300. 689,100.

Hone , ne
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SCHEDULE B2

TAXPAYER MODEL

COWIRISMTIONS AT MAXUM DMIRED
($30o.ooo.) cowaistIBoN LEVEL

Contribution base

Adjusted gross income from
Schedule B.

Allowable tax Preferences from
Schedule Bl
Excess of intangible drilling
and development costs over
alternative of capitalizing
such costs and using straight
line depreciation

Statutory deduction
Total tax preferences as defined

for this section and for
allocation of deductions

Contribution bogs

Limitations on contributions deduction
Publicly supported charities:

At 30% of contribution base
At 507 of contribution base
At 307 of contribution base on

gifts of appreciated securities
which, if sold, would result in
long term capital gain

Contribution* to Publicly aunported
charitable organization
Appreciated securities hich, if

sold, would result in long term
capital gain

Cash

Total contributions

Present
Internal

Reveu Code

$110001000.

H.R.13270

H.R.13270
modified by

administration's
proposal

$1,000.000. $1,000,000.

632,600. 378,200.

14,600. 14,600.
(10.000.) (10,000.)

. 637,200, 382.800.
.0.ooooo. *1.617.200. S.13.23.o

313.000. 

* 691.160 . 414.340,

* 254,400. $ 254,400. * 254,400.

45,600,. 45,600. -45.600,

* 100.00. a I00.000. . =00.000,
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SCHEDULE B3

TAXPAYER MODEL

ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS AT
WIMUIM DESIRED ($300,000.) CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

H.R. 13270

H.R. 13270
modified by

administration's
proposal

Computation of "Section 277 Fraction"
(Disallowance Factor)

Allowable tax preferences as defined for this
provision (ATP) from Schedule B2

Modified adjusted gross income:
Taxable income determined without regard to

this provision from Schedule B
Allocable deductions from Schedule B

Total modified adjusted gross income (MAGI)

Total ATP and MAOI

ATP
ATP + MAGI

Couvutation of disallowed deductions

The lesser of allowable tax preferences

or the

Allocable deductions of $323,600. multiplied by
the "Section 277 Fraction"

$ 637,200. $ 382.800.

629,400. 629,400.
323,600. 323,600.
953,000. 953,000.

91.590.200. 91.335.800.

.4007 .2866

637.200. 9 382.800.

9 129.667. 9 92.744.

Analysis of disallowed deductions - H.R.1327

Gross allocable deductions

Percent
of total

Contributions
Other"

Amount
Amount disallowed

92.707% $300,000. $120,210.
7.293% 23,600. 9,457,

1o0.000 9323.600. 9129.667.
Contributions disallowed as a percent of total contributions - 40.4

Analysis of disallowed deductions - H.R.13270 modified by administration's
proposal

Gross allocable deductions

Percent
of total

Contributions
Other

37%

Amount
Amount disallowed

92.707% $300,000. $85,980.
7.293%. '23,600. 6,764,

100.000 9323.600. 992.744.
Contributions disallowed as a percent of total contributions - 28.66
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SCHEDULE B4

TAXPAYER MODEL

ANALYSIS OF INCRESE IN
FEDERAL INCOME TAX H.R,.13270

AT MAXIM DESIRED ($300,000.)
CONTRIBUTION-LEVEL

Increase (Decrease)

Amount Percent
federal income tax computed under H.R.13270

from Schedule B
Federal income tax computed under present Internal

Revenue Code from Schedule B

Total increase

Analysis of increase ***
Allocation of deductions between taxable and tax

preference income:
Cash contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($13,069. at 707.)
Appreciated security contributions at base
"Section 277 Fraction" ($72,911. at 70)

Additional disallowance of cash contributions by
reason of giving appreciated securities
($5,203. at 707)

Disallowance of appreciated security contributions
from base "Section 277 Fraction" to actual
"Section 277 Fraction" ($29,027. at 70)

Other allocable deductions at base "Section 277
Fraction" ($6,764. at 70)

Additional disallowance of other allocable deductions
by reason of giving appreciated securities ($2,693
at 70)

Elimination of alternative capital gains-tax rate
($200,000. at 207)

Reduction in individual tax rate schedules:
Without regard to other proposed changes (on ordinary

taxable income of $429,400.)
Coupled with:

Elimination of alternative capital gains tax rate
($200,0o. at 57)

Allocation of deductions:
Cash contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($13,069. at 57)
Appreciated security contributions at base "Section

277 Fraction" ($72,911. at 57)

$461,574.

S90.014. 24.237.,

$ 9,148. 10.163

51,038. 56.700
60.186.*k 66.8631

3,642. 4.0467.

20,319. 22.573
23,961. 26.619

4,735.** 5.260.

1.885. 2.094.

40,000. 44.438

(24,270.)** (26.962.)

(10,000.)** (11.109)

(653.) (0.726)

(3.646.) (4.050)
(4,299.)** (4.776)
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Allocation of deductions (cont'd):
Additional disallowance of cash contributions
by reason of giving appreciated securities
(5,203. at 5%)

Disallowance of appreciated security contributions
from base "Section 277 Fraction" to actual
"Section 277 Fraction" ($29,027. at 57)

Other allocable deductions at base
"Section 277 Fraction" (06,764. at 5%)

Additional disallowance of other allocable
deductions by reason of giving appreciated
securities (2,693. at 57)

Totals

SCHEDULE B4 (Cont'd)

Increase (Decrease)

Amount Percent

(260.) (0.289%)

(1,451.) (1.612%)
(1,711.) (1.901%)

(338.)** (0.376%)

(135.) (0.150%)

s L9.o01. lo.oooz

*The net increase in tax resulting from the requirement to allocate
contributions between taxable and tax preference and to include
appreciation on securities given to charity In tax preference
income is 79,887. Of the total increase in taxt this
represents 88.75. The increase over the present tax with
respect to the aforementioned provisions alone is 23.15 and
together with the rate reduction is 21.50.

** The total of these items equal the increase in tax under H.R.
13270 modified by administration's proposal. In addition each
individual subtotal may be agreed to their equivalent increases
under each proposal on Schedule B5.

In this analysis, the phrase "base 'Section 277 Fraction" refers
to the disallowance factor at zero level of contributions; as
cash is given to charities, this value remains constant. The
phrases "Disallowance .... from base 'Section 277 Fraction' to
actual 'Section 277 Fraction" or the "additional disallowance...
by reason of giving appreciated securities" means the additional
disallowance of allocable expenditures resulting from an increase
in the disallowance factor at zero (or cash) contributions to the
disallowance factor at the $300,000. contribution level which
results from giving $254,400., zero tax basis, of appreciated
securities in this model.
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SCHEDULE B5

TAXPAYER MODEL

AALY SIS OF INCEWSE IN FEDERAL INCOME TAX
H.R. 270 MODIFIED BY ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL
AT MAXIMUM DESIRED (300.00Q.) CONTRIBUTION LEVEL

Increase (Decrease)

-Amont~& Percent
federal income tax computed under H.R.13270 modified

by administration's proposal from Schedule B
federal income tax computed under present Internal

Revenue Code from Schedule B

$437,574.

Total increase $ 66.014. 17.77% (*)

Analysis of increase **
Allocation of deductions between taxable and

tax preference income:
Contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($85,980. at 70)
Other base "Section 277 Fraction"
($6,764. at 70%)

Elimination of alternative capital gains tax
rate ($200,000. at 20)

Reduction in individual tax rate schedules:
Without regard to other proposed changes

(on ordinary taxable income of $429,400.)

Coupled with:
Elimination of alternative capital gains tax

rate ($200,000. at 57)
Allocation of deductions:
Contributions at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($85,980. at 57)
Other at base "Section 277 Fraction"

($6,764. at 57)

Totals

$ 60,186. 91.172%

4,735. 7.172

40,000. 60.593

(24,270.) (36.765)

(loooo.) (15.148)

(4,299.) (6.512)

(338.) (0.512)

s 66.014. 1oo.0001

(*) The net increase in tax resulting from the requirement to allocate
contributions between taxable and tax preference income is
$55,887. Of the total increase in tax, this represents 84.659%.
The increase over the present tax with respect to the allocation
of contributions alone is 16.198 and together with the rate
reduction is 15.041.

** The term "base Section 277 Fraction" referee to the disallowance
factor at zero contributions. Under this proposal, such factor
remains constant at all levels of contributions regardless of
form.
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TAXPAYER MODEL

ANALYSIS OF INC6o
AT MAXDM DESIRED Q300,000) CONTRIBUIONE EL

As defined bZ:

H. R. 13270

Adjusted aross taxable income from Schedule B

ax reference income (for allocation of itemized deductions)
Long-term appreciation on securitIes donated to

publicly supported charities
Fifty percent of total long-term capital gain excluded from

income
Net municipal bond interest
Excess of intangible drilling and development costs over

alternative of capitalizing such costs and using straight-
line depreciation

Excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line
depreciation

Statutory deduction

Total tax preference iooms. as defined

Total income

Total tax Preference .ncoce
Less long-term appreciation on securities donated to publicly

supported charities
Total tax Preference income without appreciation on

charitable sifts

Adjusted arose taxable Income

Percent of
Percent of total tax

Amount total income reference income

$1.000000. 61.08

254 400. 15.547

200,000. 12.22
176,400. 10.77

14,600. 0.89

39.93.

31.39
27.68

2.29

IL R. 13270 modified
by administration roposal

Percent of
Percent of total tax

Amount total income ofe4ce incm

Sl.000.000 72.327

200.000. 14.46
176.400. 12.75

52.25
46.08

14.600. 1.06 3.81

1,80. 0.11 0.28 I,80. 0.13 0.47
(10.000.) (061) (1.57 (10000,) (0.72 (2.
637,200, B. 2 100.07 382 8W, _Zj& iz

S 637,200.

254,400.

382,800. 27.687.

1.000.000. .32L.



COST OF GIVZU6 co"AMsce
AT MAXIDM. DESIRE (,300.000) CONTRZ3M-TZO' LEVEL

Present Internal Revenue Code

Form of Rift

Cash
Appreciated securities

Total

Form of sift

Cash
Appreciated securities

Total

Total

$ 45.600
254.400.

Total

$ 45.600.
254 400

S300.000.

Direct reduction
in federal

income tax at 70.

(S 31,920.)
(178.080)

(s2ooA.

Capital gains
tax saved

($63.60O.

(sU_ JW

%et coat

$13,680.
12,720.

S2uai00t

H. Rt. 13270

Direct reduction
in federal

income tax at 65%

($ 29,640.)
(165.360. )

($1950. O

Capital gains Casn
tax saved contribution

at 32-1/2% only at .2866"
S13,069.

($82. 680. S
(582.680.) 513.069,.

Net cost as
a percentage

of total gift

30. 0007.
5.007

0isallm~ances by ooeatioc of "Sectlon 277 Fraction"

Apprecia:ed sec-rity Add*!. cash Add'l. other
contribution only cortrlbutioo deductionas of

at .4 '* at .ll/l- $23.600. at .11415*

5101.938.
$101,938.

S5. 203-

$5,203..

Net

- S 29.029.
-5.93. 116.194.

S2.693. 5:5.223.

%et cost as a
percentage of

total gift

63.-6?'
CtX

Present Internal
Revenue Code H- R. 13270 Increase

Net cost as a percentage of total gift

H. R. 13270 modified by ad=inistraton's proposal

Form of staft

Cash
Appreciated securities

Total

Total
sift

$ 45,600.

S300 000

Direct reduction.
in federal

Income tax at 65%
($ 29,640.)
(165.360.

($195.000)

Capital gains
tax .aved

at 32-1127.

($82.680.)
(582.680.)

Disallowance by
operation of "S ec:ion

277 Fraction" -
Contributions

at .2866*

513,069
72.911.

$85,980

Present Internal
Revenue Code

H. R. 13270
modified oy

administrations
proposal

Net coat as a percentage of total gift

*Bas* "Section 277 Fraction" (Disallowance Factor at zero leve, of contributitons) - I= H. R. 13270 modified by
administration's proposal, this remains constant at all level of contributions regardless of form.

Section 277 Fraction" at 5300,000. level of contributions.
- ifferece between above "Section 277 Fraction" values.

Percentage
increaee

Net cost

5 29,029.

$106.300.

Set cost as a
percentage of

total Rift

63.664r
31.160

36.10M

Increase
Percentage
Increase

Disallowances bv ooeratioc of "S*ctto- 277 Fractiom"



TAXPAYER MDDEL

PIROOF OF RiCED COThIBUTION TO $20,.898

kI tsL. R. 1327

Cash Security Ca Security

Balance - bezinnina of year at market

Transactions during year
Adjusted gross income
Municipal bond interest
SO long-term capital gain excluded from

income

Totals

Contributions
Nonallocable deductions
Base allocable deduction:
Federal Income tax

Totals

Balance - end of year

$1,000,000.
176,400.

$1,376.400.

45,600.)
(45,800.)
(23,600.)

(371.560.

(S 486.560o.)

L 88LM&Q

H. R. 13270 modified by
administration's roposal

Cas Sec'urity

- $254.400.

$1,127,200. ($127,200.) $1,127,200. ($127,200.)
176,400. 176,400.

$254.400.

($254,400.)

327.200.

$1.630.800.

($ 20,898.)
(45,800.)
(23,600.)

($740,960.,

9. (L O&

(127200. 200 (127.200-)

($254,00. S1.63OeOW. ($254-400.

($ 20,898.)
(45,800.)
(23,600.)

(650.662.)
- Q( 740.960.,

§.L~~ L 980 ,

L . l . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .



SCHEDUL Cl

TAXPAYER IODEL

COMPUTATION OF FEDERAL INCOME TAX
AT REDUCED CONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20,898

H. R. 13270 modified
by administration' s

H. R. 13270 proposal
AM

Ordinary income * 800,000. 800,000.
Fifty percent of long-term capital

gain:
Original amount 200j000. 200,000.
On sale of securities previously
given to charity , 127.200. 27.200.

Adusted crosi income computed without
retard to disallowed tax preference
provision $1,127,200. $1,127,200.

Disallowed tax preferences .None Non

Adjusted -ross income $1,127,200. $1,127,200.

Itemized deductions
Allocable:
Contributions $ 20,898. $ 20,898.
other 21.600, 23,600.

Total allocable $ 44,498. $ 44,498.
Nonallocable 45.800, 43.800.

Total itemized deductions (90.28.) (20.298.)
$1,036,902. $1,036,902.

(1.200.) (1.200.)

Taxable income without allocation $1,035,702. $1,035,702.

Disallowed allocable deductions 14.270. 14.27o.

Taxable income $1.29A.972.

Tax Per married taxpayers filing loit
return rate table on ordinary
taxable Income

$228,180. plus 65% of excess
over $400,000. $ m50..&2.
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SCHEDULE C2

CONPUTATION OF DISALLOWED TAX PREFERENCE$
AT REDUCED CONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20,898

Items of tax preference
Excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight line depreciation

Fifty percent of total long term capital
gain excluded from income:

Original amount
On sale of securities previously
given to charity

Net municipal bond interest
Total tax preferences

Ad-usted gross income computed without

reward to disallowed tax preference provision

Total

Limit on tax preferences - greater of $10,000.
or 50% of above total

Disallowed tax preferences
Excess of total tax preferences
Over limit on tax preferences

Which is

H.R. 13270
modified

by
administration's

H.R.13270 proposal

$ 1,800. $ 1,800.

200,000. 200,000.

127,200. 127,200.
176,400. 176,400.

505,400. 505,400.

1127,200. 1,127,200.

-1.632.600. $1.632.600

$ 505,400. $ 505,400.
816.300. 81§.300.

Notl , None
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SCHEDULE CQ

TAXPAYER MODEL

CONTRIBUTIONS AT REDUCED
CONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20,898.

H,R. 13270

H.R. 13270
modified by

administration's
proposal

Contribution base

Adjusted gross income

Allowable tax preferences
Excess of intangible drilling and

development costs over alternative
of capitalizing such costs and using
straight line depreciation

Statutory deduction
Total tax preferences as defined for

this section and for allocation of
deductions

Contribution base

Limitations on contributions deduction
Publicly supported charities:

At 50% of contribution base

At 30% of contribution base on gifts of
appreciated securities which, if sold,
would result in long term capital gain

$1,127,200. $1,127,200.

505,400. 505,400.

14t600. 14,600.
(10,000.) (10.000.)

510,000. 510,000.

$1.637.200. $1.637.200.

S 518.600. $ 815.600.

"_491.160. S 491160
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TAXpaYER MODEL

ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS AT
REDUCED gONTRIBUTION LEVEL OF $20.898.

H.R.13270

H.R. 13270
modified by

administration's
proposal

Comoutation of "Section 277 fraction"
Allowable tax preferences as defined

for this section (ATP)

Modified adjusted gross income:
Taxable income determined without
regard to this provision

Allocable deduct ions
Total modified adjusted gross income (MAGI)

Total ATP and MAGI

ATP
ATP + MAGI

Computation of disallowed deductions
The lesser of allowable tax preferences

or the

Allocable deductions of $44,497. multiplied
by the "Section 277 fraction"

$ 510.000. $ 510.000.

1,035,703. 1,035,703.
44,498. 44.498.

1,080,201. 1080.201.

1.590.201. 81.590.201.

.3207 .3207

$ 510.000. 8 510.000.

8 14.270. $ 14.270.
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SCOEOULE 0

LOAD HR13270
READY

LIST

"013270 16-14 09/15169 PONDAY NYC

10 PRINT "THIS PROGRAM COPUTES THE VALUE OF THE OCPITICAL CHAPITARLr"
20 PRINT "CONTRIBUTION$ WHICH CAUSES THE DECREASE IN CHARITABLE CCW*"

P0 PINT "TRIBUTIONS TO EOUAL THE INCREASE 1I TAYES '40IEN THE PPAVIGIfENS"
oPINT "OF H.R. 13270 ARE APPLIED AND COMPARED WITHI THE PEAULTS"
S PRINT "DERIVED PRO4 THE PRESENT TAX LAW."
60 PINT
70 PRINT
80 PRINT "ENTER MAXIMUM CASH CONTRIUTISON Xl")
90 INPUT Xl
100 PRINT "ENTER MAXIUM TOTAL CONTRIBUTION X2"s
110 INPUT X2
120 PRINT "ENTER TAX UNDER EXISTIN. LEgISLATION",
1 PRINT
110 PRINT "OPTIONSI"1 0 PRINT
170 PRINT " 00 YOU WISH TO ENTER ADMINISTRATION 0PTION"j
180 INPUT NS
190 IF NSi'YES' 4O TO 230
200 If HIOuND GO TO 250
210 PRINT "ERRORI RETYPE ANSWER YES 0 NfO."
220 40 TO bO
230 LIT Nol
240 GO TO 260
250 LET Nv0
260 PRINT " 00 YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTPIRI'TAfLE ON(LY T"210 PPINT " CONTRIBUTIONNj
2 0 INPUT tS
290 IF EIsRYES' GO TO 330

00 IF ES0NO' tO TO 350
10 PRINT "9R100t RETYPE ANSWER YES OP NO."
20 40 TO 260
30 LET 1E1
300 Do TO 360
350 LET 190
360 PRINT " 00 YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURItIt PATHEP THAN SFLL",310 INPUT CS

3 0 IP CS*4YES GO TO 420
190 IF CSS'NOO 6O TO 00

00 PRINT "ERRORI RETYPE ANSWER YES OR NO."
410 0 TO 370
020 LET CR1410DGo To 450

0 LET CEO
050 PRINT
460 PRINT
070 LET XsX1
480 COSUB 780
490 LET P1P
500 LET XuX2
510 GOSU 780
520 LET P2aF
530 LiT Xs(X1RPZ*X2RF)I(P2.P1)
50 anSUU ?1o
550 LET FOaF
560 LET XOaX510 suLET X,(RIMP0-XONIMPO(,0,)?

590 IF ARS(F)s1 40 TO 550
600 PRINT USING 610
610 : CRITICAL
620 PRINT USING 630 .
6j0 I CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX €ONTPIOUTItN
6 0 PRINT USING 650
50 2 CONTRIBUTION H.R.13270 INCREASE DECREASE60PAINY
11ORINT U$|NO 690 A3?T,?-TO X2-X

690 PRINT
700 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS"j
710 IRPUT OS
720 IF O$mYES' CO TO 760
730 IF 0$,'N6' gO Tb fto
70 PRINT ERRORI RETYPE ANSWER YES OR NO."
750 CD TO 710
760 Co TO 140

LET ?1*T0,1012TPOX2*X90 LET O0".5
3
C1.-0)"(X-XlI

0
C1SCN(X*X1))

00 LET Ol C t-C)UC.25U(x2x1)RUCI-SAN(X-.X)).25R(02-X( 1* .re X-XIN
10 LET D3(382800.00.D1)/(95300038200,O.20l)
20 LET T2u228180.65R((953000*.00000),01-(X,236001"(t-0)'
30 LET TsTi
0 LET F0T2-T1

850 RETURN
860 END
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SCHEDULE D-1

RUN

HR13270 15:52 09/15/69 PONDAY NYC

THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE 'CRITICAL CHAOITAnLE
CONTRIBUTION# WHICH CAUSES THE DECREASE IN CHARITABLE CON-
TRIBUTIONS TO EQUAL THE INCREASE IN TAXES 4HEN THE PPRVISIONS
OF H.R. 13270 ARE APPLIED AND COfPARED WITH THE RESULTS
DERIVED FROM THE PRESENT TAX LAW,

ENTER MAXIMUM CASH CONTRIBUTION Xl? 45600
ENTER MAXIMUM TOTAL CONTRIBUTION X2? 300000
ENTER TAX UNDER EXISTING LEGISLATION? 371560

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER 'ADMINISTRATION OPTION'? NO
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? NO

O YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? NO

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX COMTPlIUTInf
CONTRIBUTION HR.13270 INCPFASE DECPPSE

20R9? 650662 279102 270102

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER #ADMINISTRATION POTION? YES
O YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCPEASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? NO

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? NO

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTRIBUTION

CONTRIBUTION H,R.13270 INCREASE DECREASE

20897 650662 27910? 279102

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

00 YOU WISH TO INTtR 'ADMINiSTRATION OPTION'? NO
O0 YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? YES

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHEP THAN 9EL? NO

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTPIBUTIPN
CONTRIBUTION HR,13270 INCREASE DECREASE

39030 642656 271096 2E0969

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER'OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

00 YOU WISH TO ENTER 'ADMINISTRATION OPTION'? YES
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? YES

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? NO

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTRIBUTION

CONTRrBUTION 1.R.13270 INCREASE DECREASE

39030 642656 / 271096 260960
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SCHEDULE 0.1 (ceaQ

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

DO'YOU WISH TO ENTER ADMINISTRATIONN OPTION#? NO
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? NO

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER T1AN SFLL? YES

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDEP TAX CONTPIBUTION

CONTRIBUTION H.R.13270 INCREASE DECPEASE

163750 567809 136249 13621Q

00 YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENtER 'ADMINISTRATION OPTION#? YES
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? NO

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? YES

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTPIBUTION

CONTRIBUTION II,R.13270 INCPEASF DECREASE

176914 494645 1230P-5 1230P5

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

00 YOU WISH TO ENTER ADMINISTRATIONN OPTION'? NO
DO YOU WISH TO PAX TAX INCREASE ATTPIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? YES

O YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SFLL? YES

CRITICAL
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTPIBUTIONt
CONTRIBUTION"H.R,13270 INCREASE DECREASE

179752 501934 13037 120247

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? YES

OPTIONS:

DO YOU WISH TO ENTER'ADMINISTRATION OPTION'? YES
DO YOU WISH TO PAY TAX INCREASE ATTRIBUTABLE ONLY TO
CONTRIBUTIONS? YES

DO YOU WISH TO RETAIN SECURITIES RATHER THAN SELL? YES

CRITICAL'
CHARITABLE TAX UNDER TAX CONTRIBUTION

CONTRIBUTION H.W;132T " INCREASE DECREASE

195798 485888 114328 101201

DO YOU WISH TO CONSIDER OTHER OPTIONS? NO

TINE 0 MINS. 1 SECS.

OK
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TAXPAYER MOR.L

Required
contribution
reduction

Ba lance
for

contribution

Percentage
contr ibut ion
reduce ion

Federal
income
tax at

balance tor
COntiUL i

Pay increase in Federal
Income Tax resulting
solely from the require-
ment to allocate
charitable cont r ibut ions
and assuming sale of
securities withheld from
charity (H.R. 13270 and
H.R. 13270 Modified by
Administration's
Proposal) $300,000 $260,969 $ 39,031 86.99%

Pay full increase in
Federal Incom Tax re-
suiting from proposed
changes but without sale
of securities withheld
from charity:

H.R. 13270
H.R. 13270 Modified by
Administration's
Proposal

Pay increase in Federal
Income Tax resulting solely
from the requirement to
allocate charitable contri-
butions and without sale of
securities withheld from
charity:
H.R. 13270
H.R. 13270 Modified by
Administration's
Proposal

300,000 136,250

300,000 123,086

300,000 120,248

300,000 104,202

163,750 45.42%

176,914 41.03%

179,752 40.08%

195,798 34.73%
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AssumvtiLns

Total
desired

coptribution

$642,656

507,801

494,641

501,934

485,881
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Summary of Statement
by

Stanley S. Surrey
Before the Committee on Finance, U. S. Senate

on the Tax Reform Act of 1969
September 25, 1969

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 is a very significant step forward

in the accomplishment of the vital task of reform of the Federal
tax structure. It is not the end of the road, but it is a major

beginning that takes us a considerable way forward. In the area

of tax reform, major beginnings are certainly major events.

Individual Income Tax
The House Bill is a major step forward in beginning to meet

the problems of tax reform under the individual income tax:
-- As to low-income taxpayers, the Bill fully meets the

problem of the present system, that of taxing those

below the poverty level and placing unfair burdens on

those low-income families above that level.
-- As to middle-income taxpayers, the Bill meets the major

goal of restoring tax simplicity and tax equity in the
case of the personal deductions by significantly increas-
ing the standard deduction. The Bill could be improved
by revising the tax treatment of the elderly and dis-

allowing the gasoline tax deduction.

-- As to high-income taxpayers, the Bill commences in a
significant way to restore tax fairness through its
elimination of the unlimited charitable contributions
deduction; its removal of the alternative rate on
capital gains and the extension of the six months
holding period to a year; its provision for future
issues of taxable state and local bonds; its partial
cut-back on the tax preferences accorded real estate
-- a cut-back which should be pushed further; and

a number of other special matters. Its adoption of

the minimum tax or limit on tax preferences and alloca-
tion of deductions provisions provides a partial offset
to the remaining preferences that will, if properly
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implemented, serve to prevent the gross escapes from
tax that are now prevelant. But these two provisions

as presently structured have serious omissions which

should be corrected.
-- The Bill falters seriously in its treatment of farm

tax losses and embarks on an unwise approach in placing
a 50% limit on the top marginal rate applicable to

earned income. It also unwisely introduces a new tax
incentive in the five-year amortization of certain

rental housing rehabilitation expenditures.

Corporation Income Tax
The House Bill is a significant step forward in beginning to

meet the problems of tax reform under the corporate tax:
-- With respect to the industries with the present lowest

effective rates:
-- As to financial institutions, the Bill brings the

effective tax rates of the commercial banks, mutual
savings banks and savings and loan associations

closer to those paid by business generally# and also
reduces the range?&ifferences within these institutions

themselves.
-- As to natural resources, the Bill reduces the percentage

depletion rates by about 25% and ends the abuses asso-

ciated with mineral production payments. But it fails
to deal with the aspect of intangible drilling expenses
in the oil industry and the tax preference accorded to
timber.

-- With respect to other preferences:

-- The Bill ends the tax escape now provided for multiple
corporations.

-- The Bill cuts back on the tax preferences accorded to
real estate.

-- The Bill strengthens the rules governing foundations
and other tax-exempt organizations.

But the Bill has a serious weakness in the addition of new
tax incentives:

-- The five-year amortization for pollution control
facilities.
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-- The five-year amortization for housing rehabilitation

expenditures.
-- The seven-year amortization for railroad cars.

pessimism and Tax Benefits
There is no one so pessimistic about the future of the country

as an industry or taxpayer faced with losing a tax preference.

These Hearings seem replete with industries and taxpayers who can

see only gloom ahead. The correlation between pessimism and tax
benefits is indeed high, for these prophets of gloom assert that
their pessimism for the future should be reflected in continued
or increased tax preferences.

Most of the pessimism is self-assertion, for there are few,
if any, studies that document the beliefs. All see the tax system
as a device to pour out financial assistance to industries and
activities that do not want to trust to the marketplace. The
accent is not on private enterprise, but on private enterprise
plus tax assistance. None is willing to pull back on the prefer-
ences so we can see if the pessimism is really warranted and to
see if Government assistance is really needed. And then, if the
assistance is really needed, to see it provided through direct
expenditure programs.

It should be clear by now that this tax incentive rationali-

zation, this infusion now of social goals into tax provisions
adopted long ago without any thought of incentive or social pro-
grams or the like, can only be destructive of an equitable tax
system and an efficient use of Government resources. It is the
proper course now to cut back these tax incentives and await the
future. The House Bill is a good start and should be pushed
forward, not stripped back.

Rates of Tax and Revenue Cost
Those first in line for tax relief when reduction is considered

feasible, are the low-income taxpayers. Those next in line are the
middle-income taxpayers not itemizing deductions for personal expenses.
The House Bill fully meets these two claims for relief. It then
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goes on to reduce tax rates throughout the rate schedule. The
result is a total long-run revenue loss of $2.4 billion.

Looking ahead to 1979, such a loss is hardly significant,

considering the hazards of revenue estimates. In all likelihood

such a tax reform bill cannot provide a net revenue gain, even
though an appraisal of national priorities would put more emphasis

on expenditure programs than such a large tax reduction. But
aside from this thought, the margin for concern about the revenue

aspects, i.e. the $2.4 billion loss in 1979 considered as an

absolute matter, is small. The Treasury appears to recognize

this, for its changes would leave a revenue loss of $1.3 billion
-- the difference of $1 billion is hardly cause for major economic

judgments.
The important matter is the composition of the tax reductions.

The Treasury approach to the House Bill is to make the across-the-

board individual rate reduction paramount and to strip back the

relief for low and middle-income families. This is an upside-down
view of the priorities for tax relief, a misstating of priorities,

and a negation of the essential task of tax revision. The House
Bill approaches that task properly by giving full relief to those

first in line for it.
The tax liability reduction under the Treasury approach shows

a large reduction in the $0 - $3000 bracket and then proceeds to

a relatively flat decline from $5000 on to $100,000. In contrast,

the House Bill shows significantly larger reductions up to the

$20,000 bracket than the Treasury approach, and the slope of the

tax reduction is far from flat. There is no question but that

the House Bill has a fairer distribution of the tax reduction.

The Treasury approach, after cutting back the reductions in

the low and middle-income brackets, is then to use the revenue so

obtained to reduce the corporate tax rate by two points. Such a

change is not defensible on tax equity grounds or on economic

stabilization grounds. The Treasury desire to remove the invest-

ment credit was based on the ground that capital formation was

at a high level now and no general investment incentive was
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needed. From a staliilization standpoint there is no point in
substituting a corporate rate reduction for the investment

credi t.
As to future growth and the relative balance between consump-

tion and investment, we can afford to wait a bit until the present
inflationary pace really wears away to see if capital formation
will then lag. If it does, a resort again to an investment credit

can be more 'meaningful than corporate rate reduction. There is no
point now in choosing weaker devices on the assumption that capital
formation may later need strengthening.

Conclusion
The Ways and Means Committee and the House have taken a

significant step forward to the goal of a fairer and simpler
Federal income tax. It is now up to this Committee and the
Senate to make that step a decisive one. The House Bill is a
fine structure to build upon. It can be strengthened in a
number of ways and these weaknesses should be corrected. But
its many, many strengths should be retained.
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Statement By
Stanley S. Surrey

before the

Committee on Finance

U. S. Senate

on
The Tax Reform Act of 1969

H. R. 13270

September 25, 1969

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee

in the Hearings on the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 is a very significant step forward

in the accomplishment of the vital task of reform of the Federal
tax structure. It is not the end of the road, but it is a major
beginning that takes us a considerable way forward. In the area
of tax reform, major beginnings are certainly major events.

Major tax bills are bulky, complex documents replete with
technical language. It is often difficult to obtain an overall
perspective regarding the basic aspects of such a bill - the
significant changes that are involved, the degree of progress or
retrogression in improvement of the tax structure, the swing of
the pendulum toward tax simplicity or tax complexity. I believe
it would be helpful in obtaining perspective on the effectiveness
of this bill in achieving tax reform to consider first the dimen-
sions of tax reform -- that is, what are the problems or issues of
tax reform -- and then to see what the bill actually does in meet-
ing those problems and issues.

Individual Income Tax
I will start first with the individual income tax. A consider-

ation of the dimensions of tax reform under the individual income
tax indicates that several distinct factors are involved. Some
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factors are paramount for one group of taxpayers, while other

factors predominate for the remaining groups. These different

factors, of course, call for different approaches. lhence, I

will separate these considerations into three broad taxpayer

classes -- low income, middle income and high income -- and

discuss the factors that are relevant to each group and the

pertinent provisions of the House Bill.

Low-Income Taxpayers
The significant factor regarding low-income taxpayers is that

the individual income tax is imposed on people whose incomes fall

below the poverty line, and also bears heavily on those close to

the line. Since that line is intended to measure the levels of

income, by family size, which are barely sufficient to provide

the necessities of life, there is justification for concluding

that the income tax should not reach down below those levels.

While poverty line definitions are to some extent arbitrary, so

also is any cut-off utilized under the income tax, and the poverty

line classification can well be used as a presumptive point for

fixing the line of exemption from the income tax. The present

income tax exemption levels, based on the combination of the $600

per person exemption and the minimum standard deduction, are con-

siderably below the poverty line levels, especially for single

persons and married persons with no or few children. Thus, a

single person with income above $900 is subject to income tax,

and yet the poverty line for single persons is around $1700; a
married couple pays tax if their income is above $1600, whereas

the poverty line is about $2200. There are about 2.2 million

families in poverty who are now subject to tax.

The income tax change best designed to relieve this situation

is to increase the present minimum standard deduction. Revision

in the amount of that deduction will concentrate the revenue

involved in the lowest income group and among single persons and

married persons with small families, where, as stated above, we

find the widest disparities between the present income tax

exemption levels and the poverty line. No other tax change --
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increase in personal exemption, decreases in tax rates, etc. --
will accomplish this purpose with the same effectiveness. The

revenue cost depends on the amount of increase that is made in
that deduction and the manner of its application.

The House Bill fully meets this problem of tax refbrm for

the low-income taxpayers. It raises the present minimum standard
deduction from $200 (plus $100 for each personal exemption) to
$I100 per taxpayer, effective in 1971. (The name is changed from

"minimum standard deduction" to "low income allowance.") The effect
of the change is to place the start of the income tax at essentially
the poverty level - thus fully exempting those below that level -
and to give substantial tax relief to low-income families in the
area above the poverty level.

This approach is far preferable to that contained in the
earlier version of the low-income allowance (ll.R. 12290) which
involved a scaling-down of that allowance, so that it eventually
disappeared and only the present minimum standard deduction remained.

Such a scaling-down is retained in the current House Bill for 1970
and a modified permanent scaling-down has been recommended to your
Committee by the Treasury Department. But a scaling-down approach
is decidedly undesirable in meeting the problems of low-income tax-
payers. While the initial allowance does exclude those below the
poverty level from the income tax, the scaling-down has the effect
of providing less relief to those low-income families above the
poverty levels and far less overall relief to the lowest brackets
than does the undiluted approach taken in the House Bill for 1971.
Thus, that Bill achieves $2.6 billion of tax relief for these
low-income families as compared with only $625 million under the
scaling-down approach in 1970 (the original Treasury approach)
and only $920 million under the latest Treasury scaling-down
proposal.

The scaling-down approach also has the decided disadvantage
and unfortunate effect of providing a high rate of tax for all
low-income taxpayers who remain subject to tax. Thus, in 1970,
under the general rate scale in the House Bill (which is the same
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as present law) the first bracket rate on income above the cxemtt
level is 14% on the first $500, 15% on the second $500, 16% on
the next $500, and so on. Under the scaling-down approach in the
Bill, however, the rates in effect for 1970 are much higher --
for example, the starting rate really becomes 21% instead of 14%.
Thus, under the new table for that year, a single person is exempt
if his income is below $1700. As he earns income in excess of
$1700 his tax rate is 21% on the first $500 earned, 22-1/2% on the

next $500, and 24% on the next $500. The same effect exists for
married persons. This is because the taxpayer not only pays tax
on each dollar he earns, but each such dollar also adds $.50 more

to his taxable income because his low-income allowance is sliced
$.50 for each $1 of income. These high rates do not show up in
the law or tax returns because the tax is stated only in table

form -- nor are they discussed in the House Committee's Report or
the Treasury proposals. But the disadvantage of very high marginal
rates for these brackets exists under the scaling-down approach.
Fortunately, the House Bill in 1971 eliminates the scaling-down

and thus eliminates these high marginal rates for that year and
thereafter.

However, under the permanent scaling-down approach now
recommended by the Treasury, the aspect of high marginal rates
would persist. The scaling-down is slower -- the low-income

allowance would be sliced $.25 for each $1 of income -- and the
marginal rates would not be as high as in 1970, but they would

be high. Thus, in 1971, when the general rates are stated to be

13% on the first $500, a low-income person subject to tax would

under the Treasury approach actually have a rate of 16-1/4% on
his first $500 of taxable income; when the general rate is 14%
on the next $500, the low-income person would actually have a

rate of 17-1/2% and so on. Thus, for low-income taxpayers, the
tax tables under the Treasury scaling-down really involve actual
tax rates 25% higher than the rates used in the general rate
tables and which people presumably think are the rates applicable.

It is right to exempt from tax completely those persons whose
incomes are below the poverty level. It is not right -- as the
Treasury would do -- to tax at high rates those persons whose
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incomes are just above the poverty levels. The [louse Bill in

rejecting a permanent scaling-down is thus distinctly preferable
to the Treasury recommendation to use that device.

Middle-Income Taxpayers
In 1944 the Congress took a major step to improve the sim-

plicity and fairness of the individual income tax when it adopted

the standard deduction -- at 10% of gross income up to a maximum

deduction of' $1000. This standard deduction was then used on
about 82% of the tax returns. This action had two consequences:

From the standpoint of simplicity, for the great mass of taxpayers
the computation and record keeping under the income tax were great-
ly simplified. From the standpoint of fairness, for this group

variations in deductions for personal expenses would not affect
tax liabilities so that the tax burden was the same within the
range of the average for these deductions. Only those taxpayers
with personal expenses above the average could affect their tax
liabilities through those expenses.

Since 1944, however, these important gains in simplicity and
equity have steadily eroded away. In 1969, it is estimated that
only 57% of tax returns will utilize the standard deduction. In
the intervening years, average deductions have risen, making the
10% figure inappropriate, and incomes have also risen, making the
$1000 limit inappropriate; yet those two aspects of the standard
deduction have remained unchanged. The result is increased com-
plexity for taxpayers, and a greater spread of actual tax liabil-
ities for taxpayers largely similarly situated.

It must be remembered that many taxpayers who actually bear
the burdens of these personal expenses cannot obtain the itemized
deductions for those expenses since they do not directly pay the
items, such as tenants who in their rent bear the costs of property
taxes and interest. In these cases, the purpose of the standard
deduction is to prevent serious unfair distinctions in tax burdens.
And even where there are actual variations in personal expenses,
the precise reflection of those variations in many cases would
produce only small tax differences, whose reflection in tax
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liability is out of all proportion to the complexity involved in
keeping track of the items. This is especially so where the

deductible personal expenses themselves raise qualitative judg-

ments on which people differ. In these cases, the standard

deduction serves to prevent taxpayers from being involved in
excessive costs to obtain at best minor equity advantages.

As a result, our goals of simplicity and fairness point in

the case of this group of taxpayers -- those with incomes from
about $7000 to $25,000 -- to a revision which would restore, as
far as possible, the effectiveness of the standard deduction.

This step requires both an increase in the 10% figure and the

$1000 limit, and the revenue cost involved depends on the extent
to which these amounts are increased.

The House Bill here also meets the problem of tax reform for
this group of taxpayers. It increases the standard deduction to

15% by 1972 and raises the limit to $2000. The effect, in combin-

ation with other changes in the Bill, would be that about 80%

of returns would again be using the standard deduction. This is
clearly a major gain in both tax fairness and tax simplification.

The Treasury recommendation to your Committee to increase

the standard deduction only to 12% and $1400 is a decidedly
inferior approach and should not be adopted.

A word as to revenue costs and the priorities for tax
reduction may be appropriate here. The $1100 uniform minimum
standard deduction or low-income allowance with no scaling-down
costs $2.7 billion under the House Bill. The 15% - $2000 standard

deduction costs $1.3 billion. The revenue is well spent, however,

and goes to the persons under the individual income tax who held
the top priority for tax relief when revenues for that relief
became available, as they do under this Bill. These are the

people who are first in line for tax relief, for they are treated
unfairly and less favorably than other taxpayers under the present

law -- the low-income groups who can least afford the income tax

burden and the middle-income groups who do not benefit from

itemized deductions.
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The Treasury, however, seems to have an upside-down vie4 oi

the priorities for tax relief. It gives top priority to the

across-the-board rate reduction under the House Bill in the
individual tax of $4.5 billion, stating that it "represents
reasonable, equitable tax relief" because it "does not discriminate
between itemizers and non-itemizers, between homeowners and tenants"
and so on -- "it provides even-handed non-discriminatory relief."

But the task of tax reform and tax revision -- when taxes

are being reduced -- is to see whether the present treatment is
fair or unfair and to correct injustices first rather than simply

uniformly to change tax rates. Such a uniform adjustment is appro-

priate in a temporary measure adopted for economic stabilization

reasons -- a 10% surcharge (though even here the lowest brackets
were exempted) or a 10% reduction to avoid a recession. There the
task is not to change existing relationships and not to consider
basic tax policy issues -- these are to be left to permanent tax
revision. But now we are engaged in just such a revision where
the task is that of examining just who is treated more favorably
and who less favorably under the tax system. To approach such a
fundamental revision by saying, as does the Treasury, that the
first tax priority is across-the-board rate reduction would mean
we would never really ever deal with the basic issues in an ade-
quate way. The Treasury approach is thus a misstating of prior-
ities and a negation of the essential task of tax revision. The
House Bill approaches the matter properly by giving full relief
to those first in line for it.

Several additional matters not in the House Bill may be
mentioned with respect to the middle-income groups. Another step
that can achieve simplicity, and also is in keeping with tax fair-

ness, would be to eliminate the deduction for state gasoline taxes
where the item is a personal and not a business expense. Like the

non-deductible federal gasoline tax, the state gasoline tax is
essentially a charge for the use of highway facilities and, there-

fore, should not be deductible. This step is now recommended by
the Treasury.
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Simplification and fairness for this group also call for a
complete revision in the tax treatment of the elderly. The present
rules are a maze of complexity adding up to a full page on the tax
return. They also involve unjustifiable discriminations among the
elderly through differing tax treatment for different sources of
income, here bearing adversely on those elderly who need to con-

tinue working after reaching age 65. Further, they provide
unneeded tax relief for those elderly who are well-to-do. The
February Treasury Proposals involved a complete revision of present
rules, with a revenue cost of $80 million.*

High-Income Group

Breakdown in Fairness --
The problem presented in the high-income group is a complete

breakdown in the fairness of the individual income tax. A few
examples will illustrate this:

-- In 1967 there were 155 tax returns with adjusted gross

income above $200,000 on which no income tax was paid,
including 21 returns with incomes above $1 million.

* Another desirable change, recommended in the February Treasury
Proposals, was in the charitable deduction, under which that deduc-
tion would be allowed outside the standard deduction (i.e. allowed
together with the standard deduction), but would be available only
where the contributions exceeded 3% of adjusted gross income. This
threshold would apply to taxpayers using either the standard deduc-
tion or itemized deductions. These changes in the charitable
deduction, combined with the standard deduction changes, would
reduce significantly the number of returns requiring record keeping
and audit for personal items, while maintaining for all taxpayers,
even those using the standard deduction, an incentive for charitable
gifts above routine giving. The charitable organizations apparently
oppose such changes. But they presumably overlook or misjudge its
advantages. Under the House Bill, with its increase in the standard
deduction, and no other change as respects charitable contributions,
only about 15 million returns would be left to use itemized deduc-
tions and to claim a charitable deduction. Under the above proposal:
however, with the ability to claim a charitable deduction whether
other deductions are itemized or not, even with a 3% threshold
about 26 million returns would claim a charitable deduction. These
proposals would thus provide a wider base for charitable support
than simply changing the standard deduction.
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But these figures do not measure the full degree of tax

escape at this level. If actual incomes were used rather
than adjusted gross income -- so that items such as tax-

exempt interest, full capital gains, excess percentage

depletion, farm "tax losses", excess real estate depre-
ciation, and intangible drilling expense deductions were

included in the total amount of income -- the number of
individuals with incomes above $200,000 and $1 million
who are paying no tax would be higher. This figure would

provide a more accurate description of the escape from

tax in this group. Thus, some individuals who now show
up in Statistics of Income below $200,000 and even in

the $0 - $3000 bracket or with a loss, and who are paying

no tax, would -- if these excluded items were added to
their adjusted gross income -- be in the above $200,000
group and even above $1 million -- and still, of course,

be paying no tax. Present data, however, presumably do
not permit a statistical reclassification on this basis.

For those who pay tax, in the group with over $1 million

of actual income (before personal expense deductions),

the effective rate of tax for about 75% of the group

clusters in the area between 20% and 30%.* This may be
compared with taxpayers in the group between $20,000 and
$50,000 of actual income, where about 60%** cluster in

the same effective rate area between 20% and 30%, yet

the $1 million and over group per taxpayer have probably

over 50 times as much income.

* 36.6% in the range 20%-25%, and 37.3% in the range 25%-30%.
The $500,000 - $1 million group reflects a similar cluster, 64.7%.
Even these figures are an understatement, since the actual or
total income data do not include excess real estate depreciation,
farm "tax losses", and intangible drilling expenses.
** 45.3% in the range 20%-25%, and 13.5% in the range 25%-30%.
27.9% are in the range 15%-20%.
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-- For taxpayers up to the level of $50,000 of actual lncce a.,
although there is dispersion within each group, the central
range of effective rates moves upwards as income rises; for
groups above $50,000, this upward movement in effective
rates begin to flatten; and above $100,000 the central

range of effective rate moves backwards to produce the
results described for the $1 million and over group.

The obVious departure from the ability to pay concept and
from elementary standards of fairness is self-evident in these

statistics. Whether a person is below the poverty line, whether
he is in the group between $20,000 and $50,000, or whether he is
in-between, he is certainly warranted in feeling that the income

tax is not working fairly.

Causes of Unfairness --
I would like to turn from these overall evidences of unfair-

ness to the causes of high incomes showing these low rates or

complete absence of tax, since the causes will point the way to
possible approaches for correction.

In overall effect, the causes lie in a combination of excluded
income items and the method of applying itemized deductions.

As to the excluded items, looking at the significant ones, the
list covers:

- the excluded half of realized capital gains
- interest on state and local bonds
- accelerated depreciation largely on buildings
- deduction for unlimited charitable contributions

(almost entirely of appreciated securities whose
gain is not taxed)

- farm "tax losses"
- excess of percentage depletion over cost of investment
- intangible drilling expenses of oil wells.
For many persons, these items singly or in combination bring

the tax to zero. Thus, for somewhere around 50 to 75 persons, the
unlimited charitable deduction benefit simply eliminates tax.*

See specific cases I - 4 in the February Treasury Proposals,
pp. 90-91, involving persons with actual incomes of $10 million,
$6 million, $8 million, and $6.5 million.
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For others, percentage depletion or intangible drilling expansc*;
real estate deductions, mainly accelerated depreciation**; or farm
"tax losses"*** are the factors that produce a zero tax.

For a large group, the effect of these items while not com-

pletely eliminating tax, is to reduce the taxable income consider-
ably below the actual income. Then another factor enters -- these
persons usually have large personal expense deductions which they
itemize. These itemized deductions are offset against the remain-
ing taxable income, and in no way are allocated to the excluded
income, although excluded as well as taxable items are a source
for the itemized deductions. Hence, the full force of the item-
ized deductions is concentrated against the taxable income and
the result is a very low or even zero tax.****

The interest deduction, usually arising from loans to carry

capital assets which result in excluded income or no current
income, is here an important factor. So also is the general

charitable contributions deduction, which for this group usually
involves not cash gifts but gifts of securities whose appreciation
is not taxed though the appreciated value measures the deduction.

This steady deterioration of income taxation in the case of

high-income individuals has been hastened by the "institutional-
ization" of tax escapes. The "packaging of tax shelters" by
investment houses, brokerage organizations, and others has made
these shelters readily available to those with incomes high
enough to utilize their attractions. Just as in the case of
the stock market, geography is not a factor -- the possessor of

* See specific cases 8 and 9, p. 93, involving persons with
$1 million and $1.3 million.
** See specific case 10, p. 94, involving a person with $1.4
million, and table 1, p. 452.

* See specific case 11, p. 94, involving a person with $700,000.
* See specific cases 5, 6, and 7, pp. 92-93, involving persons

with $5.3 million, $935,000 and $1.3 million.
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a tax shelter can live thousands of miles away from his cattle

or his oil well or his orchard or his post office and in fact may
never see them at all. It is clear that whatever may have been
the origin of these shelters, it was no one's intent -- in the
executive branch or in the Congress -- that this supermarket era
of tax shelters was to be the end result.

These are the causes of unfairness -- what are the solutions
adopted in the House Bill?
House Bill Solutions - Matters Dealt With Directly

Some of the items permitting escape from tax are dealt with

directly in the House Bill.

Unlimited Charitable Deduction. The House Bill would, and
properly so, eliminate the unlimited charitable deduction after
a transitional period. While superficially this deduction may
seem to have a certain appeal when loosely described -- a person

must give away 90% of his income -- in actual effect the individual

is not giving away income or assets but giving away his tax. The
assets actually contributed are nearly always appreciated securities
whose gain is untaxed and the income made tax-free is generally

dividend income otherwise subject to a rate around 70%. I see no
reason why one group of persons is permitted to give their tax to

any charity they choose while others are required to pay their
tax to the Federal Government. If all of us could choose either
to pay our income tax to the Government or give it to our favorite
charity we would have tax anarchy. This being so, no special

group should be permitted this choice. The question of how large
a tax subsidy should be given to charitable organizations under
the income tax is one to be decided by the Congress. For most

everyone this is controlled through the limit, now 30% of adjusted
gross income, on the charitable deduction. This limit can be

changed; the House Bill uses 50%. But the limit should apply
across the board. All who have ability to pay should pay some

tax to the Federal government, rather than be permitted to select
a charity to the exclusion of the Federal government. Certainly,

if only for the reason of tax morality, this should be true for
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our wealthiest persons. The House Bill properly ends the unlimited

charitable deduction.

Capital Gains. The House Bill would reduce the tax preference

for capital gains by lengthening the holding period from six months
to a year and eliminating the 25% alternative rate. These changes
are proper improvements in the treatment of capital gains and
their justification in terms, of tax equity is clear. Most econo-
mists have for years urged at least changes along these lines.
Equally, most economists who have studied the matter would find
unconvincing the assertion that such moderate changes would have
the calamitous effects on investment that critics of the changes
usually charge.

The Treasury's objection to these changes is also cast in

terms of effects on investment: "These changes.. .impose too
great a burden on capital investment. The effect of the Bill
would be to remove a large measure of the incentive for private
capital to engage in new and expanded business ventures. Present
capital investments would tend to be frozen and the economy as a
whole would suffer." But these dire forebodings are strange

indeed when placed alongside its actual recommendations. For the
Treasury is obviously aware that the capital gain preference is
the single most important factor in permitting high income persons
greatly to reduce their effective rate of tax, so that the equity
and fairness of the tax system are markedly reduced. Hence, it

recommends a complex limitation on the use of the 25% alternative
rate which is in effect a special minimum tax applicable to capital
gains. Under this approach the revenue gain in the capital gain

and loss area would be $425 million -- or about 66% of the House
Bill gain of $635 million. It is hard to see how this $210 million

additional gain under the House Bill -- less than 1% of the present

yield from capital gains taxation of individuals -- can have the

adverse effects on investment painted by the Treasury. In this
light, the House Bill approach, which is direct and far simpler,
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is to be preferred.*
We should recognize that the most serious aspect of our

present capital gains policy is the permanent escape from tax of
appreciation in assets transferred at death. Correction of this

defect remains a matter of top priority. The louse Committee
Report states that reform measures relating to revision of the

estate and gift tax laws and the related problem of the tax

treatment of property passing at death will be studied as soon

as possible, with a bill to be reported in this Congress. The

accomplishment of this objective will move us considerably further

along the road of meaningful tax reform.

State and Local Bond Interest. The House Bill begins to come

to grips with the difficult matter of state and local bond interest
--difficult because of its history and its place in federal-state

relationships. The issue is clear: The present exemption for
interest on state and local bonds has the general effect of a

blanket, no strings attached, federal grant-in-aid to the issuing

governments. It is achieved by giving tax favoritism to high-

bracket individuals with conservative investment instincts, to

commercial banks, and in lesser degree to some other financial

institutions. The state and local governments clearly desire

the general effect to continue. Those interested in the federal
tax structure deplore the method of achieving this effect because
of both the tax favoritism and the inefficiency or wastage involved
in resorting to the technique of favoritism, in that more federal

tax revenue is lost than the local governments obtain in aid.
The federal revenue lost annually through the exemption is about

$2.63 billion. The aid annually obtained by the states and local

governments -- the amount saved through the lower interest rates

on tax-exempt bonds -- is about $1.9 billion. (Parenthetically,

* The definitional changes in the House Bill in the capital gain
area - as to collections of letters, papers, and memoranda; the
treatment of lump sum pension distributions (still inadequate as
to appreciated property); franchises; casualty gains and losses;
and sales of life estates (why is the income still considered
capital gain?) are improvements over present law, as are the
changes in the capital loss rules.
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to put this form of federal aid in perspective, the total amount
of grant aid to states and localities is about $25 billion.)

Thu% state and local governments carry no brief as such for

the federal tax windfalls and the wastage. Up to now, however,

they have not seen any other mechanism which can achieve for
them the general effect that the tax exemption produces. But

the future heavy financial demands on state and local governments

will diminish for them the amount of the grant-in-aid that the

tax exemption mechanism produces. The restraint on the scope of

the market for their bonds that tax exemption involves will cause
their interest rates to rise. At the same time, the tax favoritism
perversely is increased.

The inefficiency inherent in the use of the tax exemption

mechanism to achieve the grant-in-aid will thus hurt all the
governments involved. They now have a common interest in finding
a better path to the grant-in-aid.

The House Bill provides the solution of taxable bonds issued

on an optional basis by state and local governments. The federal

taxation of these bonds would remove the present tax unfairness.
Since the interest costs on taxable bonds would be higher than on

tax-exempt issues, the Bill continues the aid to the states and

localities by authorizing the Treasury to pay from 30% to 40% of
the interest cost (25% to 40% after 1975). The payments would be

to the issuing governments periodically as interest falls due.
The payments would be automatic, with no strings attached. Hence,

the automatic non-Federal control of the present aid would con-

tinue. The issuance of taxable bonds would be optional, so that
the privilege still to issue tax-exempt bonds would remain.

It is difficult to see how states and localities can lose
under this arrangement. On the contrary, depending on the level

of the Treasury's interest payments, they could readily gain much

through actual interest costs on their part becoming less for

most localities than the interest costs on their existing tax-
exempt bonds. The Treasury could even make its payments around

451 or 50% of the interest without losing any money. It would
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then simply be turning over fully to states and localities the
amount that today goes wasted -- the difference between the
earlier figures of $2.63 billion federal revenue lost and $1.9
billion state and local interest savings annually.

There can be improvements in the provision, perhaps fixing
on a definite percentage of aid rather than letting the Secretary
vary the figure. There can be problems of transition and adjust-
ment. These are inevitable and all should work together to meet
them. Also the present difficulties plaguing bond issuers,
growing out of the unusually high interest levels reflecting
inflationary forces and counter measures, should not cause us to
lose perspective on the long-run aspects. Further, while there
may well be shifts in the traditional patterns of investment
dealer relationships and mechanisms, these shifts are hardly a
matter on which to base policy objectives. There can be other
alternatives to pursue, such as an Urban Development Bank. But
these alternatives need not be competitors, but complementary

solutions.
The matter must be kept in perspective. The House Bill

offers a present, rational approach regarding future issues of
state and local bonds. It should be accepted in this light and
efforts made to perfect it rather than seek to tear it apart and
strike it down. A solution of this character would both materially
lessen the federal tax unfairness as future issues go out on a
taxable rather than a tax-exempt basis and provide greater interest
savings to states and localities without any federal control of

their debt obligations.
Farm "Tax Losses". The House Bill unfortunately falters

severely when it comes to the matter of farm tax losses. The
abuses in this area have been well publicized. Essentially,
Treasury regulations permit farmers to expense items which are

capital items and so treated under commercial accounting prin-
ciples -- items such as the costs of raising livestock and the
costs involved in the pre-operation stage of orchards and
ranches. (There are other departures from financial accounting,
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such as the ability to use the cash method though inventories
are involved). The ability to expense items that are capital in

nature gives rise to current deductions that are in excess of

the current income from the cattle or orchard or other activity.
These excess deductions -- "tax losses" -- are quite valuable

when other non-farm income is present, since the farm "losses"

can then shelter that non-farm income from tax and thus leave the

non-farm income -- be it executive salary, investment house or

brokerage commissions dividends and so on -- free of tax. The
tax picture is made all the sweeter by the statutory treatment

of the sale of the products involved -- the cattle or the orchard

-- as a capital gain transaction, so that the end of the road can

be 25% tax rates and not ordinary income rates. And the main

road of tax shelter need have no end -- one herd of cattle can
be sold and another started, one orchard sold and another planted.

Wealthy non-farmers have been made increasingly aware of the

wonders of this tax system, under which the Government actually

pays the non-farmer money just to own the cattle or orchard and

the wealthier he is the more it pays him. These farm rules are

thus a "negative income tax" for well-to-do non-farmers. The
absurdity of the present rules is disclosed by data that show

that as people rise in the income scale they would appear to

have a remarkable propensity to run their farm operations at a
loss -- the greater the income from non-farm sources, the greater

the loss from farm operations. Since the data also indicate that
people with high incomes do not show losses on other business

ventures, we can hardly conclude that when they go into farming

they uniformly stumble around and actually lose money due to
mismanagement or bad investment decisions. Rather, when we

observe the extensive literature which explains how wealthy

people can save after-tax dollars through showing "tax losses"
on farm operations, which really involve an actual net invest-

ment in the farm, and then shielding other income with those

"losses", it is obvious that the prevalence of these "losses"

is evidence of extensive use of a tax abuse.
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The House Bill essentially does very little about this -- iL

raises $20 million when an adequate approach would produce at
least $150 million. Its defects are two-fold: It continues to

allow these artificial farm "tax losses" to be used currently

but then would recapture them (the "excess deduction account")

on any later sale of the assets by treating the gain on sale as
ordinary gain rather than capital gain to the extent of the prior
losses. The House Bill, by allowing artificial losses currently
to be offset against and thus shelter non-farm income, permits

the tax on that income to be deferred until a later date. For
people in the upper brackets, tax deferral by itself is a valuable
asset -- the Government in effect makes an interest-free loan of
the tax amount and such loans in these days of 9% and 10% money
are quite beneficial. In addition to this basic defect of struc-
ture in its solution, the House Bill imposes severe limits on the
use of the solution: the farm loss must exceed $25,000 and the

non-farm income exceed $50,000.
In contrast, Senator Metcalf and others have suggested a far

better approach. This approach would not allow these artificial

"tax losses" to be used currently, so that there would be no shelter
of non-farm income. On any sale of the farm assets, the losses
could then be used to offset any gain on that sale. His bill uses

a limit of $15,000 of non-farm income, and this exclusion is phased

out.*
The proper course in the farm area is to reject the House Bill

approach and follow Senator Metcalf's approach.**

* Senator Metcalf's bill could be strengthened by offsetting
the disallowed losses against the full gain on any sale, before
the application of the 50% capital gain deduction rather than
after that application, as the bill now appears to provide.
** The House Bill provides for recapture of any excess deprecia-
tion deduction that may show up on a sale, as is done under present
law with other tangible property generally, and this change is
desirable. The Bill also strengthens the *hobby loss" provision
(the Treasury suggestion of including anticipated increase in the
value of the property as an indication of a non-hobby would seem
a weakening of the House Bill). But these provisions are not
substitutes for an adequate solution to the main problem; they
are desirable complements to Senator Metcalf's approach to the
main problem.
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Real Estate. In many respects the real estate area is like

the farm area, except that "real estate tax losses" are used as
the shelter rather than "farm tax losses." The present tax laws
grant excessively favorable accelerated depreciation to buildings,

which provides far more rapid write-offs than straight-line

depreciation. This excessive depreciation deduction, on top of

the other expense deductions for interest and taxes, not only

relieves real estate rentals from tax, but is so large that it
spills over and shelters non-real estate income tax.

The investor is in many cases not interested in "cash flow*

from the building but in "tax flow" -- how much by way of deduc-
tions for interest on the mortgage, real estate taxes, and
accelerated depreciation will the building generate so that the
resulting "tax losses" (deductions in excess of rental income)

can offset dividend income, professional fees, salaries, etc.,
and thus "shelter" the latter from tax. The real estate shelter
is especially attractive because all these deductions belong to

the equity investor. Generally the equity investor can obtain
a high leverage effect. Further, through deductions of interest

and taxes during the construction of a building, he can often
recover his equity investment before the rental lease even
starts, so that the deductions available during the lease are
all a return on investment. The rental under the lease will
take care of the mortgage and real estate taxes.

For these reasons, the real estate shelter -- office buildings,
motels, shopping centers, post offices, high rise apartment houses,
industrial buildings and so on -- has had a broad attraction. Thus
the announcement of the Government's decision to build a major
post office is also a major event in the halls of those institutions
that package tax shelters. Post Offices are privately owned and
leased to the Government, thus making the real estate shelter

available to the syndicate members who own the facility. The data,
though not as complete as one would like, point to a far wider --
and still rapidly widening -- use of the real estate shelter than
is generally realized. In fact, the use of this escape route may
rank just after the capital gain factor in magnitude.
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The House Bill makes a start on attacking this problem. It

reduces accelerated depreciation on all new buildings, except new
rental housing, to 150' declining balance depreciation instead of

200% declining balance and it limits used buildings to straight-

line depreciation. It also applies the present recapture rules

of personal property to real property, so that depreciation in

excess of straight-line depreciation is recaptured on sale by

converting capital gain to ordinary income to the extent of the

excess.

The allowance under the House Bill of 150% declining balance
depreciation for new buildings is still on the over-generous side,

and straight-line depreciation is more appropriate. Another

desirable step would be to require the capitalization of interest

and taxes paid during construction. The present option to expense
these costs is at variance with proper accounting procedures and
operates to accentuate the real estate shelter. The current

deduction of these capital costs often returns to the investor

nearly all of his equity investment at the outset. With nothing
in effect at risk, the benefits of excessive depreciation are

pure tax profit to him.
The House Bill does not change the depreciation provisions

applicable to rental housing, though no reason for the exception
is advance. The Government does have an interest in encouraging
rental housing. Government non-tax programs to aid such housing,

however, do not indiscriminately apply to all housing, but focus

instead on housing for low and middle income families. The House

Committee Report itself criticizes the use of tax benefits for

luxury housing:

"In the housing field the tax stimuli are more
effective for luxury- and moderate-income rental
housing where profitability and appreciation
prospects relative to risk are inherently more
attractive than in lower-income housing.

The "trickle down" supply effect for the lower
income rental housing market is slow and uncertain
in a growing general housing market.

Capital and other resource demands engendered by
the existing tax stimuli tend to expand luxury
housing, commercial, office, motel, shopping
center, and other forms of investment, squeezing
out lower income housing."
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And yet the Bill retains tax benefits for all housing, including
luxury housing. There is no Government expenditure policy to aid
luxury, high cost housing. Why, therefore, should we have a tax
policy that in effect spends Government funds for such housing
instead of concentrating Government financial assistance where
it is needed. At the least, the benefits of accelerated depre-

ciation should be retained only for the type of rental housing
that is assisted under direct expenditure programs.

Even as to such housing it would be desirable to phase out
the tax assistance and allow the funds which that assistance
represents to be used directly by HUD in its programs. A termin-
ation date should therefore be put on this tax incentive for such
housing, and arrangements explored to achieve a transfer of the
funds involved at that date from the "tax expenditure budget" to
the regular Budget for housing.

The House Bill introduces a distinctly unwise tax policy when
it provides for five-year amortization of certain costs incurred

in the rehabilitation of low-cost rental housing. This is an expen-
sive tax incentive -- the revenue cost is put at $330 million.
There is no discussion in the House Report, and no study referred
to, indicating that if the Government is suddenly to spend $330
million more on housing, it should be spent in this fashion.
There is no indication that rehabilitation of low-cost buildings
has this high a priority or that this type of program and
assistance is the most effective that can be devised. Because
of the difficulties involved in rehabilitation, HUD up to now
seems to have given it a low priority. Scarce funds must be
allocated over many needs and apparently the economics of
rehabilitation are such that the money is better spent in new
construction. If HUD and the Congressional Committees concerned
with housing have come to this conclusion, it would seem irrational
for the Treasury and the Ways and Means Committee suddenly to
start spending Government funds on a different basis. Surely with
other established housing programs not fully funded, a better use
for this $330 million exists. It is one thing for HUD to accept
money from any source and not turn down such gifts, but this is
hardly a wise use of scarce Government resources.
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The Treasury itself seems to have reservations on tax
incentives in the housing area, for it states:

, "We are concerned with the continued heavy
reliance upon tax incentives as a means of
achieving our national housing goals, and
believe that consideration should be given
in the near future to other additional
methods of doing so."

Given this concern, it is difficult to perceive the wisdom of
suddenly launching a new tax incentive with no study behind it
and in an area that seemingly has been regarded by housing
experts as having a low priority when it somes to spending
Federal funds.

Together with the continued accelerated depreciation assis-
tance for all rental housing, we presumably will be spending over
a half-billion dollars through the tax system on such housing.
It would be far wiser to turn these funds over to the non-tax
expenditure programs of Government.

Natural Resources. I will discuss the matter of percentage
depletion and other natural resources tax changes in connection
with consideration of the corporate tax.

Other Items. The House Bill in a number of areas has desir-
able corrective provisions that will strengthen the equity of the
individual income tax, which I will here merely list:

-- the requirement that corporate earnings and profits
be computed on the basis of straight-line deprecia-
tion, thereby ending the present system of creating
tax-free dividends to shareholders, especially in
the public utility area, through computing earnings
and profits on the basis of accelerated depreciation.

-- the taxing of distributions to beneficiaries of

accumulation trusts and multiple trusts at the tax
brackets applicable to those beneficiaries rather
than, as at present, at the lower tax rates applicable
to the trusts.

-- the tightening of the rules regarding restricted
stock compensation plans.
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-- the tightening of the rules regarding the treatment of

stock dividends when two classes of stock exist and

the rules regarding stock dividends on preferred stock,

the changes in effect largely embodying existing regu-

lations in the statute.
-- the revision of the treatment of employee deferred

compensation so as to allocate its consequences for

tax Iurposesto the years in which the compensation was
earned.

House Bill Solutions - Overall Approaches
In addition to the above direct approaches, the House Bill

has two overall approaches, or back-up provisions, designed to

increase the fairness of the tax. These two approaches are a

minimum individual income tax or limit on tax preferences, and
the allocation of deductions.

Limit on Tax Preferences. The limit on tax preferences --
or minimum income tax -- is premised on the position that what-
ever may be the merits of the major tax preferences that are

retained, of overriding importance is the principle that every
individual with substantial income should pay a minimum tax
toward the cost of Government that itself bears a relationship
to the economic income involved. To achieve this, under the

House Bill a 50% ceiling is imposed on the amount of a taxpayer's
total income (taxable items plus tax preference items) that can
be excluded from tax. In other words, speak'.ng generally, if
the tax preferences exceed 50% of total income, the excess
becomes taxable. *

* The technique is similar to Senator Harris' minimum tax bill,
except that Senator Harris' bill would apply the regular tax rates
to any part of the 50% of capital gain that is reached by the min-
imum tax, thus not making the 25% alternative rate applicable to
that part. This was the effect of the February Treasury Proposal
for a minimum tax. The House Bill version does not alter the 25%
alternative rate. This is done under the direct changes in capital
gains.
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The tax preferences covered by the House Bill are state and

local bond interest (included gradually over 10 years); one-half

of capital gains; appreciation in value of property contributed
to charity; excess depreciation on real estate; and farm tax

losses.
Two important items are missing from this list: percentage

depletion and intangible drilling expenses. These omissions are

serious aspects, since for those engaged in natural resources

activities, the effect of the limit on tax preferences is fully

negated. There is no reason to omit these items. The theory of

a minimum tax -- or a limit on tax preferences -- is not to pass

judgment on any particular tax preference. The theory instead
accepts the view that for one reason or another the particular
preference is to remain. But the theory asserts an overriding
concept of tax equity that there must be scope for the principle

that each individual with significant amounts of income must pay
some tax to the Government. Any preference, no matter how merito-

rious it is considered by its adherents, must make accommodation
to this competing principle of tax equity. In this light, per-

centage depletion in excess of capital investment and intangible

drilling expenses should be covered as preference items. The

Treasury so suggests, though it would still exclude intangible

drilling expenses of individuals whose principal business is

exploration for oil and gas. Obviously such an exception is at
variance with the principle of the limit on tax preferences and

is unadvisable.
The Treasury suggests three additions to the list of tax

preferences: interest and taxes paid during the period of con-
struction of a building; excess depreciation in the case of a

lease of equipment and other personal property; and the new

five-year amortization of rehabilitation outlays for low-cost

housing. The first two additions are desirable assuming the

matters are not dealt with directly, which would be preferable

-- the interest and taxes should be capitalized as stated

earlier; the lease abuse could be handled, even administratively,

by a better delineation between what is really a sale by the
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purported lessor accompanied by a loan, since many of these leases

are essentially financing arrangements, and what is a real lease.
The third addition indicates the error of embarking at all on the
new tax preference for rehabilitation.'

Allocation of Deductions. As stated earlier, income excluded

because of tax preferences provides in effect a double benefit --
the income is excluded and the taxpayer is then permitted to reduce

his remaining income by the full amount of his itemized deductions.
To eliminate this double benefit, the House Bill contains an
allocation of deductions requirement. Under this provision item-

ized deductions must be allocated between taxable income and excluded
income. The portion allocable to the excluded income would not be
allowed as a tax deduction.

The proposal is clearly appropriate. The policy issue involved

is the content of the tax preferences that are taken into account

in determining the excluded income. The House Bill parallels the
limit-on tax preferences proposal by covering the same preferences,

with two exceptions. It here does cover percentage depletion and
intangible drilling expenses, which is proper (and with which the
Treasury agrees, without any of the exceptions as to intangible
drilling expenses of those engaged in the oil business). It here
excludes, however, interest on existing state and local obligations,
which is wrong. The Treasury here recommends existing obligations
be covered, without any ten-year phase-in. The Treasury here also
recommends the additional three matters mentioned under the limit
on tax preferences.

The proper course is to make the two provisions, allocation

of deductions and limit on tax preferences, parallel in scope.
Moreover, the two provisions should be given a wide scope, in
keeping with their back-up objective to maintain a degree of tax

equity despite the various factors which require the continuation
of some tax preferences. Hence the proper course is to provide a

parallel treatment by including the wider coverage in each case
where there is a difference in the House Bill.

* The House Bill applies a five-year carryover rule to the
limit on tax preferences. This seems unwise and to improperly
dilute the application of the limit.
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A word should be added as to two items. In the case of

state and local bond interest, the Treasury urges that the

interest not be covered under the limit on tax preferences because

of doubts as to the constitutional validity of that step. No

legal opinion has been provided by the Treasury or the Department

of Justice stating that the inclusion would be unconstitutional.

Moreover, both Departments in the past have published opinions

affirming the constitutionality of the taxation of such interest.

It would appear to be the proper course on this record to at

least allow the Supreme Court to render its judgment. Others

have urged that under both LTP and Allocation that interest on

existing obligatWns not be covered (and the House Bill so pro-

vides as to Allocation), presumably so as not to defeat expecta-

tions of existing holders. This argument goes too far, for it

would sanction the assertion of a vested interest in a tax prefer-

ence and in a situation even where full taxation is not involved.

Moreover, the argument overlooks the effect-of the provision

under the House Bill for subsidized future issues of taxable state

and local obligations. Under that provision, if a significant

amount of such taxable bonds are issued -- and there is no reason

why this should not result -- tax-exempt bonds will begin to

become a relatively scarcer commodity and the value of existing

obligations will accordingly rise. Thus a windfall benefit would

be granted to existing holders. The inclusion of existing obliga-

tions under the LTP and the Allocation provisions is thus but an

offset -- and not too strong an offset -- to this windfall benefit.

It is hard in this light to see any ground for complaint by exist-

ing holders. There is also no reason for any slow phase-in, as

under the House Bill. Further, the coverage of existing bonds

cannot as such affect state and local governments, for the bonds

have been issued. The rates they must pay on their future issues

will be determined far more by the effect of the taxable bond

option than by inclusion of obligations, existing or future, under

LTP and Allocation.
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A secon:i aspect concerns appreciated property given as a

charitable contribution. The House Bill treats the non-inclusion

in taxable income of the appreciation as a tax preference - which

it is - and therefore covers such appreciation under the LTP and

Allocation proposals. The Treasury now suggests that this cover-

age be deleted because it believes it would unduly restrict

public support of charitable institutions. Such exclusion, how-
ever, would clash with the basic rationale underlying these two
back-up provisions, for their operation as stated earlier is not
dependent on the reasons for the tax preference. In the final
analysis, all tax preferences exist because the Congress decides
that financial assistance is to be given through the tax system
to the activities involved. The LTP and Allocation proposals
set up a balancing principle, that the financial assistance be
tempered by some adherence to the principles of tax equity.
This balancing principle is applicable to appreciated property

given to charity as well as to the other tax preferences.
Moreover, there is no reason why donors of appreciated

property should have a greater opportunity to place Government
resources at the disposal of charities -- which is the effect
of the tax benefits given to gifts of appreciated property --
than donors of cash. I very much doubt that the Congress would
provide directly that if a person contributed $100,000 in fully
appreciated property he could deduct say 135% of the gift but if
he contributed $100,000 in cash, he could deduct only 100% of the
gift -- yet such a discriminatory result is the general effect of
our present rules. The existing law does discriminate in favor
of the donors of appreciated property and their value judgments
as to which institutions and charitable functions to support.
The issue is a troublesome one, not because of its tax aspects
because the tax answer is clear, but because of the values we
ascribe to our charitable institutions. But one can well fear
that an exception on this ground can lead to other exceptions in
favor of those who will argue -- and they will -- that their tax

preferences also serve worthwhile purposes, and soon the LTP and
Allocation provisions would be eroded away.
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Other Provisions in House Bill
Limitation on Interest Deduction. The House bill contains a

limitation on the deduction of personal interest on funds borrowed
for investment purposes. The limit would be that of investment
income including capital gains plus a $25,000 floor. The limit
would not extend to interest on funds borrowed for business pur-
poses or for a home mortgage.

Studies of the tax returns of high-income individuals under-
score the importance that the interest deduction plays in permit-
ting these individuals to achieve low or non-existent tax
liabilities. Long ago it was recognized that the interplay •
between deductible interest on borrowed funds and favorable tax
treatment of the activity in which the funds were invested would
play havoc with the fairness of the individual income tax. Present
law thus disallows the deduction of interest when it is connected
with tax-exempt bonds. But to confine the restraint on the inter-
play to this narrow area is obviously inadequate to meet present
day tax-escape sophistication. The House Bill approach is
especially important in the case of growth stocks and other assets
which appreciate over time without a current cash flow. Our
present law does not tax current appreciation in value until it
is realized by sale, and this deferment of tax is in itself
valuable. The denial of a current interest deduction would thus

match the deferment of the inclusion in income of the appreciation.
Further, if the asset is retained until death, the appreciation

entirely escapes income tax.

The Treasury argument that the provision discriminates
against the person with earned income, no investment income, but
borrowings invested in growth assets is hardly an adequate reason
to drop the provision. In a sense, in terms of the ratio of

borrowings to tax-sheltered property, such a person has the
highest ratio, 100%, and in that sense is maximizing the use of

the interest deduction. Nor would such a person be hampered by
the Allocation of Deductions proposal. In the case of the
interest deduction, it has become clear that a direct limitation

is needed, in addition to the Allocation provision, and the House

Bill provides this strengthening.
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Earned Income Maximum Rate. The House Bill provides that

the tax rate on earned income shall not exceed 50%, so that this
figure becomes the maximum marginal rate for earned income. I

believe this "provision to be unwise and the wrong approach to
setting limits on the progression of the income tax.

A principal reason advanced for its support is that it will
cause executives and self-employed persons to be satisfied with

the loifer tax result on their earnings and not seek tax shelters.
This does seem a peculiar way to reward the past pursuit of tax

shelters. Moreover, the top rate of 50% would remain even if
these individuals continue to pursue tax.shelters. Under the
House Bill, for example, an executive can have his lower tax on
earned income and alsshis tax shelter of depletion and intangible
drilling expenses, which are not cok or of interest
on existing state and local b s under the Treasu roach.
More important, the execu Io self-employed person ca ave
his lower tax on earne income and also hap securities whi
are appreciating in value and which appre iat will

taxed at his death
.eIf we are to set limit-o nthe rogre ion o te individual

income tax, we s would at lbast foll ples: n , the
limit should be in terms not of ra but a overall
effective rate of tax; two, the ef ive rateo o94 be i~terms,
of an individu l's tota anomic i omW d ls ntrso

taxable income without egar 0 i ce,- o ol

we rush into 1 its on progress until $ h , really covered
all the seriou avenues f tax c~per and that preciated

securities tran ferred ak death r n e we

the serious esca e avenues-Ire closed be ady f r a prope ly
tailored maximum ffective rate non l1 inc xee ut we e still
a long way' f rom, th point wher we should dao ser us blunt th
progression of the as does e 1tue.Bjp ad~TeTes

proposal respecting ea ed income.

Sum ro as to Individual ome Tax
The House Bill is a major ep forward in be, ng to meet

the problems of tax reform under the a income tax:
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-- As to low-income taxpayers, the Bill fully meets the

problem of the present system, that of taxing those
below the poverty level and placing unfair burdens on

those low-income families above that level.

-- As to middle-income taxpayers, the Bill meets the major
goal of restoring tax simplicity and tax equity in the

case of the personal deductions by significantly increas-

ing the standard deduction. The Bill could be improved

by revising the tax treatment of the elderly, setting a

threshold for charitable contributions and allowing them
outside the standard deduction, and disallowing the

gasoline tax deduction.
-- As to high-income taxpayers, the Bill commences in a

significant way to restore tax fairness through its

elimination of the unlimited charitable contributions
deduction; its removal of the alternative rate on
capital gains and the extension of the six months

holding period to a year; its provision for future

issues of taxable state and local bonds; its partial

cut-back on the tax preferences accorded real estate

-- a cut-back which should be pushed further and

a number of other special matters. Its adoption of
the minimum tax or limit on tax preferences and alloca-
tion of deductions provisions provides a partial offset
to the remaining preferences that will, if properly

implemented, serve to prevent the gross escapes from
tax that are now prevelant. But these two provisions

as presently structured have serious omissions which

should be corrected.

-- The Bill falters seriously in its treatment of farm
tax losses and embarks on an unwise approach in placing
a 50% limit on the top marginal rate applicable to

earned income. It also unwisely introduces a new tax

incentive in the five-year amortization of certain rental
housing rehabilitation expenditures.
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The Corporate Income Tax

The corporate income tax presents a different set of problems.

We are not dealing with a progressive tax and the ability to pay

concept that underlies such a tax. Nor, in the large, are the

pressures for simplification so intense, though the less complex
the tax, the better. The goal under the corporate tax should be

to apply its rate as uniformly as possible to all business net
income. Departures from this uniformity will have the effect of
pushing resources into the favored areas. We should at all times
be aware of these departures and the revenue costs involved, so
that we can determine whether the resulting allocation of resources
is in the direction we want and, if so, it is being achieved effec-

tively with the least expenditure of Federal funds. For, as has
been pointed out many times, revenues lost through tax preferences
for certain activities are expenditures which should at least meet

all the tests applied to direct budget expenditures.
Departures from Uniformity

We can approach the question of the extent and nature of

departures from uniformity under the corporate income tax through
an examination of effective tax rates. The corporate income tax
can generally be regarded as requiring corporations to pay tax
at a 48% rate (apart from the 10% surcharge) on their total net
income as net income is usually defined for business purposes.
This is what would happen if there were no surtax exemption (under
which the first $25,000 of income is taxed at 22%), no investment
credit, no special capital gain rate, and no special deductions
or exclusions. Without these items, the effective rate under the

corporate tax would be 48%. The actual effective rate for all
industries on total net income, however, is only 37.5%. The
question is, therefore, what factors reduce the actual effective
rate from 48% to 37.5%?

Looking at all industries together, if we consider only the

effect of the surtax exemption and the investment credit --
matters of general application -- the expected effective rate
would be lowered to 43.4%. For manufacturing, generally, the
expected effective rate would be 44.9%. The actual effective
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rate on total income for manufacturing is 43.3%. This is so Close
to the expected rate of 44.9% that, as a general proposition, we
can say that the tax applies with reasonable uniformity to manufac.
turipg activities. The cause of the reduction from the expected
rate of 43.4% for all industries to the actual rate of 37.5% must,
therefore, lie in lower effective rates on certain types of

activity. The data show this to be the situation.
The effective rates for those activities that vary most

significantly from their expected rates are:

Expected Effective Actual Effective
Rate Rate

Natural Resources

Petroleum 44.8% 21.1%
Other Mineral Industries 42.7% 24.3%

Lumber 41.2% 29.5%

Financial Institutions

Commercial Banks 43.4% 24.4%
Mutual Savings Banks 42.4% 5.3%

Savings & Loan Associations 40.4% 14.5%

The major aspects of unevenness of the corporate tax are thus
primarily a matter of the tax preferences applicable to two indus-
tries -- natural resources and financial institutions.

House Bill Solutions
Financial Institutions. The House Bill takes important steps

in cutting back on the tax preferences accorded financial institu-
tions. It would eliminate the existing excessively generous and

artificial bad debt reserve granted by Internal Revenue Service
rulings to commercial banks and instead apply the rule of actual

experience, which governs all other business activities. It
would alsp eliminate the present treatment of the losses of banks

on bond sales as ordinary losses while the gains are regarded as

capital gains, by making both losses and gains ordinary in character
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The Bill, however, still permits commercial banks to have

full exemption from tax of the interest on state and local bonds

while also allowing full deduction of the expenses involved in
obtaining that interest. The retention of this tax preference
will permit commercial banks still to enjoy tax rates below

those applicable to business generally.
There is no persuasive reason why commercial banking should

have a lower tax rate than other business activities. Certainly
the arguments of banks that they must have excessive bad debt
reserves to meet a possible serious decline in the economy are
without merit. Their pessimistic outlook for the future should
not be rewarded by tax favoritism. There are mechanisms at hand
to allow full scope to that pessimism without its providing tax
benefits for bank shareholders year after year. Thus the Bill
provides a ten-year carryback of bad debt losses. The banks say
that this is not a current asset for financial purposes. The
answer then for this problem is to use the provision Congress

adopted in 1967 to solve a similar assertion by the mortgage
reinsurance companies (Code Section 832(e)). The present law
here allows the deduction of a larger reserve than experience
would dictate but requires that the tax benefit of that deduction
be invested in special Federal Government "tax and loss" bonds
that are non-interest bearing. These bonds would be redeemable
and the reserve restored to income in ten years and then taxed
(unless it were earlier required to use the reserve). In this
fashion, an asset -- the Government bond -- is available as an

asset on the balance sheet to meet the pessimistic possibilities
seen in the future, but that pessimism is not rewarded with a tax
benefit.

The Bill reduces the over generous and artificial statutory
bad debt reserve deductions accorded to mutual savings banks and
savings and loan associations, though leaving the deductions
higher than those permitted commercial banks. It gears these
higher deductions to investments in certain types of assets,
principally residential real estate. Here it unduly favors
mutual savings banks through a lower investment requirement (72%)
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-- the difference in treatment is not justified and the mutual

savings banks should be placed at the level of the savings and

loan associations (82%). Moreover, it would be appropriate for

tax purposes to place both institutions on the same bad debt

actual experience reserve approach applied in the House Bill to

commercial banks. Studies in 1961 showed this to be the proper

course. Any requirements as to investment could thch be handled

in non-tax legislation. And any assistance deemed needed for

residential and multi-unit housing could equally be handled

through the non-tax measures.
The Treasury recommends that all these institutions should

equally be limited to a bad debt reserve based on actual experience.
But it couples its suggestion with a recommendation for a special

deduction of 5% of the gross income obtained from certain loans,

including residential real property loans and student loans. Here
also, this resort to special tax incentives for special purposes

is unwise. If these loans are to be assisted by Government funds,

it should be done outright - as in the example of student loans
where the Government directly meets part of the interest cost.

(Any aspect of high risk on certain loans is adequately met through
a bad debt reserve based on actual experience). The Treasury recom-
mendation is really the start of a percentage depletion system for
financial institutions and has all the potentiality for the develop.
ment that has marked such an approach in the natural resources area.'

* There are other problems with the proposal. Thus, it would
mean both lower taxes and less assistance to housing in the use
of the savings and loan associations. It would also permit stock
savings and loan associations to pay out the tax benefits to their
shareholders, which is not permitted today in the case of the
artificial bad debt reserve deductions. Also, the amount of the
deduction ---and hence the assistance to the borrower -- depends
on the extent to which the institution has certain tax shelters,
such as tax exempt bonds. But if the borrower needs assistance,
why should he be denied the assistance because the bank has a
tax shelter -- it is a curious system that would deny a needy
student a loan because the bank has bought tax-exempt securities.
Of course, tax equity explains the connection. But the result
underscores the undesirability of resorting to the tax system
at all as a mechanism to assist borrowers.
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Natural Resources. In the natural resources area the House

Bill reduces by about 25% the present rates of percentage deple-
tion. It eliminates the tax abuses possible through the use of
mineral production payments and ABC transactions. It tightens
the rules applicable to mining exploration expenditures. It
does not, however, change the present liberal treatment of
intangible drilling expenses for oil and gas wells. And it
does not deal with the capital gains tax preferences granted to
timber, except as it increases the capital gain rate generally
for corporations from 25%.to 30%.

This Committee has before it the results of a study prepared

for the Treasury Department, the Consad study, relating to the
effectiveness of the present tax treatment for oil and gas. One
would suspect that the results of that study -- which concludes
that the present tax mechanism for assistance to these activities,
if assistance is needed, is quite wasteful -- would be duplicated
in the case of the percentage depletion accorded to other minerals.

The Treasury recommends a recapture rule on the transfer of
an oil or gas well under which any gain on the transfer would be
ordinary income to the extent of intangible drilling expenses
previously deducted, and this recommendation is appropriate. It
also disagrees with the provision in the House Bill extending the
cut-off point for percentage depletion on oil shale to include
non-mining process. This disagreement is well taken. Tax history
has shown that persistent efforts to extend the cut-off points for
the various minerals receiving percentage depletion have been
quietly effective in amplifying the depletion advantage, and often
more effective than any likely upward change in the depletion rates
themselves. A Treasury report to this Committee on the varying
cut-off points applicable today, and the differences in value (to
which the depletion rates apply) between those points and cut-off
points more consistent with an effort to stop at the mine would
be quite constructive.

The Bill changes the rules applicable to the treatment of
foreign minerals, some of the changes occuring through changes
in the foreign tax credit rules. The thrust of the changes is
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to insure that U. S. companies do not# through deductions for

the development of mineral interests abroad and through excess
foreign tax credits arising in the foreign mineral operations,

reduce the U. S. tax on their U. S. income or the U. S. tax

appropriate to other foreign income. The Treasury has suggested
improvements in the foreign tax credit provision, which would
make the determination of the excess credit turn on the effect
of the availability of the depletion deduction under U. S. law.:

Multiple Corporations. The House Bill would end, over an

eight year transition period, the present tax favoritism granted
to those businesses which operate through the use of multiple
corporations rather than a single corporate unit. The result is

sound, and long delayed. Whatever may be the reason why a busi-
ness chooses to use multiple corporations, be it tradition,

business reasons, state laws, or pure tax avoidance, there is
no tax justification for providing it with a lower tax than an

enterprise with similar total income but fewer corporate units.
The efforts to rationalize this tax preference, which efforts

often are a tribute to the imagination and resourcefulness of

the legal and accounting professions, have over the years reached
new heights in the defense of this provision -- a provision which.
in reality has no sound argument for it at all. One would think

the beneficiaries of the provision would feel grateful that it

has been kept alive so long. Moreover, the House Bill is exceed-
ingly generous in allowing a phase-in of the intercorporate
dividend deduction and pre-consolidated return loss benefits

during the phase-out of the multiple corporation benefit; it would
be more appropriate to deny these benefits until the multiple cor-

poration benefits end.
New Tax Incentives. When one looks at the House Bill overall,

one sees that most of the reform efforts are directed at reducing

* These recommendations are similar to those made by the
Treasury in 1963. The Treasury in its suggestion does not
include the availability of the deduction for intangible dril-
ling expenses or other development costs in the determination
of the excess credit. It would seem this should be covered,
unless the interplay with the recapture provision applicable
to such expenditures provides sufficient protection.
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the impact of the various tax incentives that have entered our
tax law gradually over time, either through statutory provision

or administrative action. There are relatively few provisions
in the Bill directed at remedying mistakes in tax structure,
that is mistakes in which there was no intention deliberately
to confer a tax benefit for incentive or other reason but
rather matters in which the technical tax structure just didn't
work correctly. Examples in the Bill of such structural repair
are the corrective rules applicable to multiple corporations,
accumulation trusts and multiple trusts, mineral production
payments, restricted stock, tax free dividends, deferred com-
pensation and stock dividends.

The major part of the Bill, in substantive scope and revenue

impact, relates to tax provisions which, whatever their origins,
are supported by their adherents on tax incentive grounds. The
fact that the task of tax reform today really consists of a
scaling-back of all these tax incentive provisions -- because of
their ineffectiveness, their waste of Government resources, their
misallocation of Government resources, and their effect on tax
equity -- is underscored by the House Bill. Its major provisions
relate to existing tax incentives for real estate, financial
institutions, natural resources, investment, state and local
government assistance, farm activities, and so on. These Senate
Finance Committee Hearings indicate that once a tax incentive
takes root in the tax law it is a very difficult matter to restrict
or eliminate it, especially if it has the protective coloration of
being cast in a traditional jargon and structure indistinguishable
to most persons from the jargon and structure that mark most of our
Internal Revenue Code.

All this being so, it is indeed unfortunate that the House Bill
opens up three new tax incentives, and that the Treasury would also
seek to adopt others. The House Bill provides five-year amortiza-
tion for pollution control facilities; five-year amortization for
rehabilitation expenditures on housing; and seven-year amortization
for railroad cars. It appears that "amortization" is now the magic
word and we may be witnessing the beginning of a wide schedule of
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amortization periods for various businesses and activities akin

to the schedule of percentage depletion rates.
The Treasury deplores the railroad car amortization, probably

doesn't want the pollution facility amortization and would certainly
cut it back in scope, and seems responsible for the rehabilitation
amortization. As stated earlier, it would introduce a new type of

tax incentive for certain loans by financial institutions.

In all,' the House Bill in its amortization incentives has a

revenue cost of $830 million. If to this is added the retained
excessive depreciation for housing, especially luxury and high

cost housing, the Bill involves over $1 billion of tax incentive
expenditures. If one is seeking to reduce the net revenue cost

of this Bill, these are areas in which one could properly start.

If funds of this magnitude are to be spent for social and other

programs, they ought to be spent directly as Government expendi-

tures and in accordance with carefully selected priorities in the

various programs.

I have previously discussed the weaknesses of the housing

rehabilitation provision. The Treasury has described the weak-

nesses of the railroad car provision. As to the pollution facili-

ties provision, which will cost $400 million, the Treasury has

described some of its weaknesses in urging that it be cut back.

But more can clearly here be said.

Legislative committees have struggled long and hard to find

the most efficient ways to expend Government resources in the

battle against pollution. There are many claimants for Government
dollars and those concerned about combating pollution have found

it difficult to secure the funds they desire. Interested legisla-

tors speak of scrounging a few more millions here or there to add

to an inadequate Budget figure. Yet now, at one stroke, the Ways

and Means Committee decides to spend $400 million (by 1974) in

the pollution control area by allowing five-year tax amortization

of the cost of installing pollution control facilities. But the

Committee does not refer to any study which indicates that -- if

the Government is to allocate an additional $400 million to pollu-

tion control -- the particular device and particular approach

chosen by the Ways and Means Committee would have top priority.
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Instead, $400 million is allocated to this purpose without any

coordination with other planning or expenditures in the pollution

control area and without regard to what are the priority needs

once it is decided to add $400 million to pollution control

expenditures. It is quite likely that the top priority lies in

assistance to municipalities and not to industry.
If these tax incentive provisions are to remain, they should

at least have a definite termination date and, as suggested earlier,

arrangements made to transfer the funds involved to the direct

expenditure programs of the agencies concerned.
Foundations and Tax Exempt Organizations. The House Bill con-

tains extensive changes in the treatment of foundations. A number
of the provisions deal with abuses that have been documented
earlier by the Treasury Department -- self-dealing; failure to
make adequate current distributions; ownership of businesses;
utilization of the foundation by the donor as an instrument to
facilitate control of a business; and speculative investment of
assets. Provisions correcting these abuses are sorely needed.
They would be of material assistance in rescuing private founda-
tions from the cloud that now hangs over them.

The financial assistance given foundations through the tax

system can be justified only if their sole purpose is to function
as genuine philanthropic institutions. If the foundations want to

serve other purposes besides philanthropy, then they should not
receive that assistance and should not complain if the Congress

and the public regard them with unfriendly suspicion. Thus those
who urge that foundations are useful institutions to perpetuate

family business or to keep particular businesses from being

absorbed in merger investments, may perhaps be wisely serving the
businesses involved, but they are not wisely serving either the
foundation as an institution or the purposes of philanthropy.
These purposes of protecting businesses are not the functions of

philanthropy. Our colleges and our other charitable institutions

do not concern themselves with these non-philanthropic goals. If
our foundations wish to merit and fulfill a useful institutional
role in our society, they should and can do so only by functioning
solely as philanthropic institutions.
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For these reasons the [louse Bill provisions concerning thc¢.e

matters should not be weakened as many are urging. Nor should
there be special exceptions for any foundation, such as the pro-
vision in the House Bill allowing the Kellogg Foundation to own

over 50% of the Kellogg Company.

Other provisions of the House Bill in the foundation area

deal with different matters. One, the 7-1/2% tax on investment
income, is unadvisable, if the provisions countering abuses are

strong enough to insure that foundations are functioning solely
as philanthropic institutions. If it is determined that there

should be a modest fee to meet the cost of administration, it

should be based either on asset value or income distribution

(including the 5% minimum) -- to use only net investment income
would favor the foundation that invests in non-income producing

assets.

Other provisions deal with the operational activities of

foundations and are designed to maintain a philanthropic posture

as contrasted with political activities, lobbying activities and
the like. These provisions require careful articulation and

drafting lest the pursuit of the goals involved, which in general

purpose are appropriate, does not in the day-to-day operation of

the provisions hamper the basic philanthropic functions of these

institutions.
The provisions in the House Bill relating to other tax-exempt

organization problems, such as the strengthening of the unrelated

business income tax and the taxing of the investment income of
social, fraternal and similar organizations, are all improvements.

Summary as to Corporate Tax
The House Bill is a significant step forward in beginning to

meet the problems of tax reform under the corporate tax:

-- With respect to the industries with the present lowest
effective rates:
-- As to financial institutions, the Bill brings the

effective tax rates of the commercial banks, mutual
savings banks and savings and loan associations
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closer to those paid by business generally, and also
reduces the range differences within these institutions

themselves.

-- As to natural resources, the Bill reduces the percentage
depletion rates by about 25% and ends the abuses asso-
ciated with mineral production payments. But it fails
to deal with the aspect of intangible drilling expenses
in the oil industry and the tax preference accorded to

timber.

With respect to other preferences:
-- The Bill ends the tax escape now provided for multiple

corporations.
-- The Bill cuts back on the tax preferences accorded to

real estate.
-- The Bill strengthens the rules governing foundations

and other tax-exempt organizations.
But the Bill has a serious weakness in the addition of new

tax incentives:
-- The five-year amortization for pollution control

facilities.
-- The five-year amortization for housing rehabilitation

expenditures.

-- The seven-year amortization for railroad cars.

A Word on Pessimism and Tax Benefits

There is no one so pessimistic about the future of the country
as an industry or taxpayer faced with losing a tax preference.
These Hearings seem replete with industries and taxpayers who can
see only gloom ahead. The correlation between pessimism and tax

benefits is indeed high, for these prophets of gloom assert that

their pessimism for the future should be reflected in continued
or increased tax preferences.

Thus, the Stock Exchange sees a pessimistic future for invest-

ment and asserts that its pessimism be met by keeping the prefer-
ences unchanged for capital gains. The financial institutions are
pessimistic about a possible depression and therefore seek higher

bad debt reserves -- and higher tax benefits -- to match that
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pessimism. The mutual savings banks and savings and loan associa-
tions are pessimistic about the future of housing and seek tax
benefits that reflect that pessimism. Wealthy non-farmers worry
about the future for cattle and horses and orchards, and seek to

retain farm "tax loss" shelters to house their pessimism. The
natural resources industry is alternatively pessimistic about
national security and the price consumers of gasoline will have

to pay, and seeks tax benefits to dispel that pessimism. And :o
it goes as to almost every provision in the House Bill, even as
to the "small businesses" housed in the multiple corporations of

an enormous multi-state enterprise.
Most of the pessimism is self-assertion, for there are few

studies, if any, that document the beliefs. No one wants to see
if his view of the future is wrong, for that course means the

loss of tax preferences. All would prefer to be gloomier, for

that course could mean increased benefits if their view of the

tax system is accepted. For all see the tax system as a device
to pour out financial assistance to industries and activities
that do not want to trust to the marketplace. The accent is

not on private enterprise, but on private enterprise plus tax
assistance. None is willing to pull back on the preferences so
we can see if the pessimism is really warranted and to see if
Government assistance is really needed. And then, if the assis-

tance is really needed, to see it provided through direct expendi-
ture programs.

It should be clear by now that this tax incentive rationali-
zation, this infusion now of social goals into tax provisions

adopted long ago without any thought of incentive or social pro-

grams or the like, can only be destructive of an equitable tax
system and an efficient use of Government resources. It is the

proper course now to cut back these tax incentives and await the
future. The House Bill is a good start and should be pushed for-

ward, not stripped back.

Rates of Tax and Revenue Cost
My principal purpose is to discuss the structural tax reform

provisions of the House Bill and hence I wish to say only a few
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words regarding the rate structure.
As stated earlier, those first in line for tax relief when

reduction is considered feasible, are the low-income taxpayers.

Those next in line are the middle-income taxpayers not itemizing

deductions for personal expenses. The House Bill fully meets

these two claims for relief. It then goes on to reduce tax rates

throughout the rate schedule. The result is a total long-run

revenue loss of $2.4 billion.

Looking ahead to 1979, such a loss is hardly significant,

considering the hazards of revenue estimates. In all likelihood

such a tax reform bill cannot provide a net revenue gain, even

though an appraisal of national priorities would put more

emphasis on expenditure programs than such a large tax reduction.

The House Bill before tie last round of tax reduction added after

the bill was reported, was in this respect a better balanced bill

-- from the expenditure-tax reduction aspect -- than the Bill as

it finally passed the House. And even the Committee Bill could

be regarded as too generous in some of its rate reduction in the

brackets above the middle. But aside from these thoughts, the

margin for concern about the revenue aspects, i.e. the $2.4

billion loss in 1979 considered as an absolute matter, is small.

The Treasury appears to recognize this, for its changes would

leave a revenue loss of $1.3 billion -- the difference of $1
billion is hardly cause for major economic judgments.

The important matter is the composition of the tax reductions.

The Treasury approach to the House Bill, as described earlier, is

to make the across-the-board individual reduction paramount and

then to strip back the relief for low and middle income families.*

* The House Bill has a considerable revenue loss -- $650 million
-- through a change in the treatment of single persons. I would
not give this matter such a high priority, especially since the
relief for lower and middle-income taxpayers will to a very large
extent meet the problems of single persons in these brackets. If
we are to give further relief to single persons, the Treasury sug-
gestion in this area is an improvement over the House Bill.
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As a consequence, the tax liability reduction under the Treasury
approach shows a large reduction in the $0 - $3000 bracket and
then proceeds to a relatively flat decline from $5000 on to
$100,000. In contrast, the House Bill shows significantly larger

reductions up to the $20,000 bracket than the Treasury approach,
and the slope of the tax reduction is far from flat. There is
no question but that the House Bill has a fairer distribution of

the tax reduction.
The Treasury approach, after cutting back the reductions in

the low and middle-income brackets, is then to use the revenue so

obtained to reduce the corporate tax rate by two points. Such a

change is not defensible on tax equity grounds or on economic
stabilization grounds. The Treasury desire to remove the invest-

ment credit was based on the ground that capital formation was
at a high level now and no general investment incentive was
needed. From a stabilization standpoint there is no point in
substituting a corporate rate reduction for the investment credit.

As to future growth and the relative balance between consump-
tion and investment, we can afford to wait a bit until the present
inflationary pace really wears away to see if capital formation
will then lag. If it does, a resort again to an investment credit
can be more meaningful than corporate rate reduction. There is no
point now in choosing weaker devices on the assumption that capital

formation may later need strengthening.
One could point out that if the various new tax incentive

devices in the Bill are not to be scrapped in favor of a resort

to direct expenditures in the areas involved, then a preferable

course is to drop those devices and use the revenue to lower the
corporate rate. Such a step, together with a further cut-back of

accelerated depreciation for real estate and more tightening of
the remaining corporate tax preferences, would readily produce

the revenue to support two-point reduction in the corporate rate.

Conclusion
The Ways and Means Committee and the House have taken a

significant step forward to the goal of a fairer and simpler
Federal income tax. It is now up to this Committee and the
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Senate to make that step a decisive one. The House Bill is a
fine structure to build upon. It can be strengthened in a number

of ways and these weaknesses should be corrected. But its many,
many strengths should be retained.
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STATEMENT OF DAVID N. MILLS IN OPPOSITION
TO SECTION 302 (ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS)
OF H. R. 13270 (TAX REFORM BILL OF 1959)

SUK'ARY OF PRINCIPAL POINTS

1. Since most of the "tax preference" items to which
"-ction 302 would apply do not represent cash or property received
by 'he taxpayer during the year, they cannot be regarded as the
source from which any personal deductions could have been paid.

2. 'rsonal deductions should not be disallowed except
to the extent ac. illy attributable to tax exempt income or pre-
ferences.

3. If the tax preferences in question should be
eliminated or reduced, this should be done by directly taxing
the same rather than by using such preferences as the basis for
disallowing wholly unrelated and legitimate deductions.

4t. Section 302 discriminates between different classes
of taxpayers (a) by applying to individuals but not to corporations
with the same types of deductions, and (b) by applying unequally
to taxpayers allowed the same aggregate amount of depreciation (or
its equivalent) during the life of the same property.

5. Section 302 would have a serious adverse effect on
charitable and educational institutions dependent primarily for
their support on medium and large-sized gifts from individuals
who measure their ability to give or the amount of their gifts
by the "after-tax" cost of such giving.

6. The allocation of deductions called for by Section
302 would unnecessarily complicate the tax law and the tax return
forms.
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or failure to capitalize capital expenditures, (b) intangible
drilling expenses and percentage depletion to the extent that
they exceed what would have been allowed if a taxpayer had capi-
talized such expenses and recovered the same by cost depletion
and depreciation, and (c) accelerated depreciation of buildings
to the extent that it exceeds straight line depreciation. Depre.
ciation, acquisition of farm inventory or capital assets, and
intangible drilling expenses never represent dollars or income
received (taxable or exempt) but rather represent money paid out
or spent (though in the case of depreciation it may have been paid
out in a prior yea. One might well argue that such payments
should be treated as capital expenses (to be deducted gradually
over the years by way of depreciation or depletion rather than
all at once when incurred) but to prevent part of them from ever
being deducted at all at any time would be grossly unfair. In any
event it is clear that to the extent that during the year a tax-
payer spends money on intangible drilling costs of oil and gas
wells (or buys a depreciable asset for his farm not required to
be capitalized under his method of accounting) resulting in a
deduction of such costs in full when spent, he receives no net
cash realization from such expenditure such as might be regarded
even in part as the source of any of his payments resulting in
personal deductions.

2. PERSONAL DEDUCTIONS SHOULD NOT BE DISALLOWED EXCEPT TO THE
EXTENT ACTUALLY ATTRIBUTABLE TO TAX EXEMPT INCOME OR PRE-
FERENCES.

Certainly nobody can fairly object to denying a personal
deduction for any expenditure actually attributable to or incurred
in the production of tax-exempt income or preferences. The exist-
ing law already recognizes this, however and denies, for example,
a deduction of interest paid on money borrowed to pay the premium
on a single premium annuity or insurance policy (IRC Section 264),
interest paid on any debt incurred or continued to acquire tax-
exempt state or municipal bonds (IRC Section 265(2)), and expenses
incurred in the production of tax-free income (IRC Section 265(1)),
such as trustee's fees and other investment expenses attributable
to tax-exempt state or municipal bonds. If there are other examples
of personal deductions which may with any frequency be in fact at-
tributable to the receipt of tax-exempt income or tax preferences
(though I believe there are none), then IRS Sections 264 and 265
should be expanded to deny such deductions. But where the payments
giving rise to personal deductions are not in fact attributable to
any item of exempt income or tax preference (as is, in the nature
of things, never the case with respect, for example, to the payment
of a medical or dental expense) there can be no reason at all for
making an arbitrary assumption to the contrary, on a pro-rata basis
or otherwise, by constructively attributing or ascribing a portion
of all personal deductions to exempt income or tax preferences.
AftZ-eall, the inherent nature of personal deductions is such that
in an economic sense they are almost never traceable or related in
any way to exempt income or preferences. Thus they become "personal'
deductions by virtue of not being business-related.

-2-
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The proponents of Section 302 may reply that even if a
personal deduction cannot be identified as being attributable to
or incurred in connection with the production of exempt Income,
it may still in economic effect be deemed pro-rata to have been
paid out of such exempt income. This "source-of-payment" argu-
ment and its arbitrary pro-rata approach ia,.I submit, wholly
fallacious. Thus a change might logically be made in the law
to provide that personal deductions are only to be allowed to
the extent that they are paid out of taxable income, but Section
302 is not predicated on that rationale. Thus payments made out
of Sa.Ltl or principal (as opposed to exempt income or tax pre-
ferences would of course remain allowable as personal deductions
notwithstanding Section 302.

For example, if in a given year taxpayer has $50,000
of ordinary income and sells capital assets for $40,000 resulting
in $25,000 of long term capital gain (since the property cost him
only $15,000 many years earlier), I fail to see why he should have
any more charitable contributions and other personal deductions
disallowed than an identical taxpayer with the same $50,000 of
ordinary income but whose sale of the same property for the same
tIi,000 resulted in no capital gain (since his original cost was
$1,0 or more). It may be perfectly true that in both cases the
proceeds of sale of a capital asset may be said at least theoreti-
cally to constitute the source or subject matter of a pro rata part
of the payment of a charitable contribution or other personal de-
duction, but what possible reason can there be for making the avail-
ability and amount of the deduction depend on the matter of how much
of such sale proceeds happen to constitute capital gain rather than
a return of capital costs?

It may be further noted that since personal deductions
(unlike net operating losses) cannot be carried forward or back-
ward to a different year (with a minor exception as to charitable
deductions), no tax benefit can ever be had from any personal de-
duction in excess of what otherwise would be the taxpayer's taxable
income for the year. That is to say, even under the present law
personal deductions are in effect not allowable unless they at least
could have been made from taxable (as opposed to tax-exempt) income.

The theoretical pro-rata source of payment approach of
Section 302 also ignores the situation often prevailing as to
personal deductions that are specifically attributable to or paid
out of identifiable items of taxable income; for example, interest
on money borrowed for the specific purpose of investing in (taxable)
interest or dividend producing assets, or property taxes or mortgage
interest paid on rental property held as an investment. Such inter-
est and taxes, though incurred in connection with the maintenance
of property held for the production of income (and not constituting
purely personal expenses) would of course be allowed to an individual
only as personal deductions if not incurred in a "trade or business".
But Section 302 makes no provision for excluding such identifiable
personAl deductions from the items subject to the artificial pro-
ration called for by that section.

-3-
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3. I TH TAX IUXNCZS IN QUIeTION SMNOULM U ELUMN1AT on
UWMCED THIS R8OULDI DOE D ty DI TLY iA TU 0 To SAMS
PATmR *UAN DY UWING aUCm PurnumtS AS Till DAVIS rn
DISALLOWIN0 WOLL0 UNMREATED AND LE23TIMATI AUCTIONS.

If a taxpayer who has tea-exempt Income or preferences
should as a policy stter be required to pa additional Ince
taxes as a result of saon this should b provided tor either by
eliminating the teW exemption feature or prference or a portion
Vereor directly (such as the Souse Dill has already done by
narrowing the definition of long term capital gains and removing
the 15$ tax ceiling on ame) or by directly teging otherwise ex.
aept income at some lower rate#-and not by the back-door method
oF peneliuin the recipients of such toqe dr reereness by die.
allowing perfectly legitimate deductions (for cherttable contritb.
tionse, interest and taxo paid, medical and dental expensesa et)
which are allowed In full to other taxpayers who don't hepen to
also have that particular type of preferential incosse. Diret
taxation of exempt Income or direct disellowance of e deduction
of tax preferences would also have the advantage of treating in
identical fashion different taxpayers with the "ae aont of
exempt income or tax preference&s whereas the Section 30q approach
differentiates between them by making the amount of tho (lindrect)
tax on such exempt Income or preferences depend instead on the
amount of the taxpayers personal deductions. I submit that It
two taxpayers, one using the standard deduction and the other haviq
substenrtst Itesised personal deduction, hay* en Identical taofnt
of taxable income and also an identical amount of xemt income A
preferences, there Is no reason why one of them should pay no addi.
tionel tax on such exempt income and preferences (because of using
the standard deduction in lieu of itemising his personal deductoA)
whereas the other one must pay a substantial tax penalty as a re-
sult of having such exempt inome or tax preeren.eo,

It only such a direct approach could be employed, I an
confident that Congress would, for example, not even consider tax-
ii interest received on state or uniipal bonds heretofore Issued
a hich were bought at a price and within interest rate entirely
predicated on the assumption of their being except. Naf 60
question whether Congress could constitutionally do so. I submt
that It it would be unfair to tax directly such state or municirl
bond interest, it would be even mor unfe ir toatte pt to tax I
through the Indirect method prescribed by Section 30. urthersore,
the uncertain# unequal and unmesurable effect of Section 302 of.
different taxpayers (or on the ease tpayer in different pers,
depending on the varying amount of his personal deductions Night
seriously disrupt or disturb the muniipal bond market and thee
substantially increase the future cost of state and municipal
borrowing.

#5?ION 30 DISCRIXWIT9 DINE DIU' NT CLASU Of TAXIPAMA APTLYIN TO INDIVIALSI N? TO CORPORATIONS VHU NLA TYE OF AUCTIONS AN )Y APPLYING UNEQUALLY TO TO
PAYER ALLWWD THE SAMS AOGREGAT3 AMOUNT OF DEPREIATION =01
TUE LIII OF T1O SAN PROPEiW,

Section 302 Is worded so as not to apply to corporations.
Thus under the House Bill a corporation would continue to be entitl

% 4A
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to deductions for 41" charitable GontrbutIons poll (subject only
to the applicable percentage or Incom liltationa) All Interest
aIds and all Proprty s 4 8as"oline, state M local ?ace1
r paid#-even tough unrelated to its trade or business and

r-e*ore toetituting Itm which an Individual could only take
a personal deductions, The fact that such corporation also has
exeept Income or tax preferences of the type- to which Section 302
applies will not cause it to be deprived under Section 30 of any
art of its deductions for charitable contributions# interest and

lazes paid.
Other forms of discrimination as between otherwise Iden-

tical taxpayers would also result from Section 302. For example,
accelerated depreciation of buildings In excess of straight line
depreciation in any year is treated as a tax preference requiring
allocation of personal deductions under Section 302. However,
celebratedd depreciation in a given y4ea can only mean that In
certain subsequent years during the life of the depreciable asset
in question the taxpayer's depreciation will be thn what
vould have been Wleed It the asset had been deI slted on a
straight line basis throughout its Z1t1 ut section 392 proposes
no edJ mtnt in any subequeo"Iy l6 k -tat such reverse
preferetce , even tough & n efeet constituted LO economic effect
a partial Z]t.Nl ynt of apreceding 4ear's tax pree reee. Thus two
identca jIUIIII-U ixyperap one using the sum-of-t digits
mthod of depreciatl6n and the other usiga the straight 1_1 methods
vill each have thsae amount of s et iT t depreciation douc t Ions!,spin* ths full lte of a lven.4q e t thsone using th sul.
of-the-diiats m, thod will bs, requited tO make a 9rh tion 302 aj st-
mnt on account of the sae dur nl certain aer Mhile the one
using the at r9Ight line.method wll novel be requlred to make any
Section 302 eLlocation on count ,thaeo -t Similar aemples of ;
equal tre nt of identicaltoxpI agr ce4 be depo tasted forX
the Section ad4 atsents call Ulfe ae asult of f*ilure to
apitailse qetani bie drilling cte an, certain frm exb naes.
5. BZCTZ0O 302 WOULD HAWSI A $1 ious ADVERSEY7 ON CKARITA5LM

A AD A'IONAL IN VTZPIIN WPOW PNARJJJ R THIUn
SUOR? ON IM AND L D-D "ZM rDUIV A WHO
MMU ITH9 USE Tota 73T on VMOM O F THEIR 01M

Wile otber types, of personald4'ducuidn4 repreoent for the /
moat part invOluntary payments and t l IAount thereof should
atwdin4gy n be appreciably aftedte4 by th enMaI into I w

of Section 30 charitable contributions on the othhnd are/fin
their very nature voluntary. An indepeodent w hogi which I roore*
sent advises me tat Well over go of toe dMllstOvlue of a Iitt
to It conast of lofts of $00 or mare, each. The a A er-
table gving by noby donors above approximately te 1l00evel
depends in large partW n the tax effect of sueh givl g' Recognition
of this fact and the impa t of sae on hospitals, p$,fat colleles
universties, Ic. r ma lted 14 the House's umrtpw g the scope of
Section M0(e) and(d) of i.R.ldp 4sjiogIh unreallsae gin
free apprecited property given to charitable 0 rgnizations) to
the point where it wil only apply to a very sal percentage of
such contributions, but the iouse then proceeded to do under

-5.
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Section 302 what it was unable or unwilling to accomplish under
Section 201 (c) and (d)# by partially disal lowing the charitable
deduction a In question in ylL cases where such unrealized appre-
ciation (plus other forms o-except Income and preferences do-
scribed in Section 3021exceeds $l0,00.Certainly one result that
could be fairly anticipated from the enactment of Section 302 into
law would be for the many Individuals whose substantial charitable
donations In the past have Invariably taken the form of gifts in
kind of appreciated property to simply stop making large charitablelifts. I believe a previous witness at these hearings has testifit
e the erfect that 5r% of the dollar value of all gifts to a group

of Massachusetts colleges are so made In kind rather than In cash.
Undoubtedly cash gifts by foundations and charitable trusts made trA
the proceeds of sale of gifts In kind made to them by their own domro
comprise a very substantlI portion of the other 44.

As applied to charitable gifts of appreciated property
Section 302 provide a ini effect for a double penalty. Thus not only
is the unrealized appreciation Itself treated as one of the tax pro.
ference items requiring section 302 allocation; but in addition such
appreciation also represents port of a charitable gift which consti.
tutes one of the personal deduction Items subject to such Section 3M0
allocation. I would assume that It Is for the above reasons that
the administration has recommended narrowing the scope of Section 3X
by removing unrealized appreciation from charitable gifts In kind grx
the list of tax prererencen subject thereto.

6. 'i't1 AIIA)VATION OF DEDUCTIONS CALLED FOR BY SECTION 302 WOULD
UIWECRSSARILY COMPLICATE THE TAX LAW AND THE TAX RTURN PONG.

The adjustments called for by Section 302 would apply
in every year to hundreds of thousands of taxpayers who would have
to bear the time-consuming burden of making the many calculations
called for by that Section, nearly all of which apart from Section
30. would ncvcr even have to be computed by the taxpayer (except as
to somo such items In the extremely rare Instances covered by Sec-
tion 301).

The necunsary additional computations and record-
keeping required under Section 302 with respect to Intangible drill.
lng expenses, straight line depreciation# cost depletion and the
keeping of a separate set of fam books using the Inventory method
of accounting (includAng the taking of a bti nlng Inventory each
year) would be most complex. As an example In order to calculate
for a given year the amount of his accelerated depreciation In ex-
cess of straight line depreciation (or, in the case of oil and gas
wells and farm losses, the amount of depreciation which would have
been allowed if the taxpayer had capitalized Intangible drilling
expense and certain farm expenses), the taxpayer will have to make
a separate determination of the salvage value of each Item (a
determinmtlon which Is not necessary under the 200% declining balance
method or depreciation) and If there has at any time been a chatge
in useful lie he will have to recalculate straight line depreciatiz
on a year-by-year basis from the time of his original acquisition of

.6.
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tlb property In question. Similarly with respect to determining
percentage depreciation in excess of coat depletion he will have
to ake a determination from Information not generally available,
of the amount (In barrels ot oil and cubic tet of gas) of oil
W.j as extracted and sold during the year and also of his oil
&W gas reserves In place at the beginning of the tax year. In
order to *iowres: e in pu.re for cost depletion purposnrl
be ust obtain a reasonably up-to-date engineering report# which
will not nomally be available unless he goes to the expense o
having one made for this specific purpose.

In shortthen, Section 302 would be an administrative
headache, require a number of exceedingly complex computations and
tax return entries (never heretofore required) to be made by a
larte number o taxpayers, entail additional work. by the IRS in
saditinp, checking and revieving such additional ecepuxtions and
the evidutnie necessary to verify the figures used In such compu-
tationcs and be a step in the opposite direction of the objective
of tax and reporting #Jjpr-Olf[Icier which so much o the rest of
the Moune Dill (particularly ta proposed increase in the standard
deduction) was so wisely designed to accomplish and which the tax.
payers themselves are so vociferously demanding.

C|0 Penobocot building
Detroit, Michigan 4622
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Senate finance Committee
Room 2237 New Senate Office building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Comments Upon Proposed Taxation of Interest
on Municipal bonds Under The Tax Reform

$III of 1gt9 (H.. 11270 .

Gentlemeno

Serious questions exist as to the valiaity under
the Federal Constitution of certain provisions of The Tax
Reform bill of 19569 (H.A. 13270), specificallyt

(a) the *Limit on Tax Preference" (LTP) pro-
visions An section 301 imposing a direct federal income
tax on municipal bond Interest,

(b) the *allocation of deductions" provisions in
section 302 imposing an Indirect Federal income tax
on such income by the reduction of other deductions
merely because of the receipt of such income by a tax-
payer, and

(e) the federal subsidy and waiver of tax exemp-
tion provisions in sections 601 and 602 in their appli-
cation to the political subdivisions of any state in
the absence of Its authorization of action pertaining
thereto by its political subdivisions at least by
state act or possibly by state constitutional amendment.
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Page Two

'49MI. CWft.W

I it appearinq before this ¢oMmittue in older ti
present the views of members of several law firms which are
nationally recognised as municipal bund counsel With SavgAid
to the tax reform proposal$ presently bofore thi. 'o:ittwe
AS they relate to treatment of the interest on obligations ot
State$ and their political subdivisions (hurvin "municipal
bonds* and iCullectively "Local tvetnMts" ruspactively1.
My Statuement is directed ptislatily At Mttiij forth uul
views on the 0;astitutionality of any attempt to 1 Opv A
federall tax ,directly or indirectly on income on municipal

bonds under the "Lisit on Tax Prto trnce (LTP) provision in
section 101 of The Tax Ieform bill of l96, i.e.. U.N. IJ170
(herein tile cll'), constituting a direct tax on such inl.lm,
and the "allocation of duductionso provision in section jO2
of the bill. constituting An indaaect tax oin :.I-tih h4&u.
While others have expressed their opinion that Any attempt
to tax such interest would raise a serious constitutional
question, this view has apparently not been accorded much
weight by some mnmbers of Congress. Wu wish to dispel holyi
any notion that passage of tlh proposed le islation would
meet with no ru.nstanco by those who isume and those who
invest in municipal bonds. It in the view of our group ul
bond counsel that a very serious constitutional question,
is raised by the proposals, both with regard to the riglit to
tax either directly or indirectly the interest on municipal
bonds And with regard to the right of a political subdivib.lvn
within any state to waive the constitutiui#l4 tax Immunity
under the waiver and Fedvial suisidy provisions in surtioans
601 and 402 of the Bill, in the Absence of the state's
authorization of action pertaining theuuLu by the puliticai
subdivision at least by state act or possibly by .atatu evio-
stitutional Amendment.

Under the Federal Constitution neither the redesl
Government nor the Local Governments can matoriall, impair
the other's power to raise money by I-orrowing (or by taxatava.
a point here irrelevant), i.e., materially impair the so-call.
*sovereign power of the purse."

We understand that Secretary Kennedy reconLI)
conceded that the LTP provisions in the Bill posed a grsv'
constitutional question, but that he indicated that the
allocation of deductions provision did not pose such a
question, even though it related in part to municipal bond
interest, in view of United Statis v. Atlas Lift Insurance

I O)
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k .o yJ61 U.S. 233 119651. Atlas actually uneev:wd tle
ion of tax-exempt municipiT'ond income to the

ily-holders* reserve which consisted of 15t of the
:,..any's income, and which was not taxable) and to the
shareholders' portion of income (which consisted of 150
of much income and was subject to taxation), under the lte
Znbultance Co.mpany Income Tax Act of 1959, un the same prorated
basi. The company, by investing in a relatively *malt
Poston ofl muakcia1 bonds, could completely avoid Iedelal
i.cme taxis In the absence of such an allocation. The
¢nroam:y contended that the formula imposed a constitutunally
izivcmissible tax on municipal bond interest since ito
tax bill wis higher than if it was permitted to assign all
of its tax exempt income to the shareholduts' portion of
1:.. The If$.. Supreme Court rcjeted the contention, and
indicated that the formula was eiuitablu and the classification
wa.. seasonable, and stated that tale the taxpayer dip-
places taxable income with exempt incume, the miso of the
tax base, and the tax, are reduced* and that "Itlhv burden
pei taxable dollar of taxable gross inc-e does not incsuase,
hut I'VmAlns the sarme." f381 U.S., at 24.)

In Atlas the Court stated that in Natlonal Life
Insurance Co. ;. United States, 277 U.;. 50 (I928), the
rLV-t- that ItOfne may not be uub)ected to greater
Luidtis upon his taxable ptopurty sulell' because lie owni,
suo-, that is free" but 'that this is not the came under
the 9 Act." (31il U.S., at 244.1 While different in form,
in tubstance the Company's contenitiotl was the i ame as that
condemned in Vera n v. Slaxton. 282 U.S. S14 (1931), whore
the taxpayer aitepted to deduct interest on a loan to him
lot investment in municipal bonds and also to deduct the
interest received by him on the bonds.

Under the present Bill there is no factor similar
to that in Atlas justifying an allocation formula like
that thete phold. Rather section 302 is merely an attempt
to subject certain taxpayers to greater burdens upon their
taxable property solely because they own some tax exempt
runiciqpla bond income.

further, the LTP provision and the allocation of
deductions provision collectively impose a material impeoli
macnt upon the borrowing power of Local Guvernments, particularly
in view of the recent deterioration of the municipal bond
msarket resulting merely from the' consideration by Conqrena
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of the SAll. Probably esah such poviston alone will
constitute such as impediment to growing by Local Govern-
ments, if the Bill to adopted. (We are unaware of any con-
tention in Was that the lot Act imposed such an impodi-
ment and thwadeosion does not inolcate the Court felt that
sach was the cae.)

There io a divergence of opinion on what the out-
Gme of such litigation would be. I am not here today to
predict the result of this litigation. NmY purpose is solely
to point out to this Conittse that a reputable group of
attorneys experienced in thi field of law hold the view that
the questions presented by the tax reform proposals are so
serious a to present questions Which will undoubtedly be
the subject of long and protracted litigation. As a results
the market for unacipal bonds during this period of litga-
tion wil continue in the seriously dierup tod condition
prevailing at this tim. This Comitteeuis. no doubt,
aware of the view that the doubts raised by the tax reform
proposals have been a major source of the problem prevalent
in the municipal bond market today. The continued existence
of such doubts can only result In the continued disruption
of this important market thereby making it increasingly
difficult or impossible for necessary public projects to be
financed.

from October 2, 1960, to a recent date (September
4, 1968), The Bond buyer's 20 Sands Index rose 2.01 to a
historic high of 6.371, and is about the same now. During
the two-month period from July 10 to September 4, 1969,
when the money market for corporate securities and U.S.
Governments was relatively stable, the san 20 Bonds Index
rose about 3/4 of 1 10.73%), presumably attributable solely
to the increasing congressional threat to tax exemption
from a press release of the House Ways and Means Comittee
and the Bill's introduction and passage by the House,

Predictions as to the length of time needed to
settle the various legal questions that will be raised range
from a minimum of two years tim In the most agreeable
circumstances to as long as ton years. As you can see, even
the minimum period of time during which the municipal bond
market would be disrupted Is far too long.
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As bond counsel, m colleagues and I are, of course,
deeply interested in the proposals presently before this
Committee. However, I should like to make clear that
regardless of the legislation finally adopted, Local Govern-
ments will continue to borrow money, even though at far
greater expense than to necessary, and we will, in any event,
be called upon to render legal opinions approving such obli-
gations. We are relatively free of any adverse effect from
the *IIl's adoption and believe our analysis Is objective
and free from any possible oompromise from self-interest.
we hope to impress upon this Coittee our strong view that
the proposals do in fact raise erious constitutional ques-
tions, which undoubtedly will be the subject of protracted
litigation resulting in a serious distrubance in the conditions
of the municipal bond market for a period of up to ten years.

Thank you for your consideration of our views.

Yours truly,

i fJ (4i
Encl. (49)
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- EIGHT POINT SU4ARY Or STAiMNT PR MSIWD TO THE SIDIATX COITTEX ON FIMC

le Tax Reform Legislation (H. R. 13270)

gl' Richard H. Wngerin, President, American Symphony Orchestra League, appearing
on behalf of the symphony orchestras of the United States

vets September 25s 1969

, Sy1qhony orchestras are vital to the total cultural and educational life of the
Aairican peaope and thus merit the concern of this Ccmittee.

je 1,400 U. S. symphony orchestras play approximately 11,000 concerts a year
before audiences totalling 20 million mn, women and children (plus radio and
v audiences of uncounted millions), including 3,500 concerts for children and
badreds of free concerts in public parks and civic auditoriums.

it. The basic economic structure of U. S. gypshony orchestras requires the subsidy
o- charitable aiving for the orchestras' very existence.

A. Orchestras face the same spiralling costs faced by all other enterprises but
orchestras cannot offset these costs through modern production methods.

1. Today, costs of the 1,400 U. S. symphony orchestras total $55 million a year.
They earn approximately $41 million as compared to $16 million six years ago,
but these earnings represent only 48% of their total costs. They muet develop
$44 million a year in contributed income.

C. tn this country, financial subsidies for orchestras hve come traditionally
from voluntary contributions. In other countries, the subsidies come from
government.

0. Should private support of U. I. orchestras be reduced, the orchestras would have
to seek massive aid direct from government sources or abandon operations.

1i. The Treasury Deprtment rorts that *jLina all provoeed tx chu es into account
tbat tharevll be & reven.e increaeto the Treasuy in the c itablo 9t utg
area in the neighbhod of 100 million."

If this $100 million is channeled into tax revenues instead of to philanthropic
causes, then obviously something constructive must be done to offset the financial
loss to philanthropic endeavors in this country.

IV. Proposal. of H. R. 13270 would serve to reduce affluent individuals' ability
to contribute to orchestras.

A. The propoeals of H. R. 13270 would reduce affluent donors' financial ability to
give away money as a result of repeal of the unlimited deduction, changed tax
treatment of gifts of appreciated property, and gifts of use of property, and
proposed changes in many aspects of the more sophisticated types of giving.
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D. We, therefore, heartily support the Admnistration's rocomendation to delete
the sppreciation ulemont of charitable gifts from the "limit on tax 1irefrenceso
and "the allocation of 4edctions".

C. We approve Treasury's position that gifts of tangible personal property boul
continue to be allowed the same preferential treatment as gifts of securities &g
real property would be affordedd under the Bill. similar treatment should Le n.
tended to gifts of Suture interest.

However, thi z;,;,1 would leave ...hritable contrtibutions as an stem of dedulctiog
subject to allocation of deJuctions provision. This would have the effect, ve
fear, of postponing many substantial gifts until the end of a year when the
effects of tthe Complex allocatio provision could be finally determined, with 0.1
unfortunate result that many such gifts simply would not be made.

r see ro# reason why gifts of appreciated property to public charities should ,.
main sb)ect to the present iO% limitation rather than counting toward the extsi
20% to. be allowed under the bill for lifts of cash to "publicly suFported" orgo..
tat ions.

V. The proposal to increase the standard deduction would serve to reduce contributiou
the orchestras would receive from persons of more modest income.

A. H8% of the total nuster of gifts made to symphony orchestras' annual maintenws
funds are in aunts of less than 5100, averaging 537. These small gifts accw:
for approximately 40% of the total annual contributed dollars received by 57,-
phony orchestras.

B. Under the increased standard deduction these contributors, in effect, will rewt
deduction for charitable contributions whether or not actually made. As a rest'..
the orchestras face further shrinkage of contributed support.

C. We strongly urge that charitable deductions be isolated from other personal de-
ductLons for separate treatment, and that they We subject to continued itesmits.
with deduction permitted even though the proposed increased standard deductice ai
used, thereby preserving this crucial incentive for continued support of philw
thropic endeavors.

D. If this plan were adopted we would support adopti.on of a requirement that recea;u
or cancelled checks be attached to the tax returns to support claims for all cw
tributions over a stated minimal amount.

VI. Certain p!rcposals relating to foundations would serve to reduce this source of

support for orchestras.

A. Orchestras are receiving 20% of their contributed support from foundations.

I. We are strenuously oppneP4 to the philosophy of taxing foundation funds for th
purpose of adding to the Government's tax revenues.

C. We endorse the Treasury's proposal to substitute for the proposed 1 1/2% taxit
foundations, a 61% filing fee and to us* this income from the fee to pay for is-
creased ;AlLcing of the private foundation area by the Internal Revenue Service.

D. It is coru letely unrealistic to assume that plans to force distribution of fcubir
tion assets will result in replacement of losses suffered by tax-exempt orgAliu"
tons as a result of changes in tax treatment of individual charitable contrihil-"

-ii-
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r. We ago not opposed to distribution of private foundations' annual income but we
age opposed to forced distribution of their capital because such a policy will
result in shrinkage of capital funds for future support of charitable organizations.
In this proposal we can see only the ultimate liquidation of foundations.

r. In connection with the bill's provisions on foundations. we want to comend the
muose on its final action to make it possible for foundations to continue to

sake grants to individual musicians, conductors, composers, etc. under IRS-approved
plans.

e. s ar. concerned about certain other factors contained in the provisions dealing
vith definitions of privatee foundations" and reporting requirements.

A. we are concerned that the proposed definition of "private foundations" for purposes
of the new tax provisions may inadvertently cover may organizations that should
not be treated as "private foundations".

1. Under the It rule, it is only the amount in excess of It that is excluded fro
qualifying as "public support", whereas the entire amount of the over-$$,000
gift is excluded. Vse feel that at least the first $5,000 of a large gift should
count as a part of an organization's public support.

2. The phrase "any person" is too broad in that it would subject to the It rule
payments made by government units and public charities. It Is ridiculous to
exclude any part of public funds from "public" support.

J. Since investment Income already Is included in total support and more than 1/3
of total support must be derived from gifts, contributions, membership fees,
and admissions or other related income in order to qualify the organization as
"publicly" supported, there is no reason for having a separate limitation as to
the amount of investment income. It serves only to penalize those organiza-
tions which have received substantial contributions in the past from generous
donors to build up endowment funds.

4. The organizedd" test should be changed It cou1d not have been antendod to
penalize a trust which now must be operated entirely for charitable purposes
simply because, as originally constituted, part of the income was required to
be distributed to private annuitants for a term of years or for their lives.
It also should be made clear that organizations with defective charters may
amend them to satisfy the "organized" toot. There is no reason why a separate
organization which is operated "in connection with" two or more qualified
institutions rather than one such institution, should not be protected under
the third exception to the definition of a "private" foundation.

I. We support the provision requiring all tax-exempt organizations to file an annual
return, but we challenge the proposed additional requirement that all 501 (c) (3)
organizations be required to file listings of ma)or contributors and amounts given,
and names and salaries of highly compensated employees.

In many cases, contributors make their gifts upon contingency that the gifts be
accorded complete anonymity. Donors should have this right.
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?hee requirmenta are an improper Invasion into the affairs of non-goverrmat
orgaisations. The provisions are not germaine to the enforcement of the intftvs
revenue laws. We urge that they be removed at least from the filing requirgms
of *publicly supported" tax-oxempt organizations.

VIII. We are oreeheneive that enactment of these cowlacated strictures on future Um
treatment of contributions counted with actul capcellation of lom established
tax i ntiviet for Giving would prove to be the final push toward a disastro ts br
down in the willigness of voluntary givers even to attempt to continue to sho!-
these charitable burdens.

A. Government officials had mach to say last spring about an impending taxpayer's
revolt. In the nonprofit world, we are hearing warnings of a giver's revolt.

3. Preservation of this nation's heriLage of generous private philanthropy thtgos
the Government's encouragement by granting ta incentives for making charity
contributions is vital to our way of life and to the continued operation of the
nation's symphony orchestras.
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M. hirman and Members of the Senate Coemittee on finance.

Mfy name is Richard If. Wangerin. I appear before this Cmmittee on behalf
aC *ke nation's more than 1,400 symphony orchestras and in the capacity of President

a( the American Symphony Orchestra League.

The League, chartered by the Congress, serves as the nonprofit, tax-exempt
ectional, service and research membership organization of the nation's symphony

wdobstras, and derives its basic support from dues paid by thow organizations,
im Laqus voting membership consists of nearly every one of the nations leading

qspny orchestras and hundreds of the lesser known symphony orchestras estab-
ikdd in the smaller cities.

The League maintains permanent national offices with professional staff
sarairfax County, Virginia.

In presenting the case of the nation's symphony orchestras we are, in

effect, presenting also the case of other performing arts organizations - the

ballet companies, the opera companies, the chamber music ensembles, the choral

pap. The basic economics of all these groups are similar. They share common

:stcer over the effects of certain provisions in the proposed legislation.

We know that the members of this Committee and of the Ways and Means

ainttee, members of 'our Congress and of the Executive and Administrative branches

of Government have no intention of deliberately causing hardships for the nation's

cultural organizations, of curtailing the arts, or of reducing their financial

Port.

But what apparently is little understood Is that many of the provisions

uder consideration for improving certain aspects of our tax structure will have

iatrous side effects for symphony orchestras and all other organizations that

dpNd on charitable contributions for a large part of their support.
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Cultural and axte organizations especially will be hard hiti they cve

at the tall end of philanthropic giving. People generally sake contributions to

syphoy orchestras only afe they have given to their churches, their colleges,

their hoepitals, their community .hests. Since this ie so we feel certain that

symphony orchesuras and other arts groups will boar even nore than their aliquot

share of the reduced giving that inevitably wila result fcm passage of H. R. 1317c.

If the provisions of the House Bill that adversely affect :ha"itable

giving are adopted in cwo and without substantial wdiication, we are convi:i.od

the ultimate result would te the demise of most of our symphony orchestras as v

know then today. They inevitably wvuld have tr. turn to goverraer.t Zur Jiztn

subsidy. Ne have little hope that at. this time government would 9.1*9 the massive

suprt required to inawe the orchestras and their r arts groups ir. view ot the

already pressing and ever-growing demands upon government funds to Me. basic

haan needs.

We believe that our symphony orchestras &re a vital put of our natio:.-l

life, and we beseech you most earnestly to continue the Federal Government's

present methods of stimulating private support of symphony .rzhestras and other

cultural organization through the In.entives that the tax laws presently provide.

I . SYMPHNYM OIIM3TRS APlS VITAL TO THU TOTAL CUSJMFL AND EDUCATIONAL WIE Or
153 ANICM PW0611 AND THUlS MERIT THS COWCERN Or THIS CQWIT-M

Symphony orchestras are part and parcel of our modern nation that operate

on the philosophy that the total citiseny should have equal opportunity to paxt&M
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S t nation's total cultural activity. Gone are the days when great music, great

Ut, great beauty vere reserved for the enjoyment of only the affluent.

Todey, there are over 1,400 symphony orchestras in operation in the towns

ad cities of this nations 302 of them exist in the home states of just the 17 me-

be of this Cosmittee.

The nation's orchestras exist in large and mall cities. They present

certs in hundreds of other towns and cities many of which are too small to main-

ams their own orchestras.

Altogether, the nation's symphony orchestras play approximately 11,000

gobmsy concerts a year (an average of over 30 concerts a day) to an estimated

Ies audience of at least 20 million men, women and children, plus a radio and

iv audience of uncounted millions. The orchestras play approximately 3,500 concerts

for sool children each year and hundreds of free concerts in tue nation's parks

&W civic auditorias.

Over a third of a million persons are directly involved in the work of

the orchestras - including over 80,000 musicians who perform in them, and over

3SO,000 man and women who serve on the orchestras' volunteer governing boards and

comittees. Invariably, the top business. industrial, cultural, educational and

religious leadership of each community is to be found on these boards and comittees.

frequently, the top political, ,uvvwiaeaL*l amo lebua leadership also is represented.

The presence in a community of highly trained symphony musicians enables

oJ r sponsoring groups to organize local opera companies and chamber music groups.

Te presence of tiee musicians strengthens the teaching resources of the community

uA enriches the music of the churches.

The nation's 1,400 symphony orchestras provide the only significant

mploirment for musicians in this country who study and train for a career in per-
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foromnce of so-called *serious" instrumental music. It is the orchestras that

provide the motivation for millions of young people to engage in the study of

music today.

Just as our libraries make available the world's literature to the total

population, just as our museums meke great art available to the people, the natloal,

symphony orchestras bring to lifs the world's great music for the enjoyment and

cultural development of the citizens of their home cities.

This, then, is the role of the nation's symphony orchestras in the

spiritual, cultural and educational lives of our people - a role that goes back 127

years to tne founding of the nation's first symphony orchestra, now known as the

New York Philharmonic.

Today, the citizens of every town and city of significant size undertake

to establish and maintain their own symphony orchestra just as they support their

own local libraries as part of the total cultural and educational facilities of

their communities.

It. THE BASIC ECONOMIC STRUCTURE Or U. S. SYHPHONY OiWESTRAS AD OTHER ARTS
ORGANIZATIONS REQUIRES THE SUBSIDY Or CHARITABLK GIVING FOR THEIR VERY EXISTS=

You veIl may ask why, if symphony orchestras are so treasured throughout

the nation, if so many millions of people want to hear then play, if they serve

educational needs of so many children - then why should their financial support

have to be of such pressing concern to this Finance Comittee?

The reason is very simple and is to be found in the basic economic structue
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:.s r/qany orchestras. Such orchestras are comprised of large numbers of highly

t:joW people - fro 65 to over 100 musicians are required to play this music.

:w rans that symphony orchestras are very expensive to operate - so expensive

t even the box office revenue from capacity audiences mets less than half the

;ga. The remaining costs mst be met through some form of subsidy.

When we appeared before Congressional committees in 1963 relative to tax

oea1s which at that time would affect symphony orchestras, we reported that the

.Utmls orchestras were operating on a gross annual expenditure of $30 million,

:t ,hich they could earn 55%# or $16 million, and that they were dependent on con-

timted income for the other 45%, or $14 mllion, of their annual operating costs.

In the intervening six years, population increases and greater demands

.o concerts for students have served to greatly expand the musical and educational

plic services required of orchestras. Musicians' salaries have spiralled upwards

u ae other basic operating costs.

Today, the United States symphony orchestras are operating on a gross

al expenditure of 885 million. They are earning approximately $41 million as

Wqred to $16 illion six years ago. Nevertheless, the current earnings repre-

set only 48% of total costs as compared to an earning power of 55% of costs six

pusr ago.

As a result of these changes, the nation's symphony orchestras mast now

eelop $44 million a year in contributed income as compared to $14 million in 1963.

The worsening financial condition of the symphony orchestras is clearly

,idcated by these figures. The future looks even note bleak.

To understand the basic economics of the performing arts, it muat be

smered that,
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1. Performances can be produced only through what might be termed
"handwork" of each performer.

2. Bach concert of a symphony orchestra, each performance of a ballet
or opera company is an "original".

It still requires the same number of musicians to play the Beethoven

Symphony No. 8 as it did when Beethoven wrote it in 1812. It still requires the

sae length of time for the 80 to 100 musicians to learn, rehearse and perform

that Beethoven Symphony.

There is no way in which orchestras can take advantage of mass production

techniques and technological developments that have aided business in meting rie4

operating costs through savings in net unit production costs.

In other words# orchestras face the same spiralling costs faced by all

other enterprises, but orchestras cannot offset these costs through modern produc-

tion methods. Due to continued inflation the need for subsidy with which to cloms

this gap between earned income and total costs increases each year. So far, the

private sector, encouraged by the Federal Government's tax incentives for giving,

has barely been able to keep up with symphony orchestras' needs for increased

subsidy - thus, any lessening of these incentives would be disastrous.

In this country, financial subsidies for orchestras have come traditionally

from voluntary contributions. In other countries, the subsidy comes directly to

the orchestras from their governments.

Under a Ford Foundation grant, our organization has just completed a stuiy

of finances and operations of a number of orchestras abroad. The st$y was made

by Howard Taubman, the distinguished critic and writer of the New York Times. ft1

following is indicative of his findings:
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a. The Berlin Philharmonic, operating on an annual budget of $2 million,
receives $1.5 million from its federal and city government.

b. The Amsterdam Concertgebouw, operating on $1.3 million annually,
receives $900,000 from its governments.

c. The Vienna Philharmonic, which serves also am the orchestra for the
Vienna State Opera, receives all of its support from its government -
an amount totalling $6 million annually for both the opera and the
orchestra.

Mr. Taubman goes on to report that "there is little or no private support

of orchestras abroad, by individuals or foundations or corporations. It may well be

tat a Ajor reason is that there are no provisions for tax deductions for contributors

is most countries."

We want to point out that, today, it generally is conceded that the world's

luding symphony orchestras are no longer to be found in Europe in spite of the ex-

twive subsidy given by their governments. Today# the world's leading symphony

ohstras are to be found in the United States.

The excellence of several of our American symphony orchestras is unsur-

pused by those of any other nation, and there is no counterpart in any part of the

wvrld for the many competent symphony orchestras found in literally scores of America's

leser known cities.

The results of our Government's traditional policy of tax incentives for

dritable giving speak for themselves and comnend not only the generosity of our

people but the generosity of our Government.

Should this private support be reduced, the orchestras would have no

choice but to seek aid directly from government sources, or to abandon their

Operations - and their music.
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I1. WHY ARE WE CONCERNED OVER H. R. 13270 ?

We are by no means opposed to this proposed legislation in its totality,

As citizens, as representatives of responsible and distinguished civic organization,

we applaud the work of our elected representatives in trying to achieve equity and

simplification of our tax laws, in trying to clarity provisions that lead to tax

abuses, in strengthening certain filing requirements for private foundations and

tax-exempt organizations so as to protect those that are conscientiously trying to

do what is right and root out those that deliberately are trying to take advantage

of enlightened legislation.

BUT -

The Treasury Department reports that "taking all of the proposed tax

changes into account we estimate that there will be a revenue increase to the

Treasury in the charitable contribution area in the neighborhood of $100 million".

That is one reason we are concerned.

If this $100 million is channeled into tax revenues instead of to

philanthropic causes, then obviously something constructive must be done to offset

this financial loss to philanthropic endeavors in this country.

We already have shown why it is necessary for symphony orchestras to de-

pend on some sort of subsidy for half or more of their total financial support.

The provisions of H. R. 13270 cut into the ability of every form of voluntary

giving to continue to provide financial support of orchestras even at current

levels.

A. Take the Matter of Contributione ftom Individuale:

Currently, symphony orchestras are receiving over half of their subsidy fNO
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contributions made by individuals.

Among the 382 orchestras operating at a total annual expenditure of

$17 million in the home states of the members of this Committee, this form of sup-

port totals $4.5 million annually.

The proposals of H. R. 13270 would reduce affluent donors' financial

ability to give away money as a result of repeal of the unlimited deduction,

changed tax treatment of gifts of appreciated property, and gifts of use of property,

and proposed changes in many aspects of the more sophisticated types of giving.

Under the Bill, gifts of appreciated property would be discriminated

against in several important respects. The tax preference items included in the

So-called "Limit on Tax Preferences" (LTP) and "Allocation of Deductions" (AOD)

provisions include the appreciation in value of property contributed to charity.

Inevitably, this would substantially decrease important "leadership gifts" which

are usually in the form of appreciated securities or real estate. For this reason,

we heartily support the Administration's recomendation to delete the appreciation

element of charitable gifts from those provisions.

However, this still would leave charitable contributions as an item of

deduction subject to allocation under the allocation of deductions provision.

This would have the effect, we fear, of postponing many substantial gifts until the

end of a year when the effects of the complex allocation provision could be finally

determined, with the unfortunate result that many such gifts simply would not be

ade.

Moreover, gifts of appreciated property to public charities would remain

subject to the present 30% limitation rather than counting toward the extra 20%

to be allowed under the Bill for gifts of cash to "publicly supported" organizations.
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We see no reason for such discrimination against gifts of appreciated property.

Furthermore, gifts of appreciated tangible personal property and future

interest gifts would be further discriminated against in that the donor would have

to limit his deductions to his cost basis or include the appreciation element in

his income.

This change may or may not be justified if the property is normally held

by the donor for sale to his customers in the ordinary course of his trade or

business and thus would produce ordinary income when sold.

However, it certainly is not justified with respect to capital items

which, if sold, would produce capital gains. To treat a gift of such items as a

constructive sale overlooks the fact that the donor is not confined to a choice

of selling or giving away the property but can hold on to it until his death and

pass it on to his heirs without income tax consequences. It is obvious that the

proposed treatment would discourage future gifts of such property to charity.

In the past for instance, symphony orchestras have been recipients of

gifts of rare musical instruments such as a gift of a Stradivarius violin for use

by the concertmaster. There is no reason to discriminate against such gifts

ise-a-vis gifts of appreciated securities or real estate.

For these reasons we approve Treasury's position that gifts of tangible

personal property should continue to be allowed the same preferential treatment

as gifts of securities and real property would be afforded under the Bill.

Similar treatment should be extended to gifts of future interest.

8. Take the Matter of the Inoreaed Standard Deduotion:

There is no question that the process of itemizing contributions on indivi.
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dual tax returns and claiming deductions from personal income tax for those contri-

butions provides a tax incentive for giving.

Eighty-eight per cent of the total number of gifts made to symphony orches-

tras' annual maintenance funds are in amounts of lees than $100, averaging $37.

These small gifts account for approximately 40% of the total annual contributed

dollars received by symphony orchestras.

These percentages apply to symphony orchestras of all sizes - from the

New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphony, and the Philadelphia Orchestra on down to

obscure symphony orchestras in small towns.

Now comes the proposal to raise the standard deduction. The Ways and

Means Committee report estimates that 34 million more taxpayers will use the stan-

dard deduction if these changes are enacted. Treasury estimates that at least

8 million more tax payers would use the standard deduction if their version of the

proposed change were adopted.

Be it 8 million or 34 million or someplace in between, the statistics in-

clude many modest contributors to symphony orchestras and millions of what we hope

are prospective contributors.

Under the increased standard deduction the taxpayer, in effect, will re-

ceive deduction for charitable contributions whether or not actually made. So, the

orchestras face further shrinkage of contributed support as a result of this pro-

vision. Again, no spokesman for Government has offered any suggestion whatsoever

as to how these losses to philanthropic causes would be offset.

We strongly urge that charitable deductions be isolated from other per-

sonal deductions for separate treatment, and that they be subject to continued

itemization with deduction permitted even though the proposed increased standard

deduction is used, thereby preserving this crucial incentive for continued support
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of philanthropic endeavors. If this plan were adopted we would support adoption

of a requirement that receipts or cancelled checks be attached to the tax returns

to support claims for all contributions over a stated minimal amount.

We are not against the worthy aim of simplifying tax returns through

increased use of the standard deduction, but simplification should not be achieved

at the price of reducing support of charitable activities.

C. Take Fou"dation Aid to Oohestrae:

Orchestras are receiving approximately 20% of their contributed support

from foundations. Again, we cite the circumstances of the 382 orchestras operat-

ing in the home states of the members of this Committee. Foundation aid to these

orchestras totalled $1.6 million last year, representing over 18% of their total

contributed support.

H. R. 13270 proposes to tax the foundations' invueLmnt income by

7 1/2%, and impose various other changes that would serve to reduce future support

of existing foundations and deter establishment of new foundations.

If the legislation were enacted, we can only conclude that the amount of

money foundations currently are giving to symphony orchestras would be reduced

immediately by a factor of 7 1/2% and possibly by a great deal more as the full

effectuof proposed changes are felt. In other words, it would be the recipients of

foundation gifts that would bear the burden of the proposed tax.

We are strenuously opposed to the philosophy of taxing foundation funds

for the purpose of adding to the Government's tax revenue, but we endorse Treasury's

proposal to substitute for the proposed 7 1/2% tax, a 2% filing fee and to use the

income from that fee to pay for increased policing of private foundations by the
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maternal Revenue Service. We are heartily in favor of such a program& mo financed.

Treasury's viewpoint of the total effects of H. R. 13270 provisions con-

cerning foundations does not agree with past experience of recipients of foundation

aid.

Mr. Edwin Cohen, Assistant Secretary of Treasury, has this to say about

tm ultimate effect of those proposals of the ill designed to require current

anual distribution of foundation funds for charitable purposest

"We estimate that because of adoption of a rule we recommended to
require private foundations to distribute to public charity not
less than five percent per annum of the value of their assets,
there will be an increase In funds flowing out of private founda-
tions into public charitable and educational organizations on the
order of $200 million"* * o #

Kr. Cohen cites the proposed forced distribution of foundations' funds as the off-

setting factor for anticipated losses of $100 million to charitable organizations

tat would result from proposed changes in tax treatment of charitable contributions.

This statement seems to be based on the assumption that the current

charitable contribution dollar will be exchanged for two foundation dollars on a

qud pro quo basis as far as the support of charitable organizations is concerned.

Nch will not be the case.

Gentlemen, let us explain a little about operations of foundations from

the point of view of the recipient organizations.

Foundations are vital to our work. But it must be remembered that founda-

tions become donors. As donors they have the right to choose to whom and for what

purposes their money shall be given - within the framwork of the law.

As you are so well aware, there are large foundations and small founda-

tions. It is the smell local foundations that customarily contribute to annual

lwarks delivered before the American Bar Association, Section on Taxtion,
August 9, 1969
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operating twids of symphony orchestras and other tax-exempt organizations.

The largo fouidations seldom contribute' to these on-qoing operating

expenses of organizations. Instead, their gifts usually enable an organization

to experiment with a challenging now idea, engage in much-needed research, undertake

some project with foundation funds during the period that more permanent, on-qoing9

support is gradually developed for the future financing of that activity.

Indeed, the charters and/or trustee resolutions of many foundations

expressly torbid granting of tends to organizations for the purpose of meeting

annual operating deficits because this is a never-ending need. Population funds

very quickly could become tiod up entirely in commitments for organizations' annual

operating funds thereby leaving almost no resources with which to aid in exp'eri-

mental work and expansion of progrdma and services.

L.ot me give you a few oxamplot of how thin distribution of foundation

funds customarily works in the orchestra field.

Take the American Symphony Orchestra leaque itself:

In addition to dues paid by our monirs, we must obtain about $40,o00n

annually in contributions to finance our on-(goitg services to the orchestras.

Last year. foundation qift. accounted for approximately 25% of our annual maintenance

fund.

however, it has been through substantial qifts from the Rockefeller Pound&-

tion and other, Rockefeller philanthropic interests that the Ieague has been enabled

tot

- Initiate and maintain a comprehensive training program for young
conductors, composers, and orchestra musicians for the last 13 years.

- Initiate and maintain the first forml, in-survice training p)rojec'ts
for orchestra managers.

- Make the first comprehensive Htudy of the arts council movement.
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- Undertake the ftrot compreiensivo research on Ibsic legal documents
of symphony uorChvz.t rois, 411d pub i sh the only manual in this Iasic
aspect of their work.

- To experiment in psychological test ing of orchestra managers.

- To make career grants to a fow outstanding young American conductors
some of whom now ar, umeriing as leading young conductors of our
country.

tinder a current Ford Vouidtoli gralt, we undertook the first comprehensive

study of operations of European orchestras that I referred to earlier, and now are

engaged in a complete analysis of the biokkeeping and auditing practices of symphony

orchestras so that truly comparable statistics can be made available when the t1. i.

Departmnt of lAbor, the U. N. Iopartmitint of Commeice, the S;tate Department and

Treasury call for such material - as they frequently have done in the past.

Tho Ieague could not have dlone any of these important things from its

regular income. Neither would we have been granted these funds by the large founda-

tions fist the purpose of financing our basic, on-going, day to-day work. we have

made such rtluests and have been turned down.

The Ford Foundation's recent massive grants to 61 symphony orchestras are

another good example of foundation policies in ulecting projects they wish to

support. These grants, totalling $110 million, wore given for the express purpose

of aiding orchestras in establishing permanent. endowments. The orchestras are re-

quired to match the foundation funds on a 1-to-I, 2-to-I, or 3-to-I basis depend-

inq on the circumstances of each orchestra.

Another retluirement for eligibility for these grants is that the orches-

tras must maintain their local annual contributed support at least at former levels.

In other words, the endowment grant program added a challenging new dimension to

symphony orchestra finance and operations, but it was not a substitute for con-

tinued local contributions toward the day-to-day work of the orchestras. Annual
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gifts from individual contributors continue to be absolutely vital to the existence

of the orchestras - even those that received the endowment fund grants.

These exaples are typical of the manner in which foundation funds flow

into symphony orchestras - funds from local foundations to help mest annual ex-

penses - larger grants from the large foundations for expansion of program, research

and experimentation.

It is completely unrealistic to assume, therefore, that plans to force

distribution of foundation assets will result in replacement of losses suffered by

tax-exempt organizations as a result of changes in tax treatment of individual

charitable contributions.

Yet, unrealistic as it is, this is the only official release of the

Government having come to our attention that offers Ay statement of what might be

put in place of the $100 million now going to charitable organizations but slated

to go to the U. S. Treasury under H. R. 13270.

Furthermore, even if the initial effect of forced distribution would be

to add to the amount of cash made available to charitable organizations, the long

range effect would be the shrinkage of capital funds for future support of chari-

table organizations. Of course, we are not opposed to distribution of private

foundations' annual income, but we are opposed to forced distribution of their

capital. In this proposal, we can see only the ultimate liquidation of foundations.

In connection with the Bill's provisions on foundations, we want to

comend the House on ita final action to make it possible for foundations to contiam

to make grants to individual musicians, conductors, composers, etc. under IRS-

approved plans.
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otal 'feot of the Lose"e from educod Tax lnoentiue, for Givina:

When we total the dollar loses in contributed income that would result

fis these many reduced tax incentives for charitable giving as proposed in

N. 3. OJ270, they spell life or death for symphony orchestras. But the dollar

qaira the Government would realize from these tax changes would become only a

atistic in the financial reports of the United States Treasury - a statistic

tut will not produce muic, a statistic that will not add one iota to the nation's

cultural development of the future, a statistic that never can produce Amrica's

ethoven, another Isac Stern, a statistic that never can be transformed into

America's next George Gershwin or next Leonard Bernstein.

If our Congress goes ahead with these proposed changes that will result

in withdrawing at least $100 million annually from support of tax-exempt organisa-

tions - if this be the plan then, in all seriousness, perhaps we should propose

the following:

That there be included in the tax tegielation a provision whereby

a stated percentage of the nation's Pederl tax revenue be eet

aside for direct paipwnt for support of philanthropic organizations.

We realize it is not within the province of this Committee to initiate

appropriations. We are told over and over that the demands upon our Government for

financial solution of the problems of the cities, of the Vietn a war, of the space

program, of health and welfare needs, of public education, of the care of the

aqed - that these demands would preclude serious consideration of such a proposal

at this time.

if that be the case, we most earnestly beseech you to protect what we

already have in the way of support by continuing the tax incentives that encourage
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our people to give voluntarily on behalf of the public good.

Without this continuing support through federal tax policies, the symphony

orchestras of this nation eventually will have only two alternatives,

1. To come to Congress year after year seeking direct subsidy
in over-increasing amounts of money#

2. To disband.

In addition to our concern over these overwhelming financial problems

the proposed legislation poses for us, we are concerned also with some technical

problems raised by the Bill.

S. Take the *~tter of the Proposed New Deft'iitjot, of "Pr ivate" Foundations:

First, we are concerned that the proposed definition of "private founda-

tions" for purposes of the new tax provisions may inadvertently cover many organize.

tions that should not be treated as "private foundations".

Many deserving organizations may fail to meet the second exception pro-

vided for determining what organizations are not "private foundations", because of

unwarranted restrictions (1) that gifts from "substantial" contributors (i.e.,

those who contribute more than $5,000 in any one year) cannot count toward the re-

quired 1/3 public support test# (2) that related income receipts from any "person"

in excess of It of total support likewise do not count towards 1/3 "public support

and (3) that 1/3 of total support cannot come from gross investment income.

We point out that under the 1% rule, it is only the amount in excess of

14 that is excluded from qualifying as "public support", whereas the entire amount

of the over-$5,000 gift is excluded. We feel that at least the first $5,000 of a

large gift should count as a part of an organization's public support.
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Secondly, the phrase "any person" is too broad in that it would subject

t the It rule payments made by government units and public charities. It is ridicu-

low to exclude any part of support from public funds from "public support".

The third test should be dropped. Since investment income already is

iwluded in total support and more than 1/3 of total support must be derived from

gifts, contributions, membership fees, admissions or other related income in order

to qualify the organization as "publicly" supported, there is no reason for having

a searate limitation as to the amount of investment income. It serves only to

puslize those organizations which have received substantial contributions from

generous donors in the past to build up endowment funds.

Moreover, the third exception has a number of technical defects:

(1) It certainly could not have been intended to penalize a trust which

nmy suet be operated entirely for charitable purposes singly because, as originally

otituted, part of the income was required to be distributed to private annuitants

for a term of years or for their lives.

(2) It also should be made clear that organizations with defective charters

my amend them to satisfy the "organized" test.

(3) There is no reason why a separate organization which is operated "in

connection with" two or more qualified institutions rather than one such institution

should not be protected under the third exception to the definition of a "private"

foundation.

Unless substantially modified, these provisions relating to determination

of what organizations are not "private" foundations are going to result in unending

work for the IRS and will place an especially unwarranted burden upon predominately

volunteer, small budget charitable organizations that cannot afford to employ pro-

tusional staff and legal counsel.
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Just within the symphony orchestra world alone, the Service will be

besieged with inquiries, requests for explanations, and 30% classification applies.

tions from literally hundreds of small budget orchestras and modestly financed

womn's auxiliaries of symphony orchestras.

P. Take the ttter of the Now ReAquimente on DieoZosue of Infouiuon

We strongly support the provision requiring all tax-exempt organizations to

file an annual return.

However, we challenge the proposed additional requirement that all

501 (c) (3) organizations be required to file listings of major contributors and

amounts given, and names and salaries of highly compensated employees.

In maity, cases, contributors make their gifts upon the contingency that ths

gifts be accorded complete anonymity. Donors should have this right. And what use-

ful purpose possibly can be served by the United States government having a list of

salaries and fees paid to symphony orchestra conductors, concertmasters and first

oboists?

These requirements are an improper invasion into the affairs of non-

government organizations, and the provisions are not germaine to the enforcement

of the internal revenue laws. We urge that they be removed at least from the

filing requirements of "publicly supported" tax-exempt organizations.
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V, I" CONCWSION -

It must be remembered that voluntary giving is a fragile thing. It has

t be encouraged, nurtured* protected.

Voluntary.gifts cannot be legislated into being! they cannot be produced

ondomnd. There is a limit to the giver's willingness to give.

Government officials had much to say last spring about an impending taxpayer's

mlt. In the nonprofit world, we hear warnings of a giver's revolt, and rumblings

of the exhaustion of the volunteer civic leadership required to keep these contribu-

tion campaigns going year after year.

As operating costs spiral and force charitable and educational organizations

ach year to seek more and larger contributions than the year before, we fear the day

viii come when the givers will lapse into a state of utter frustration and hopelessness

owr their ability to meet the challenges of private philanthropy.

we may be close enough to this point that enactment of these complicated

strictures on tax treatment of contributions coupled with actual cancellation of

long established tax incentives for giving would prove to be the tinal push toward

& disastrous breakdown in the willingness of voluntary givers even to attempt to

continue to shoulder these charitable burdens.

America's record in private philanthropy is one of the things that sets it

apart among all nations. That record is due to courageous and enlightened tax policies

of our Government throughout its 193-year history.

We plead with our Government to continue searching for a solution that

viii correct tax abuses but that will not induce paralysis of this nation's private

philanthropy.
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I. THE PROVISIONS OF H.R. 1327C WILL ADD TO THE COST OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.
THE PREPONDERANT SHARE OF THE MUNICIPAL CAPITAL NEEDS OF PEOPLE ARE
PROVIDED BY THE USE OF MUNICIPAL BONDS. IN THE FIVE-STATE AREA OF IOWA,

MINNESOTA, NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA AND WISCONSIN THE ADDITIONAL COST
OF THE 19g9 FINANCING THROUGH AUGUST COULD HAVE BEEN AT LEAST $271,000,000
MORE WITHOUT TAX EXEMPTION.

II, EXEMPTION OF MUNICIPAL BOND INTEREST PFROM FEDERAL TAXATION IS ONE OP THE
OLDEST SUBSIDIES IN THE HISTORY OF OUR COUNTRY. IT IS UNIQUE IN BEGINNING

AT THE SOURCE. IT PRODUCES 100 CENT DOLLARS. IT IS ECONOMICAL. IT IS

EFFICIENT,

Ill. THE PROVISIONS OP THE TAX REFORM ACT WILL IMPAIR THE MARKETING OP MUNICIPAL

BONDS TO THE DETRIMENT OF THE POOR COMMUNITIES.

IV. MUNICIPAL BONDS ARE "PEOPLE BONDS". THEY MAKE POSSIBLE THE FACILITIES WHICH
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS NEED TO FURNISH FOR THE SATISPACTION OF THE NEEDS Of THEIR
PEOPLE.

V. THE MUNICIPAL BOND PURCHASER DOES PAY A TAX - ONE THAT INURE$ TO THE BENEFIT
OP EVERYONE IN THE COMMUNITY IN WHICH HE INVEITS.

VI. THIS IS AN INOPPORTUNE TIME TO CONSIDER INNOVATIONS TO THE SYSTEM OP MUNICIPAL

FINANCING,

VII, THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION COULD MEAN AT LEAST A TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF
MUNICIPAL FINANCING BY THE ISSUANCE OP BONDS.

Viii. THE PROPOSED LEGISLATION CAN BE EXPECTED TO ADD ADMINISTRATIVE OVER-BURDEN.

IX. IMPAIRMENT OF THE TAX EXEMPT STATUS OF MUNICIPAL BONDS WILL CONTRIBUTE FURTHER
TO THE TAX PROBLEMS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

X, THE PROVISIONS Or H,R, 13270 MUST BE ACCEPTED AS A HARBINGER OP FURTHER EROSION OP
THE EXEMPTION OF MUNICIPAL BONDS.
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HONORABLE SENATOR RUSSELL LONG, CHAIRMAN,
ANo MEMBERS OF FINANCE COMMITTEE
UNITED STATES SENATE

TESTIMONY OF OSMON R. SPRINGSTED
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 199, 10:00 A,M.

WITH REFERENCE TO THE PROVISIONS OF
HR. 13270, TAX REFORM ACT OP 10e,
RELATING TO THE IMMUNITY OF THE YIELD OP
MUNICIPAL BONDS FROM FEDERAL TAXATION

SPRINGSTED INCORPORATED IS A MUNICIPAL. CONSULTING FIRM EHGAGD

PRINCIPALLY WITH MUNICIPAL FINANCING. As SUCH, IT iS CURRENTLY SERVING 118 UNITS

OF GOVERNMENT IN THE FIVE-STATE AREA OF IOWA, MINNESOTA, NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH

DAKOTA AND WISCONSIN. THE FIRM WILL ASSIST ITS CLIENTS WITH APPROXIMATELY 90

MILLION DOLLARS OF BONDING THIS YEAR. IT DOES NOT BUY OR SELi. BONDS. ITS ONLY

CONCERN IS TO ASSIST THE MUNICIPALITIES IT SERVES TO ACCOMPLISH THE ISSUANCE OF

THEIR BONDS AS ECONOMICALLY AND EXPEDITIOUSLY AS POSSIBLE.

THROUGH AUGUST OF THIS YEAR THERE WERE AT LEAST 367 BOND

OFFERINGS TOTALLING IN EXCESS OF $452,000,000 MY THE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS OF THIS

FIVE-STATE AREA. THE AVVRAGI SIZE OF THE OFFERINGS WAS $1,234,092 oUT THEY

RANGED IN SIZE FROM $14,000 TO MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR SALES.

THE PROCEEDS OF THESE ONO ISSUES WERE USED TO BUILD SCHOOLS,

STREETS, SEWERS, PARKS AND ALL OF THE OTHER FACILITIES REQUIRED TO MEET THE PEOPLE

NEEDS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT.



ASSUMING AN AVERAGE RATE OF 6%. ON AVERAGE MATURITY OF ONLY

Is YEARS AND THAT A TAX-EXEMPT RATE OF 6% IS AS MUCH 4S 60% OF A TAXABLE RATE.

THESE COMMUNITIES WERE ABLE TO GIVE THEIR PEOPLE A BETTER DRINK OF WATER, A

BETTER SCHOOL AT A COST $271,000,000 LESS THAN IF THEY HAD NOT BEEN ABLE TO ISSUE

TAX EXEMPT MONDS,

THEY SAVED THEIR TAXPAYERS THIS SUM MY EKING ABLE TO AVAIL

THEMSELVES OF ONE OF THE OLDEST, IF NOT THE OLDEST. FEDERAL SUBSIDY PROGRAMS OF

OUR COUNTRY - THE TAX EXEMPTION OF MUNICIPAL BONDS. IT iS A UNIQUE PROGRAM.

IT STARTS AND ENDS ENTIRELY WITH THE BENEFICIARY. THERE ARE NO ADMINISTRATIVE

COsTS. THE RECIPIENT GETS 100 CENTS FOR EACH OF ITS DOLLARS. THERE ARE NO

REGULATIONS. THERE ARE HOT PROTESTS OF FORFEITURE OF LOCAL AUTONOMY. THERE

ARE NO LEGIONS OF ADMINISTRATIVE STAFFS. THERE ARE NO LETTERS TO SENATORS OR

CONGRESSMEN. IT'S DIFFICULT TO THINK OF ANY SELF-HELP PROGRAM THAT HAS WORKED

MUCH BETTER. IT IS THE PROGRAM MY WHICH THE PREPONDERANT PART OF OUR LOCAL

MUNICIPAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS HAVE BEEN, AND ARE BEING, BUILT AT THE CURRENT

RATE OF ABOUT $IS BILLION DOLLARS A YEAR.

PERHAPS THE PROGRAM IS AHEAD OF ITS TIME. SOME OF OUR

FEDERAL AGENCIES TODAY ARE JUST REALIZING THE BENEFITS OF ENCOURAGING THE LOCAL

UNIT TO UNDERTAKE ALL. OF THE FINANCING OF A FEDERAL-SHARING PROGRAM. THEN THE

AGENCY SUBSIDIZES THE INTEREST DIFFERENCE. 80 INSTEAD OF ITS BORROWING ITS FULL

SHARE AT 8% TO LEND SACK TO THE LOCAL UNIT AT 3%. THE AGENCY BORROWS ONLY A

FRACTION OF THE AMOUNT TO SUBSIDIZE ONLY THE RATE DIFFERENCE.

WITHOUT TAX-EXEMPTION MANY OF THE COMMUNITIES OF OUR AREA.

IN OUR OPINION. COULD NOT PROVIDE FOR THEIR OWN NEEDS. REMOVE THE TAX EXEMPT
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STATUS FROM THE OFFERING OF A "BA' RATED COMMUNITY WITH A PER CAPITA DEBT

OFS 1 100 FOR LOCAL INDEBTEDNESS AND PLACE IT IN DIRECT COMPETITION FOR THE

INVESTMENT DOLLAR WITH AN OFFERING OF GENERAL MOTOR'S BONDS AND THE RATIO

OF A TAX EXEMPT RATE TO A TAXABLE ONE WILL REALISTICALLY BE AT LEAST I TO 2,

IN OTHER WORDS, IF SUCH A COMMUNITY MUST NOW PAY 7% FOR TAX EXEMPT MONEY,

IT CAN EXPECT TO PAY 14% FOR TAXABLE @ONOS. THUS. THE MAXIMUM 40% SUBSIDY OF

NA.R, 13270 WILL LEAVE IT PAYING A NET RATE OP 8.40% OR 1,40% MORE THAN IT NOW

iS. AND. OF COURSE, IF THE SUBSIDY IS ULTIMATELY LOWERED TO 25%. AS IT MAY SE,

THE COMMUNITY IS THEN LEFT IN THE POSITION OF PAYING 10,5%. THIS ASSUMES THAT

IT CAN FIND A SUYERI

THE MUNICIPALITY MAY STILL, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE

PROPOSED LEGISLATION. ELECT TO CONTINUE TO SELL TAX-EXEMPT @ONO. BUT IT

WILL BE IN A CONTRACTED MARKET IF THIS LEGISLATION IS ENACTED. FOR THE GOOD

MUNICIPAL CREDITS IT MAY SE TO THEIR ADVANTAGE TO ELECT TO ISSUE TAXASlLES,

THIs WILL THEN LEAVE THE MUNICIPAL MARKET ONLY TO THE POOR. LIKE ANY OTHER

BUSINESS, THERE HAS TO SE MERCHANDISE FOR THE UNDERWRITERS OF MUNICIPALS,

REDUCE THE SUPPLY AND THE QUALITY AND A NATURAL CONCOMITANT MUST SE A

WITHERING DISTRIBUTION ORGANIZATION, IN OUR OPINION THE UNDERWRITERS OF THIS

COUNTRY HAVE DONE AN OUTSTANDING TASK OF MERCHANDISING THE DONDS OF OUR

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. THEY CAN NOT SE EXPECTED 70 CONTINUE THEIR HIGH PERFORMANCE

IF THEY ARE LEFT ONLY THE DRiPPINGS,

REALLY MUNICIPAL SONOS SHOULD OE CALLED "PEOPLE BONDS"

BECAUSE THE THINGS THEY MAKE POSSIBLE ARE EVIDENCED FROM THE TIME EACH OF US

TURNS ON A FAUCET IN THE MORNING UNTIL WE FALL ASLEEP TO THE KLAXON OF A FIRE
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TRUCK. THE BATTLE CRY OF THOSE WHO WOULD IMPAIR THESE PEOPLE BONDS IS

TIAT THE PERSON WHO HAS INVESTOR IN PEOPLE IN PREFEINCE TO SOME PURELY

PROFIT-ORIENTATEO VENTURE HAS COMMITTED A VENOMOUS CRIME UPON SOCIETY

BECAUSE HE PAYS NO INCOME TAX. NUT HE HAS. IF HE PURCHASED A STATE OF

MASSAHUSETTS MONO IN 19 0. WITH A COUPON OF 3. 10%. NOT ONLY DID HE ACCEPT

A LOWER RATE OF INTEREST THAN IF HE HAD PURCHASED A TAXABLE $OND, OUT HE

FORFEITED ANY GROWTH UENEFITSo IN FACT, HE HAS EXPERIENCED THE OPPOSITE

RESULT. HE Is STIL. GETTING OmLV 3. 10% WHEN THE RATE HOW QUOTED FO THE

SOND Is 7.00%., AND HiS @OND IS WORTH L.ESS THAN 71 CENTS ON THE DOLL.AR. HE

DOESN'T NEED MUCH ENCOURAGEMENT TO BECOME DISCOURAGE WITH MUNICIPAL BONDS.

WHILE WE ARE UNWILLING TO CONCEDE THAT THERE IS EVER A

TIME TO TAMPER WITH THE EXEMPTION OF MUNICIPAL BONDS, CERTAINLY NOW IS NOT

IT, ALREADY SUFFERING WITH THE R1EST OF THE ECONOMY FROM THE HIGH COSTS OF

MONEY, OUR LOCAL GOVERNMENTS ARE FURTHER INOPPORTUNED BY THE EVEN HIGHER

COSTS IMPOSED bY THIS THREAT TO THEIR MAJOR MEANS OF MEETING THEIR CAPITAL

NEEDS. MANY HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO SELL THEIR SONDS WITHIN STATUTORY RATE

LIMITS. THIS HAS MEANT FURTHER DELAY AND COST IN THE EFFORTS OF THESE LOCAL

GOVERNMENT$ TO ATTEMPT TO SATISFY THE NEEDS OF THEIR PEOPLE. AND. PROBABLY

HAS SERVED TO INTENSIFY THE ALREOAY CLAION CALLS FOR HELP TO THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENTS

AS A VERY PRACTICAL POINT, UNTIL STATE LEGISLATURES COULD

MEET TO REMOVE EXISTING RATE LIMITS, FEW MUNICIPALITIES COULD ISSUE TAXABLE

BONDS TODAY. IF THEN THE EFFECT UPON THE MUNICIPAL MARKET IS WHAT WE THINK IT

WILL SE IF THE TAX EXEMPT STATUS OF MUNICIPAL$ IS IN ANY WAY IMPAIRED. WE FORESEE
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A HIATUS IN MUNICIPAL BUILDING PROGRAMS THROUGHOUT THE NATION. PERHAPS

TgiRE iS SOME ECONOMIC MERIT IN THIS, SUT IT TOTALLY IGNORES THE FACT THAT THE

KIDS ARE WAITING TO ENTER THE SCHOOL EVEN BEFORE THE FOOTINGS ARE BEGUN. THE

OOZE OF THE POLLUTED RIVER KNOWS NO MORATORIUM.

WE RECOGNIZE THAT ASSURANCES ARE DEING MADE THAT THERE

WILL SE LITTLE OR NO ADMINISTRATIVE OVERLAY FOR THOSE @ONO ISSUES WHICH WOULD

gg SUBSIDIZED IF AN ISSUER ELECTS TO FLOAT TAXABLE SONOG, REFRESHING AS IT MAY

1E TO BELIEVE THIS MIGHT 0E THE CASE - IT WILL ASSUREDLY ME DIFFERENT FROM ANY

OThER FEDERAL PROGRAM, AT THE MOMENT A WISCONSIN CLIENT HAS SEEN WAITING 60

DAYS, AND IS NOW ADVISED IT MAY SE ANOTHER 60 DAYS, FOR THE PREPARATION Or THE

REGULATIONS WHICH WILL PERMIT IT TO ISSUE FEDERALLY SUBSIDIZED SO0G. IN THE

MEANTIME, BOTH INTEREST RATES AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS HAVE RISEN AND THE MUCH-

NEEDED PROGRAM DELAYED, IT IS TO US. FRANKLY, DOUBTFUL THAT ALL THAT THE VILLAGE

CLERK OF EVENING SHAOE WILL NEED TO DO IS TO DROP A HANDWRITTEN NOTE ON A SHEET

OF TASLET PAPER TO THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY ADVISING HIM THAT EVENING SHADE

A FEW MONTHS AGO ISSUED SOME TAXABLE SONDS AND SEEING AS HOW THERE IS AN INTEREST

PAYMENT DUE NEXT WEEK WILL THE SECRETANY PLEASE SEND A CHECK FOR THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT*S SHARE. IT SEEMS REASONABLY CERTAIN THIS IS A CONDITION TO WHICH THE

REFLEXES OFP GOVERNMENT LAWYERS COULD NEVER ADJUST.

LOCAL GOVERNMENTS HAVE LITTLE PROSPECT OF GAIN IN THESE

PROPOSALS BUT ALMOST CERTAIN ASSURANCES OF LOSING. AT BEST, THEY CAN ONLY HOPE TO

IORROW THEIR MONEY AT ABOUT THE SAME RATE THEY NOW ARE. IT IS FAR MORE PROVABLE

THEY WILL PAY MORE. ALREADY IN THE POSITION OF HAVING THE FEDERAL AND STATE

GOVERNMENTS HAVING TAKEN THE 010 BOY'S SHARE OF THE REAL GROWTH FACTOR IN OUR
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ECONOMY - INCOME - THIS MEANS THEY MUST AGAIN ADD YET ANOTHER LAYER

UPON THE ONLY MAJOR TAX LEFT THEM - THE PROPERTY TAX WHICH COMES FROM

A SOURCE FAR LESS RESPONSIVE TO GROWTH THAN INCOME. LESS RELATED TO ABILITY

TO PAY, TOO, WE MIGHT ADO,

WE DO CONCEDE THAT THE PROVISIONS OF H.R, 13270 WHICH

RELATE TO THE TAXATION OF INCOME OF MUNICIPAL BONDS DIRECTLY, OR INDIRECTLY,

OF THEMSELVES SHOULD NOT CONCEIVE ALL OF THE DANGERS WE FORESEE. BUT THEY

ARE TRULY WARNINGS TO THE MUNICIPAL INVESTOR. IF HOW THE HISTORIC INVIOLABILITY

OF THE INCOME OF MUNICIPAL. BONDS FROM FEDERAL TAXATION IS IN ANY MANNER

IMPAIRED THE INVESTOR MUST ae MOST APPREHENSIVE OF WHAT MAY FOLLOW,

ESPECIALLY WHEN IT WAS ANNOUNCED BY A SPOKESMAN FOR THE HOUSE WAYS AND

MEANS COMMITTEE WHEN THE SILL WAS INTRODUCED IN THE HOUSE THAT IT WAS THE

AVOWED PURPOSE OF THE COMMITTEE TO ELIMINATE THE TAX EXEMPT STATUS OF

MUNICIPAL OBLIGATIONS. THE BUYER OF A BOND OF THE BURNSVILLE, MINNESOTA

SCHOOL DISTRICT MATURING IN I990 MUST LIVE BY HIS CONTRACT, HE CAN NOT COME

SACK FOR AN UPWARD ADJUSTMENT OF THE RATE OR DEMAND PREPAYMENT NO MATTER

HOW EQUITABLE HIS REQUEST MAY BE. HE INVESTED IN THE PEOPLE OF THAT SCHOOL

DISTRICT ACCEPTING HIS CONTRACT AND BELIEVING HIS RIGHTS WOULD BE PROTECTED.

WE URGENTLY REQUEST THAT THE PROPOSALS OF HR. 13270

WHICH WILL INFRINGE IN ANY MANNER UPON THE EXEMPTION OF MUNICIPAL BONDS FROM

FEDERAL TAXATION SE CONCLUSIVELY REJECTED. To DO OTHERWISE, IN OUR OPINION,

WILL SE TO ADD EVEN FURTHER COSTS TO ALREADY TAX BENT LOCAL COMMUNITIES,

WILL IMPOSE EVEN GREATER BURDENS UPON LOCAL BOARDS AND ADMINISTRATIONS IN

THEIR NEVER ENDING SEARCH FOR REVENUES AND WILL FURTHER DELAY ANY HOPE OF

MEETING THE LOCAL NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY.

WE'VE GOT A PRETTY GOOD SYSTEM, LETS NOT MESS IT UP
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SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

HEARINGS ON H. R. 13270

September 25, 1969

Formal Statement of the Honorable Edgar F. Shannon, Jr.

President, University of Virginia

Arbitrane Bonds

SuMgarv

The University of Virginia desires to issue bonds secured by

and payable out of mortgages taken as security for loahs made by

the University for faculty housing.

In the opinion of bond counsel, the interest on these bonds

would be exempt from Federal taxation under present laws. The

arbitrage bond provisions of the Tax Reform Act, as reported by

the House Ways and Means Counittee and as passed by the House,

appear to prevent these bonds from being issued by the University

as tax exempt bonds.

The University urges the Senate Finance Committee to amend

the language of proposed Section 601 of H.R. 13270 to make clear

that the definition of arbitrage bonds will not apply to the

University's bonds secured by mortgages on faculty housing.
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Discussion

The University of Virginia proposes to issue bonds pur-

suant to Virginia Code Section 23-30.01 passed by the General

Assembly of Virginia. That section authorizes any State educa-

tional institution, with the approval of the Governor, to issue

bonds secured by and payable out of securities held by its

endowment fund where the securities are secured by a lien upon

real estate or personal property.

The University now holds in its endowments approximately

$8,000,000 in notes and mortgages received as security for loans

on faculty housing. These mortgage loans all derive from the

University's overall plan to assist faculty and student housing,

and have been made to faculty members to aid in the financing of

their homes at a rate of interest approximately one percentage

point less than the available market for mortgage loans.

Of necessity, the University cannot issue its bonds every

time it proposes to make an individual mortgage loan. It must

rely on its endowment funds to make the necessary advances, accum-

ulate the mortgages, and then fund the obligations by issuing its

bonds when sufficient mortgages have been accumulated.
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It is the opinion of bond counsel that, under the present

tax law, interest on the bonds to be issued as discussed above

vould be construed by a court to be exempt from Federal income

taxes as interest on bonds issued by or on behalf of an inetru-

mntality of the State of Virginia.

The House Prooeal

H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act, as passed by the House of

Representatives contains a provision on "arbitrage bonds" which,

if adopted, would in all probability prohibit the University of

Virginia from issuing tax exempt bonds secured by mortgages held

in its endowment funds, as permitted by Section 23-30.01 of the

Virginia Code. Section 601 of the Tax Reform Bill contains the

following amendment to Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code

(Section'103 grants the exemption for interest on bonds of states

and political subdivisions):

"(b) Arbitrage Obligations - Section 103 is
amended by inserting after Subsection (c) the following
new subsection:

'(d) Arbitrage Obligations - Under regu-
lations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,
any arbitrage obligation shall be treated as an
obligation not described in Subsection (a)(l)".

In the Act the effective date of this amendment is July 11# 1969.

The report which accompanied the bill makes the following
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explanation of the proposed amendment:

"Some state and local governments have misused their
tax exemption privilege by engaging in arbitrage trans-
actions in which the funds from tax exempt issues are
employed to purchase higher yLelding Federal obligations
whose interest is not taxed in their hands. The tax
exempt issue in these cases generally specifies that the
interest on the Federal bonds will be used to service
the state and local securities. An individual who pur-
chases a state or local security under such an arbi-
trage arrangement has the advantage of a tax exempt
security with the safety of a Federal security. The
Federal government then finds itself in the position of
becoming'an unintended'source of revenue for state and
local governments while losing the opportunity to tax
the interest income from its own taxable bond issues.
The Internal Revenue Service has announced that it will
not rule on the question whether such arbitrage obli-
gations are entitled to tax exemption under existing
law." H. Rep. 91-413, part 1, page 173.

The Committee report correctly states the Treasury Depart-

ment's current problem, but the broad sweep of the language in the

Act goes much further. The Treasury Department has been con-

cerned about the issuance of tax exempt securities the proceeds

of which are reinvested in Federal securities required to be held

as security for the tax exempt security so that the holder has,

in effect, a tax exempt Federal security.

The language in the Act as passed by the House of Repre-

sentatives would permit the Internal Revenue Service to forbid the

University from issuing its bonds and reinvesti-ag in new securities
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(e.g., United States or corporate bonds, preferred stocks or equity

stocks), whether or not these new securities were pledged as

security for the bonds. It also appears that the Act could be

extended to prohibit the use of securities already held in the

university's endowment funds (e.g. , existing mortgages) as security

for the University's bond issue.

Reliance Upon Administrative Regulations

The administrative interpretation of proposed Section 601

would undoubtedly extend its scope beyond the Treasury's problem

in the use of tax exempt securities to finance reinvestment in

Federal securities. When applied to the University's use of bond

proceeds to fund mortgages held in its endowment funds, technically,

the mortgages held as security for the payment of the bonds con-

stitute securities the interest on which is taxable, while the

interest on the bonds is tax exempt.

Such an interpretation of the present House provision would

ignore the fact that, under current market conditions (and for the

foreseeable future), the coupon rate of the University's bonds would

be higher than the current 5.08% average interest rate in the faculty

loan portfolio. Thus, the amount of bonds which the University

could issue (perhaps $7,000,000) would be sufficiently less than

the amount which it has already invested in the faculty mortgages

(i.e., $8,000,000). This difference, represented by a discount

from the principal balance of the mortgage collateral (i.e., money
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already advanced from the endowment funds), would continue as a

subsidy by the University for its faculty housing and represent

no benefit to the State from the tax exempt financing. The Univer.

sity does not engage in the buying and selling of mortgages at a

discount but invest in each faculty loan the full principal amount

of the mortgage. Therefore, such investment, rather than any hypo.

thetical market value for the mortgage, is the proper measure of

the University's needs and the proper standard for judging whether

the University's bonds actually operate as an arbitrage.

It might also be argued, by one who overlooks the entire

purpose of the transaction, that in view of the fact that the bond

issue will free an equivalent amount of endowment- funds for invest-

ment in other securities, whether bonds, preferred stocks, or

equity stocks, the University's bonds would be issued for the

benefit of its endowment funds, and the endowment funds will be

entitled to invest the proceeds in taxable obligations even in

the traditional arbitrage context. Such a view, however, totally

disregards the true purpose of the University's bond issue (namely

to fund the faculty home loan program) and the impracticability of

issuing bonds to cover each individual $20,000, $25,000 and $30,000

faculty home mortgage.

Further, the present language of Section 601 of H.R. 13270

grants such broad latitude to the Secretary of the Treasury that

he could deny the tax exemption for interest on any bonds issued

by the University, regardless of the security, so long as the

University owns securities the interest on which is taxable.
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For instance, the Secretary could argue that the University should

sell its endowment securities to build dormitories, rather than

8s6uin# tax exempt bonds to fir.ance their construction. He has

:Ade a similar argument against indivLduals and corporations who

hold tax exempt securities when they borrow money for purposes

unrelated to their holding of the tax exempt securities. See,

I.g., Wisconsin Cheeseman. Inc. v. United States, 388 F.2d 420

(7th Cir. 1968).

Assistant Secretary Edwin Cohen, in his statement to the

Senate Finance Committee on September 4, recognized that the lant.

sa3e in the Act on arbitrage bonds as passed by the House was too

broad. He stated:

"The bill would also deny tax exempt status to
so-called 'arbitrage bonds,' the specific defini-
tion of which is left to the regulations. We be-
lieve that this is in general a proper method of
handling that abuse, but we believe the scope of
the term 'arbitrage obligation' should be described
with some further particularity in the bill."
(Senate Finance Committee, Committee Print, p. 85).

As of Saturday, September 20, 1969, the Secretary has made

.o specific proposal, and we understand that emphasis will be

placed again on an administrative interpretation. Cf. T.I.R.

840 (August 11, 1966), attached as Exhibit A hereto. We strongly

recommend, however, that the language as passed by the House be

amended in the Act to permit the University to issue tax exempt

bonds to aid in the financing of its faculty housing needs.
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We cannot afford to leave such exemption to administrative

regulation for several reasons:

1. The present volatile state of the tax exempt bond market

is known to all of you. Underwriters cannot maintain any kind of

orderly market and wait the weeks and sometimes months necessary

to obtain a ruling from the Internal Revenue Service.

2. This delay factor is especially evident now when the

regulations for the entire new bill are yet to be written. Any

interim administrative regulations would not permit bond counsel

to avoid requests for ruling. Actually, such requests would

become a necessity.

3. Any temporary administrative regulation keyed to a use

of proceeds to reinvest in taxable securities (as opposed to

taxable Federal securities) to be held as security for the tax

exempt bonds would be unworkable because, technically, faculty

mortgages are securities the interest of which is taxable. The

use of the old rules (i.e., T.I.R. 840) would not ease the situa-

tion because the entire context of interpretation would have

changed; that is, T.I.R. 840 would now be viewed as an expansion

of specific legislation limiting arbitrage situations, whereas

under former law arbitrage bonds were permissible under the statute
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am an additional indirect subsidy to State and local governments.*

4. If the funding of the mortgages is indeed an arbitrage

under the statute, the Treasury would not have the authority to

issue regulations which would exempt a specific program such as

aid to faculty housing.

Congressional Support of qousini Aid

There is ample precedent in current Congressional policy

for a statutory exemption to permit the University to aid the

furnishing of its housing needs in this way. First, the Federal

government guarantees payment of bonds on all local housing

authorities in the country. In effect, therefore, it gives to

the bondholders, when housing is involved, a tax exempt Federal

security. Second, the Congress last year, when adopting restric-

tions on tax exempt industrial development bonds, provided an

exemption for bonds to finance "residential real property for

family units." Third, in the Act as passed by the House the

recomended changes in the deduction for depreciation do not

apply to new "residential rental housing." (Section 521 of H.R. 13270).

* In truth, what is so wrong with arbitrage bonds issued by instru-
mentalities of State and local governments? If the Commonwealth
of Virginia issues $36,000,000 of its 67. tax exempt bonds and
uses the proceeds to purchase at the current market discount
$40,000,000 in 67. taxable Federal bonds, using the $4,000,000
arbitrage spread for the construction of hospitals, housing or
other publicly supported capital needs, why is this so sinful?
As pointed out below, the Federal government actually encourages
this with respect to local housing authority bonds!
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The needs of a university in the housing area are as im-

portent as the policies underlying the need for these statutory

exemptions. At the University of Virginia alone, the endowment

funds already hold almost $8,000,000 in mortgages on faculty

homes. It is projected that by 1975-1980 there will be a need

for $7,000,000 more, or a total of $15,000,000.

Last year legislation was introduced in the Senate and

agreed to by the Treasury Department which would have addressed

itself specifically to the Treasury's problem with arbitrage bonds.

S. 2636, introduced by Senator Ribicoff, defined "arbitrage bonds"

in the bill and denied tax exemption for interest on such bonds.

The language of S. 2636, to a great degree, incorporated the

Internal Revenue Service's prior announcement in T.I.R. 840.

The Treasury Department supported S. 2636 at that time. (Hearings

before Senate Finance Committee on Tax Adjustment Act of 1968,

page 90).

A statutory definition of "arbitrage bonds" such as pre-

sented in S. 2636 might not apply to the University of Virginia

bonds. In any case, an amendment, which would be only a clari-

fying amendment, could be added to the other exceptions to the

definition of "arbitrage bonds" in that bill to make clear the

definition did not apply to faculty housing bonds. This would be

only one available alternative.
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We, therefore, strongly urge the Senate Finance Committee

to define arbitrage bonds with some particularity and with a

definition or an exception in the Act which would permit the

University to issue its bonds to aid in the financing of its

faculty housing programs. We base this request on two basic

promises:

1. The privilege now accorded to State supported univer-

sities to issue evidences of indebtedness carrying tax exempt

interest extends to indebtedness incurred for faculty housing.

2. Even though generality and simplicity are desirable

attributes of a tax statute, the tax law adopted should not

create uncertainties and confusion when exposed in the light

of real situations.

If this Committee accepts these premises, it should accept

our request.

Edgar F. Shannon, 'Jr.
President
University of Virginia
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STATEMENT BY THE HONORABLE SAM YORTY, MAYOR OF THE
CITY OF LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, TO THE UNITED STATES
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE ON SEPTEMBER 25, 1969

SUBJECT: Objection to Provisions Relating to Tax-Exempt
Status of Municipal Bonds in HR 13270

Provisions under Titles III and VI of HR 13270, which affect the tax-

exempt status of municipal bonds, present a most serious financial threat to the

City of Los Angeles, and I strongly urge this Committee to reject these proposals.

These proposals constitute an unwarranted interference with the functioning of local

government which has been given a constantly expanding role in serving the people

of this nation. Furthermore, they come at a time when the larger urban centers are

confronted with unprecedented demands for financing essential capital projects.

I am well aware that the motivation for this legislation was an attempt

to provide a more equitable Federal income tax structure, but if such legislation

will result, as I firmly believe it will, in enlarging the local tax burden of the

people of Los Angeles and of depriving them of needed public facilities, then I must

oppose it.

I will not attempt to cover all of the general and constitutional arguments

against the adoption of these measures since these points have been or will be ably

presented to you by others. My remarks will be directed at the effect of these pro-

posals on the nearly three million people of Los Angeles (and the more than eight

million for whom Los Angeles serves as the urban core and nerve center). Hopefully

this view from Los Angeles will be relateable to other major population centers in the

nation.

By way of background, let me state briefly that the City of Los Angeles has

relied heavily on the municipal bond market in its rapid development since the close
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of World War II, and has issued over one billion dollars in general obligation and

revenue bonds in Just the past twenty years. With the assistance provided by this

source of financing, the City of Los Angeles has built the nation's largest municipally

owned utility providing the total water and electricity needs of the City, a new jet

age airport--pow the second busiest in the nation, the nation's foremost man-made

harbor, a modem sanitation system, a world famous zoo, and many other significant

public facilities.

How important has the tax-exempt feature of municipal bonds been to these

developments? In the case of several projects, lower interest costs available through

municipal bond financing provided the economic feasibility for projects which other-

wise wouid not have qualified.

Lower interest costs on outstanding debt are the only obvious break the

local property taxpayer receives. Local property taxes in Los Angeles have already

reached a level where we are constantly seeking alternatives to reduce the burden.

Notwithstanding the volume of municipal bond financing the City has

engaged in for developmental purposes, the practice has not been abused. The City's

bonds by virtue of sound financial management have earned the confident support of

bond rating agencies and are considered a prime credit in the municipal bond market.

I have seen statements emanating from Congressional and Treasury sources

that indicate that the legislation now before you will not significantly affect the

municipal bond market or raise interest rates on new issues. This is simply not true.

As a matter of fact, the mere announcement by Chairman Mills early this year that his

committee was going to consider legislation in this area, proved severely disruptive

-2-
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to the municipal bond market. The uncertainty this generated as to the course

Congress might follow in this field, caused all outstanding bonds in the municipal

market to be discounted in value and drove many potential investors for future

municipal issues from the market place.

Indices of interest rates on corporate bonds and municipal bonds, which

historically tend to track one another, suddenly diverged. Acknowledging the

difficult money market conditions that have existed this year, we still observed that

the rate of increase in municipal interest rates has been more than 3-1/2 times that

in the corporate sector. The increase in municipal borrowing costs in the first nine

months of this year, as reflected in the indices, has been 26.3%, while costs of

corporate borrowing moved up 7.4%. One announcement by the committee chairman,

in the course of the committee's hearings, resulted in an historic 25 basis point rise

in the municipal bond index in one day. On a $30 million issue of the City's water

bonds such a rise in the bond index, equivalent to 1/4% on the interest rate, would

have raised borrowing costs on the issue by more than a million dollars.

As further evidence of disruption in the municipal bond market, interest

rates have now risen beyond statutory interest rate limits for several classes of the

City's bonds. As a consequence, we have been unable to issue any airport bonds

this year, when it had been our intention to issue approximately $170 million to

finance necessary expansion of airport facilities. Millions of dollars in vital local

improvement projects in the City have had to De postponed as a result of the effect

this legislation has had on interest rates. The Department of Water and Power, which

does not have a statutory interest rate limitation, has witnessed interest costs on its

bonds increase 20% in the past nine months and interest costs on its short-term
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borrowing jump almost 50% In the same period. Rates for water and electrical service

to the Department's 1,600,000 customers must eventually reflect these higher interest

expenses.

Looking to the future, our capital programs in Los Angeles were planned

with a heavy reliance on the municipal bond market to provide needed funds. In the

five-year period 1969-1974, the amount contemplated to be raised through municipal

bond issues totals more than $1,600,000,000, broken down as follows:

Airport facilities $ 710 million
Water and Power facilities 535 million
Recreation & Parks facilities 140 million
Library facilities 35 million
Sewer facilities 91 million
Parking facilities 20 million
Harbor facilities 14 million
Fire, Police and General

Administrative facilities 35 million
District improvement projects ......... 70 million

S1,650 million

Increased interest costs on municipal bonds, which would be brought about by legis-

lative changes governing the treatment of tax-exempt income in the Federal income tax

structure, would obviously run into the hundreds of millions of dollars for the City of

Los Angeles alone. This ,esult, repeated in large cities thtioughout the nation would,

if totaled, provide a clear perspective on the crushing burden to be added to the local

taxpayer were the legislative proposals in Title I I I of HR 13270 to be enacted.

The City of Los Angeles must get on with the Indispensable developmental

programs that are required to provide a liveable environment for its burgeoning popula-

tion. Title V I of HR 13270 purports to offer an offset to cities for loss of the advantages

of issuing tax-exempt bonds should the cities elect to accept a Federal interest cost

subsidy for Issuing fully taxable bonds. Gentlemen, I have spent some time as a
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member of Congress and know well the requirements to hold hearings, to examine

evidence, to deliberate, and finally, to make a judgment on the worthiness of capital

projects before granting approval for the expenditure of Federal funds. This proposal

is simply not workable when consideration is given to the staggering volume of munici-

pal projects which are needed and needed now. Decisions on what city projects are

to be built in Los Angeles in what priority and how financed, are decisions that must

be made in Los Angeles, not in Washington, D. C. This proposal runs counter to a

growing awareness throughout the nation that government must decentralize in order

to become truly responsive to the needs of its citizens.

The municipal bond market has been thrown into an almost chaotic state by

Congressional actions relating to the treatment of tax-exempt bonds since the opening

of this 91st Congress. The restoration of traditional investor confidence in municipal

securities, will require a resounding rejection of the proposals before you. To quietly

vote these proposals down or to refer them for further study, will leave the municipal

bond market in the shroud that it has worn throughout this year.

The contention that proposals for legislation against the tax-exempt status

of municipal bonds are an appropriate response to taxpayers' demand for tax reform

will, I assure you, not set well with the people of Los Angeles; not when the people

are made aware that the proposals advanced will significantly add to their own local

tax burden and set up roadblocks to the progressive development of their City.

-5-
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Summary of Principal Points

Testimony of Mayor Paul J. Manafort of New Britain#
President of Connecticut Conference of Mayors,
testifying before the Senate Finance Committee
on H. R. 13270, Thursday, September 25, 1969.

Taxation qf municipal bonds will add to already overburdened

local property taxes. Increased Interest costs will prevent use of

local tax funds for other badly needed public services and facilities.

Cities and towns should got more Federal and State assistance,

Instead of being penal Ized by taxing our bonds.
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Statement of Mayor Paul J. Manafort of Now Britain,
President of the Connecticut Conference of Mayors
testifying before the United States Senate Finance
Committee on H.R. 13270, September 25, 1969.

The Connecticut Conference of Mayors strongly opposes Federal

taxation of Interest on munlclpal bsos tll

If municipalities are to p badly needed public facli nd to

prevent further deter tlon of their serious financial conditl

Municipal ,tle n Connecticut, as In othr are trlng

to meet the pres ng needs f ao .$ street'\. sewers nd other publi

facilities. T ese needs ae greatest I the al r c es, wha are

attempting catch up with years o and the su rbswhich

-must adjust anew growth.
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Items of I I goverrneut expense~ \Interest lilian doars of

bonding cost us about S 00,000/a 4  the lifesf ou orv. bonds.

Every rise In the interest' to6~ adds to I ta burdens,

Impairs our abl Ity to orovide ess~er pubi c fadl Itis ande rvices.

Connecticut' cities and ns fae moun Ing cos s y. Debt /

service costs for ur ntiy needed public Itles are already st r-

Ingly high.

In Connecticut, for examp nlcipalities compl 60 million
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In school construction projects last year -- projects taking care of

sm 35,000 additional children. The Interest on these schools alone

will be roughly $15 million to the cities and $15 million to the State.

Add to that the libraries, roads, police stations, and other facilities

we have built and need to build, and the cost is Immense.

These costs are difficult enough for cities to meet. Taxation of

municipal bonds will result In higher Interest rates. Wall Street

municipal bond experts advise us that communities now paying from S to

6J% will have to pay 8 to 8t$ Interest to compete with corporate bonds.

Communities with weaker financial structures -- including some of those

with the most difficult problems -- may have to pay as much as 10 or

S11. Municipal bond experts advise us that fear of the legislation

before your committee has already caused a 1% Increase In the rate at

which municipal bonds are now selling.

Higher Interest rates will mean higher local taxes, bearing most

heavily on those who can afford It the least.

The situation Is particularly difficult In Connecticut. Our

municipalities are straining to find adequate sources of revenue. Yet

our cities must rely exclusively on the overburdened property tax. The

State of Connecticut pays a smaller proportion of our local costs than

In 45 other states. The property tax bears the rest.

The Federal and State governments should be helping cities solve

urban problems, not adding to our burdens. It Is unfair to single out

municipal bonds for "reform" while other tax loopholes continue to exist.

We should be getting more financial assistance, Instead of being penalized.
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We therefore strongly urge you not to Include taxation of

municipal bonds In the bill your Honorable Committee will report.

A copy of the resolution passed unanimously by the members of

the Connecticut Conference of Mayors Is attached.
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RESOLUT ION

WHEREAS, local property taxes are much too high, and as a result,

municipalities are unable to provide all the needed services, and

WHEREAS, Increasing the cost of financing schools, sewers, streets,

and other very badly needed public facilities, through taxation of munic-

ipal bonds, would aggravate the oroblem by leading to high property taxes

and diminished municipal services, and

WHEREAS, the Connecticut Conference of Mayors believes that every

American should pay his fair share of taxes, but

WHEREAS, taxation of municipal bonds will add further to the financial

burden of all municipalities, and

WHEREAS, it is completely unreasonable to single out municipal bonds

for "reform" while many other exemptions, favorable tax treatments, and

loopholes will continue to exist,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Connecticut Conference of Mayors

vigorously opposes Federal taxation of Interest on municipal bonds.

September 18, 1969
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September 25, 1965

STATEMENT OF IRWIN IARP
COUNSEL, THE AUTHORS IEAGU OF AMERICA

REL EATING TO H.R. 13270, TAX REFORM AjCT OF 19.69

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED SRTES SENATE. 91st CONGRESS, lIt SESSION

-sc. 802 - The 50% Tax Limit

1. The 50% tax limit would not apply to authors, dramatists
and composers under the present definition of "earned income",
which is restricted to income from "personal services".

2. The 50% limit was intended to apply to income saps by a
taxpayer's personal efforts - as distinguished from income
produced by the use of capital. An author's income is
"earned income".

3. "Earned income" should be defined to include income derived
by an author from the disposition of rights to use his works
[as in Sec. 401(c)(2)(C) (IRC)I.

4. The 50% limit would provide a more equitable tax rate and
would eliminate a formidable deterrent to independent
creative work.

sec. 311 - Income Averaging

1. Sec. 1301 (IRC) does not provide equitable taxation of an
author when his income from one or two works, resulting from
the creative effort of several years, is concentrated in the
upper brackets of one or two tax years.

2. Section 1301 should be revised to permit the use of 3 alterna-
tive base periods for "income averaging" the extent to which
current income must exceed the average of a given period to
increase in relation to the length of the period.

-oO00o-
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September 25, 1969

STATl3BUT OF IRWIN MRRP
COUML, THi AUTHORB LEAGUE OF AMERICAlEKATrlI 5T0 R. 13270. TAX RPJONt ACT 01 1969

BEFORE TIO COSOtITTM 0 FPIURKS
UNITED) STATE SEITE. 91-_ c BanlSS. lit SESSION

My nao is Irwin Xarp. I an counsel to The Authors

league of Awrica, a national society of professional writers

and dramatists and sulmit this statement on its behalf.

The Authors League urges the Comittee to extend the

protection of the proposed 50% tax limit to authors, composers

and dramatists. It also requests the Comittee to consider

revisions in the "tax-averaging" provisions which are described

below.

See, 802 -The 50% Limit

Section 802 would limit the maximum tax rate on earned

income to 50%. The Authors league believes that this maximum

rate should be adopted. However, the proposed new section of

the Code (Sec. 1438, IRC) would not - as written - apply the

50% limit to writers, dramatists, poets, composers, artists

and persons in other creative occupations. They would continue

to pay taxes ranging up to 70%, if their earnings were substantial.

These individuals should not be taxed at higher rates than cor-

porate executives and employees, lawyers and doctors, actors or

professional athletes. Yet that would be the result, unless

Sec. 802 is amended to include a more reasonable definition of
*earned income*.
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we believe that the exclusion of authors from the

50% limit was inadvertent. The limit was intended to apply to

income earned by a taxpayer's personal efforts - and not to

income produced by the use of capital. However, to draw the

line, a definition of "earned income" was incorporated from

Sec. 911(b) of the Code. But that definition was formulated

to serve the particular purposes of Sec. 911 which exempts

income earned by certain non-resident citizens from tax. The

Sec. 911 definition consequently limited "earned income" to salaries

and other Income from "personal services" - to confine the

exemption to those citizens who are required to live abroad, i.e.,

those who earn their living by rendering services in other

countries.

The Sec. 911 definition does not include other forms

of income earned by a taxpayer's work and personal efforts,

such as income earned by writing, composing and other creative

occupations. Thus, while the Internal Revenue Service (and

the Code) recognize that a self-employed author earns income by

creating a book or play, it contends that this does not constitute

income from "personal services" as that term is used in Sec. 911.

Consequently, if sec. 802 only applies to income falling with the

Sec. 911 definition, authors will not be protected by the 50%

limit.

-2-
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Congress resolved the same dilemma in 1966 when it

mended Sec. 401 (ZtC) which permits self-employed taxpayers

to make deductible contributions to retirement plans based on

their "earned income". That Section originally defined "earned

income" by incorporating the definition of Sec. 911(b). As

this Committee noted, IRS took the position that a free-lance

author's income was not compensation for personal services and

therefore not'arned income". (Sen. Rep. No. 1707, 89th Cong.

2nd Sees.) The Committee said,
o*". The intent of the Congress in adopting
the learned income' concept was to limit the
applicability of these provisions to the portion
of a self-employed person's income which was a
result of his individual efforts as distinguished
from a return on capital. Your committee does
not believe that for this purpose the classifica-
tion of income from an author's writing (or an
inventor's invention), which is so clearly a
result of his individual efforts, as $earned'
or 'not earned' should depend upon the terms of
the contract under which the author (or inventor)
is to be compensated."

Similarly, self-employed authors' income should be

recognized as "earned income" under Sec. 802. It is as much

earned by his work and personal efforts as are the fees paid to a

lawyer or doctor, or the salary paid to a corporate executive,

or the writer who works as an employee. The only difference is

that the free-lance author translates his creative work into

earnings by licensing or selling rights in his book or play,

-3-
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rather than by doing the work under a professional retainer, or

an employment relationship.

The Internal Revenue Code classifies an author's earnings

as income, produced by his personal efforts not as income derived

from the use of capital. Sec. 1221 prohibits an author from

treating his book or play as a capital assets and denies him the

right to claim a capital gain on any disposition of his work.

Congress enacted ths provision in 1950 on ground that an author's

income was the result of his personal efforts and should therefore

be taxed as ordinary income. (House Report'No. 2319 81st Cong.2nd Ses.

Wq respectfully urge that Sec. 802 be amended to apply

the 50% limit to income earned by self-employed authors (and by

composers, artists and other creative persons) - i.e., the

income they derive by licensing, selling or otherwise disposing

of the works they create. This could be accomplished by

inserting in Section 802 the additional definition of "earned

income" contained in Section 401:

"(C) - Income from disposition of Certain
Property. -- For purposes of this section# the
term 'earned income' includes gains (other than
any gain which is treated under any provision of
this chapter as gain from the sale or exchange of
a capital asset) and not earnings derived from
the sale or other disposition of, the transfer of
any interest in, or the licensing of the use of
property (other than good will) by an individual
whose personal efforts created such property."

-4-
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The Authors League believes that the 50% limit should

be adopted. The present upper-bracket rates are metremely high*

and "unrealistic" (H, Rep. 91-413, page 208)t and patently

unfair to the individual who earns his income rather than derives

it from *capital gains" investments. The rates impose a

particularly heavy penalty on individuals such as authors and

artists whose few years of high income are the result of many

years of poorly compensated work. The tax averaging provisions

of the Code, even improved as the Reform Act proposes (or as

we suggest) cannot, in many instances, mitigate the confiscatory

effect of these rates.

Furthermore, the present rates deter authors from

independent creative work. Writing a book or play requires the

self-employed author to expend a great deal of time (months or

years) and money, to support himself and his family. If the

work tails he loses everything he has no loss deduction. The

odds against success are high: free-lance writing is a high-risk

occupation. Add to this the fact that if the book succeeds, as

much as 70% of its earnings will go to the federal government in

taxes (plus an additional slice for state tax), and it is under-

standable that same very talented writers frequently decide not

to enter the contest.

it is much safer for an author to hire out to a motion

picture company, magazine or other employer. He cannot write the

-S5
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book or play he would have created as a free-lance. But his

writing is guaranteed to produce salaried income, whether the work

succeeds or fails. And the money he would have used to finance

a free-lance work can be invested in securities. Even in today's

market, the risk is less and any gain would cost him 25% (plus

surtax) rather than 70%. What we lose is the book or play he might

have created had the tax rates not made risk of independent work

so exorbitant, a book or play that might have enriched our culture.

The Authors League believes that the 50% maximum tax

rate would remove this formidable obstacle to independent

writing and provide a more equitable tax system.

Sec. 311 - Income Averagin-is

Section 1301 of the Code was designed to eliminate

unfair taxation of individuals whose compensation for several

years of work is concentrated in one or two comparatively high

income years. For example, the author who spends years, with

little return, writing a book which produces substantial income in

the year it is published. Or, the dramatist who creates several

plays over a period of years, sees some score artistic success,

but only has one that produces substantial income for a year or

two. When the return for several years of work is concentrated

in one or twoyears, it becomes high-bracket income, taxed much

more heavily than if it had been received gradually over the

period of work.

-6-
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Section 311 of the Bill would liberalize Sec. 1301

by permitting current income to be "averaged" when it was 20%

(rather than 33-1/3%) greater than average income in the prior

4 years. However, this improvement would not reach two areas of

difficulty under the present section. The averaging formula

imposes a tax on an individual's "concentrated income" which

approximates the tax he would have paid had it been received

ratably during the previous four years and the current year. But

for some taxpayers, including many authors, the concentrated

income represents the result of a much longer period of work.

Limiting "averaging" to a five year period still produces harsh

results it does not leave such an individual with a fair share

of "after-tax" income to compensate him for his years of work.

Had the income been spread over the period of work, it would have

been taxed at lower rates (often much lower than the 50% maximum

of Sec. 802).

On the other hand an author may over a period of many

years have only two successful works; but be unfortunate enough

to have the second success occur within four years of the first.

The income from the first work raises his four-year average to

the point where he cannot apply Section 1301 to the windfall income

of the second work and he is taxed at the high-bracket rates of

the year in which the income was received.

-7-
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To meet both problems, we respectfully suggest that

Sec. 1301 be revised to allow an individual to elect one of

three alternative "base periods"t

(i) if his current year's Inc=me exceeds his
average annual income for the three (3) previous
years by at least 20%, he may compute the tax on
the excess as If it had been received ratably dur-
Ing the prior 3 years and the current year.

(Ui) If his current year's Incme exceeds his
average annual income for the preceding four (4) years
by at least 33-1/3%, he may compute the tax on the
excess as if it had been received ratably during
the prior 4 years and the current year.

(III) if his current year's income exceeds his
average annual Incom for the preceding six (6)
years by at least 40%, he may compute the tax on the
excess as If It had been received ratably during
the prior 6 years and the current year.

The length of the base period would depend on the

extent to which current Inco exceeded the average for prior

years. Since a greater increase is more likely to be the result

of a longer period of work, this formula would produce a closer

approximation of the tax that would have boen paid had the income

been received ratably during that period. In each case, the

method of computation provided in Sec. 1301 would apply, adjusted

for the number of years in the applicable base period.

Other sections of the Internal Revenue Code allow a

taxpayer to choose between alternative methods of "receiving"

income, and taking deductions, amortization and depreciation -

-8-
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thus affecting the amount of tax to be paid. For Example: under

Section 167 a corporate or individual taxpayer may select various

methods of depreciationy under Section 451, they may report

income on a completed contract or percentage of completion methods

under Section 453, they may report income in the year a sale is

made or over a period of years, on an installment basis.

We believe this change would provide more equitable

taxation of self-employed authors, composers and artists, athletes,

actors, musicians and others engaged in occupations where income

fluctuates widely over a period of years.

Sec. 331 - Minimum Tax on Deferred Comoensation

Sec. 331 of the Bill would place a minimum tax on de-

ferred compensation for personal services. By its terms, the

section does not apply to periodic payments to authors under

the spread forward" provisions of publishing contracts nor

does the tax formula appear to have been drawn with any intention

that it apply to such payments.. However, if any changes are to

be made in the Section which would effect payments under these

contracts, we respectfully request the opportunity to submit

a statement, The circumstances involved in such contracts are

quite different from those involved in provisions for deferred

compensation of employeeos and imposition of the minimum tax on

payments under these contracts would produce substantial inequities.

Respectfully submitted,

Irwin Karp
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PART B-ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS





Statement by Governor Jack Villiam of Arizona
Prepared for presentation to the Senate Finance Comittee
VedWesay, September 24, 1969 - 10 a.m.

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, my nam is Jack Williams and I am Governor
of the State of Arizona. As the governor, I an most concerned with
the Impact of certain provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Arizona Is one of the fastest going states in the Nation in terms
of population. Many nov families move into the State everyday.
Additionally, now businesses are developing within the State and
many manufacturers have seen fit to locate additional facilities
in Arizona. We welcome these Individuals and firms to hmare our
vision of the good life and the future of our State. However,
their arrival creates a demand for additional public facilities
and services. New higbvays, streets, severs and water systems must
be constructed. New schools must be built and existing schools
expanded. Additional public facilities of every description are
and will be needed to serve this expanding population base.

In Arizona, as in many states, such major public facilities cannot
be constructed on a "pay as you go" basis. existing operating
revenues of the school districts, the cities, the counties and the
State are not sufficient to permit this. Nor, if the example of
major private enterprise may be taken as a guide, would this be
sound management practice. Good financial management seem t(
involve the option, in certain instances, of borrowing to construct
facilities as needs arise, and amortization of construction costs
over a period of years. Governments in Arizona can become indebted--
can borrow money--only through the issuance of bonds. The provisions
of ff. R. 1.270 will have a substantial impact on the marketability
and costs of municipal bonds. The interest subsidy program proposed
under this legislation, in our view, is "too little, too late" and
poses a number of problem, some of which go to the very heart of
our Federal system.

Tvo provisions of H. R. 130, the Allocation of Deductions Rule,
and the Limit on Tax Preference, will have the net effect of placing
a tax on municipal bond interest. We are advised that there are some
constitutional questions surrounding this matter. It may be assumed
that the constitutionality of this measure will be challenged in the
court, resulting in lengthy litigation. During this time, the tax
status of municipal bonds will be unclear and investors will be either
unwilling to invest in these bonds, or will demand high enough
interest rates to protect themselves against taxation. Turning aside
for the moment from the questions of the cost and marketability of
municipal bonds, legislation of this nature could create an Inequitable
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situation in which bond investors may reap a substantial windfall
at the expense of local property taxpayers. If investors demand
interest rates sufficient to offset possible taxation, and such tax-
ation is later declared unconstitutional, those individuals who
purchase municipal bonds will be receiving interest payments at a
rate which would normally apply to taxable securities, yet those
payments will be nontaxable, to say, this windfall will be subsidized
by local taxpayers across the Nation.

As I indicated a moment ago, there are serious questions about the
marketability of a taxable municipal bond. This is, in effect, a
new form of security# and certainly will be in competition with
corporate bonds. In the case of states, larger cities, and some
urban counties and large school districts, the competition will be
between municipal securities and top-rated corporated bonds. In
our smaller cities, counties, and school districts, however, the
competition will be between municipal bonds and second-ranking
corporate securities. Few public agencies have a credit rating
and repayment ability approaching that of major American corporations.
The point here is that a taxable municipal bond is a new and strange
entity in the market place, and will be in competition with bonds of
a well-known character issued by large corporations with excellent
credit ratings and established borrowing histories. We may find that
under these circumstances investors are unwilling to purchase
municipal bonds or will demand a very substantial premium for such
investaente.

The cost of borrowing by state and local governments is already high.
In Arizona and in most western states, there are statutory limits on
the maximum interest rate at which municipal bonds may be sold. In
my State, we have now passed those limits in many cases, and certainly,
if municipal bonds become taxable, our statutory limits will have to
be revised. At best, this will result in the delay of needed public
improvements until such time as the various state legislatures may act
on the matter. Because of the uncertainty of the total situation such
legislative action may be substantially delayed.

In any case, it is obvious that the cost of borrowing at the state and
local level will be increased. Anticipation of future taxation has
already had its effect. The Bond Buyer's Index has shot up 70 points
since July 18th when the House Ways and Means Committee made known
its intention to tax municipal bond interest.

These increased costs have very significant and practical results for
state and local governments. Let me give you just two brief examples:

1. The City of Phoenix recently initiated a street
improvement district in the inner-city area. In the
few months between the time of initiation of the dis-
trict and the final call for bids, estimated costs of
the project increased by 35 percent.
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2. Haricopa County Junior College provides another
example of this problem. On April 1, 1969, the college
sold $5,000,000 of bonds at an effective interest rate
of 5.031 percent. A second issue was scheduled for
sle on September 22, however, this sale could not be
made because of increased interest rates.

This increase in borrowing costs is recognized in H. R. 13270 and
an attempt is made to offset it through an interest subsidy program.
In order "to encourage states and their political subdivisions to
voluntarily relinquish the privilege of tax exemption," H. R. 1V270
provides for the subsidy payable either to the issuing jurisdiction
or to its paying agent, ultimately ranging from 25 to 40 percent
with the exact percentage to be determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury on a quarterly basis. Although we understand that no
review of the advisability of local projects or the ability of the
issuing jurisdiction to repay is contemplated, we feel that such an
element of review at the Federal level is almost inevitable. Action
of this nature strikes at the very heart of our Federal system.

The matter is no less significant than that. Under our Federal
system of government, the states and their political subdivisions
exist as a matter of right, and not for the administrative con-
venience of the national government. Any action which weakens
these entities--vhich limits their ability to discharge their proper
and legitimate functlons--weakens the Federal system.

Under the interest subsidy program, states and their political
subdivisions would be wholly dependent upon the whim of the Federal
government in a number of ways:

1. State and local indebtedness is on the increase and as the
demands for new services and facilities increase, this indebtedness
will increase. Local bond issues are now coming onto the market at
the rate of 15 billion dollars per year and as I have indicated this
rate is likely to increase. There is no assurance that appropria-
tions will be adequate to subsidize all bonds issued.

2. When the demands for subsidy payments exceed the available
appropriations, someone somewhere will have to make a decision as
to which bond issues are to be subsidized and which are to be
unsupported. All of our experience with Federal Aid programs, and
the logic inherent in this system, lead us to believe that the
determinations will be made by Federal employees, whose value
judgments will supersede the decisions of local citizens who,
through the ballot box, authorize the issuance of the bonds in
question.

3. Given the above, the entire history of Federal Aid programs
leads us to the conclusion that a broad range of considerations
and criteria, certainly including national social policy, will be
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employed In wman such determinations. Thus, we foresee that
ultimately the interest subsidy program will become a hedged with
restrictions as are the various functional grant program at the
present time.

14. We have been told that the operation of the interest subsidy
progrm vill be "automatic." Assuming that this Is true, and
given the best of circus stances, I.e., adequate appropriations by
Congress to fund all state and local bond issues subsidy payments,
it will still be necessary to instipte certain administrative
procedures to obtain these subsidies. Such procedures will, of
necessity, be an added burden over and above the present procedures
necessary for bond sales. This additional cost will be borne, in
large part It not totally, by the states and localities.

5. As I have indicated previously, state and local bond issues
will be in competition with corporate bonds, and viii be viewed as
less desirable in many cases than corporate bonds. We are advised
by persons of considerable competence In this field that a normal
spread between the prime interest rate and the interest rate on
nontaxable securities should be approximately 50 percent. H. R.
1.20, however, provides interest subsidy ranging between 25 and
140 percent. Thus, the interest subsidy will range from the
marginally adequate to the inadequate.

In sumation then, we are seriously concerned about the marketability
of municipal bonds if H. R. 13270 becomes law, and about the cost
of such bonds if, in fact, they are marketable. Additionally, we
feel that the interest subsidy program, because of its implications
for modification of the Federal system, is an unacceptable solution
to this problem. The cure, in fact, may well be worse than the
disease.

My statement, and the concerns it expresses, have the agreement and
endorsement of the Arizona School Board Association, the Supervisors,
the municipalities and the many irrigation districts throughout
Arizona.

We urge that the traditional tax-exempt status of municipal bonds be
preserved.
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STATEMENT BY GOVERNOR NELSON A. ROCKEFELLER ON THE STATE - LOCAL
BOND INTEREST PROVISIONS OF H. R. 13270 PRESENTED TO THE

U. S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, MONDAY, SEPT MBER 22, 1969

The interest on State and local bonds has long been exempt

from Federal income taxation, but intergovernmental immunity in

this area is not just a matter of traditional tax principle or

technical constitutional theory. It is one of the cornerstones

of sovereignty which enables state and local governments to fill

their vital roles in our Federal system.

On April 10, 1968, before the Subcommittee on Air and Water

Pollution of the Senate Committee on Public Works, and again on

April 24, 1968, before the Subcommittee on Rivers and Harbors of

the House Committee on Public Works, I expressed my unalterable

opposition to the blanket denial of this traditional exemption on

obligations which deeply affect the public interest. My concern,

then and now, is that the withdrawal of this exemption, in whole

or in part, would result in a dangerous unsettling of the delicate

balance in our Federal-State-Local relationship.

I recognize that those who suggest elimination or modification

of the exemption are motivated by concern over either Federal

revenue not realized from exempt interest or the alleged dispropor-

tionate tax advantage which may accrue to holders of state and local

obligations. But eliminating or altering the interest exemption,

while alleviating the burden on the Federal taxpayer, would increase

the burden of the state and local taxpayer as a result of the higher

interest rates involved.
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I realize, of courser that the pertinent provisions of if. R.

13270 do not involve a blanket elimination of the tax exemption.

However, in addition to their inherent weaknesses and to the havoc

they can wreak upon an already badly shaken municipal bond market,

I am fearful that these proposals are a major first step toward

total elimination of the exemption.

Apart from this general concern, I should like to make some

observations concerning the specific provisions of ift. R. 13270

affecting municipal bond interest.

Limit on Tax Preferences and Allocation of Deductions

Two provisions of H. R. 13270 directly affect the individual

bondholding taxpayer, as well as estates and trusts. First, under

the limit on tax preferences provision, no more than 50 percent of

a taxpayer's total income (adjusted gross income plus tax

preference items) can be excluded from tax. The tax preference

items include tax-exempt interest on both old and new issues of

state and local bonds to be accounted for over a 10-year period at

a rate of one-tenth of the interest per year. Second, the alloca-

tion of deductions provision requires that an individual allocate

his personal deductions between his taxable income and his tax

preference items, to the extent that such items exceed $10,000.

The tax preference items include tax-exempt interest on state and

local bonds issued after July 12, 1969.
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As contained in II. R. 13270, the combination of the limit on

tax preference and allocation of deduction provisions seems certain

to increase the cost of issuing municipal securities. There are

two basic reasons, in my view, for the predicted increase.

First, there will undoubtedly be a legal test of the constitu-

tionality of taxing municipal bond interest, at leant under the

limit on tax preference provision. In all likelihood the final

constitutional decision will have to be made by the U. S. Supreme

Court.

During the interim between the initial court test and the

Supreme Court rulftg, the municipal bond market would be in a

state of uncertainty and the net effect would be a reduction in

bond purchases by individuals. There Pay even be disinvestment in

anticipation of an unfavorable court decision.

Banks and other institutional investors may also curb munic-

ipal bond purchases in fear that they may be next in line to have

bond interest taxed.

:Iarketing bonds in the face of such uncertainty would necess-

itate higher interest rates to overcome the investor's reluctance

to invest.

Secondly, a combination of the limit on tax preferences and

the allocation of deductions provisions would reduce the net income

from municipal bonds. This means that the after-tax interest
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difforpntial between municipals and other forms of investment would

also be reduced.

Individual investors will evaluate the differential in terms

of whether or not it is great enough to warrant further purchases

of municipals. In many instances, the decision will be to forgo

buying state and local bonds. The market for municipals would be

reduced an1itato-local government interest costs increased.

As John F. Thompson (Vice President of Morton and Co., Inc.

of New York) said before a Municipal Finance Officers Association

meeting in Toronto last May:

. ... tax exemption is not simply a gift from the

Federal Government to certain investors. It is a

quid pro quo for the acceptance of lower rates of

return than the investor could obtain on alternative

investments... An investor in tax-exempt bonds has

accepted close to one-third less income than he could

receive from taxable obligations -- that is what he

has paid for the tax exemption. Thus, in a very

real sense, and certainly in terms of equity, the

investor in tax-exempt bonds has already paid his

minimum income tax and he has paid it in advance.

To sum up, the impact of the two proposals, one directly

taxing municipal bond interest income and the other indirectly
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affecting the after-tax yield from such bonds, is to:

(a) Penalize the individual municipal bond investor;
(b) Reduce individual, and possibly some institutional, investment

in municipals;
(c) Increase the cost of borrowing to state and local governments; and
(d) Pass on the increased cost of borrowing to state and local taxpayers.

Election to Issue Taxable Bonds and Interest Subsidy

A third provision of H. R. 13270 grants state and local governments

the option of issuing taxable obligations. The resulting higher interest

costs would be offset by a Federal subsidy ranging from 30 to 40 percent of

the interest yield on bonds issued up until 1974, and from 25 to 40 percent

thereafter.

Such a subsidy scheme, however, would give to the Federal government a

dangerous degree of control of state and local bond financing. For Federal

approval of a bond issue would be necessary in order for that issue to win a

Federal subsidy.

Much of the support for a direct Federal subsidy on taxable municipal

bonds rests on the argument that the revenue loss to the Federal Treasury

steunig from the exemption of state and local obligations exceeds the interest

saving on them and, hence, the present system is inefficient. For example,

the House Ways and Mesas Cmmuittee Report accompanying H. R. 13270 estimates

the annual interest saving in interest charges to state and local governments

at $1.3 billion, while the estimated annual revenue loss to the Federal govern-

meat has been estimated at $1.8 billion. It is then said that a more rational

system would tax the interest.
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Since Federal tax collections would exceed the increased interest

cost, advocates of this proposal further contend that the Federal

government could afford a subsidy and everybody would be better

off. This is questionable.

High-bracket taxpayers, individuals, commercial banks and

fire and casualty insurance companies, currently benefiting from

tax-exempt bonds, might very well shift to other investment

alternatives if some municipal bonds were made taxable and the

offerings of tax-exempts were to become more limited and less

attractive. Lower-bracket taxpayers, many life insurance companies

and savings institutions, as well as individuals and non-taxpayers,

such as pension and retirement funds and foundations, would be

indifferent between taxable state and local bonds and other

equivalent taxable investments. They might purchase the newly

taxable municipals, or they might continue to buy tax-exempts,

as dictated by their self interests. In effect, those interested

in the tax-exempt market would be able to play a "heads-I-win:

tails-you-lose" game with the Treasury. The resulting taxes

collected might well be less than the subsidies paid. Furthermore,

the administrative and fiscal problems involved in an optional

approach would be enormous.

Such an arrangement would be unlikely to meet with

Congressional-or Treasury approval for too long. The temptation

would be great to eliminate the option entirely and, perhaps, the

subsidy as well.
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The subsidy proposal actually has little or nothing to do

vith tax reform. Rather, its proponents are concerned with the

adequacy of the capital market to supply the funds needed by

state and local governments at low, reasonable interest rates.

Basically the problems rssociated with the total municipal

bond market derive primarily from the general state of the

economy and not from the tax exempt status of municipal securities

or the amount of such obligations being placed in the market.

Recently, for example, the primary problem has been the general

inflation affecting the entire economy. Commercial banks, the

major buyers of municipals, have sharply curtailed their purchases

as a result of the Federal Reserve's anti-inflationary or restrictive

credit policy. Federal monetary and fiscal policy achieving growth

without inflation is the way to resolve the capital problems

facing us.

While the condition of the economy has the greatest influence

on the functioning of the municipal bond market, other factors

also make themselves felt and the traditional exemption enjoyed by

municipal bonds is a very important one. On August 3rd, shortly

after the House Ways and Means Committee issued details on the

then tentative reform bill, the New York Times reported the

following reaction in the municipal bond market to the

Committee' s proposals:
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Tax reformers in Congress last week made sewers

in Seattle more expensive, increased the costs

of operating Alfred University and Pace College

in New York State# and made it more difficult

for Newark, New Jersey - the scene of one of the

nation's worst racial outbreaks in 1967 - to

borrow $12 million for now schools and $4.9

million for urban renewal.

In an ad placed by The Bond Buyer, the financial trade newspaper,

in the New York Times on September 15, a $300 million increase

in state And local borrowing costs over the past four months

was attributed to the provisions of the House Bill. H. R. 13270

has already had an adverse effect on the municipal bond market.

There is little doubt as to its ultimate impact should it

become law.

At a time when so much emphasis is being placed on the "Now

Federalism" or on "Creative or Cooperative Federalism," it is

ironic that we are seeing the attempted erosion of the traditional

municipal bond interest exemption. The provisions of H.R. 13270

tareaten the viability of our state and local governments and

the delicate balance of our Federal System.
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STATS OF NORTH CA OAINA
DIPARIMINT OF THE WAVE AUDITOR

RALEIGH
Septebr 23, 1969

PM"

lioorable Russell b. Long# Chairman
Cittee on FiPance
United States Senate
2227 NeW Senate Office Building
VWahinSton, D. C.

Subject: M.e 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969

Doar Senator Lops:
Ple a accept this written statement in lieu of my appearance before

your Comitte in opposition to the portion of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 which
relates to thq tax exempt statue of state and local bonds.

The. levy of a federal luom tax on the Interet retlved Ira 0teo
end local bon4l would unquestionably curtail the ability of state and local
gorrmente to: finance necessary public facilities. Direct, open market tax

umpt financieg is essential to responsible and efficient local administration.
The level of goverment that is &ivan the responsibility of raising revenues
will ssume th privilege of determining priority of expenditures and the role
of the local official will become ministerial only.

I therefore reaffirm my position of long standing that Congrees should
take no action which would remove the tax exempt status of state and local bonds
or in any manner unsettle or destroy the functioning of the tax exempt market as
an independent source of capital for local improvements. Also, I elect to rely
upon the presentations and briefs of others having a common interest that the
proposed tax levy is unconstitutional.

North Caroline and its counties and cities have historically followed
the principle of pay-as-you-go, using borrowed funds only as and when absolutely
needed. l1hile I personally deplore abusing the ta-exempt privilege$ I take
pride In defending the policies and practices of our State's legislature in acting
as guardian of public credit in North Carolina.

I offer the assistance of my office in providing you with further
procedural and statistical Information upon request.

Sincerely yours,
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senate Finance Committee
Washington, D. C. 20005

..

municipal bonds constitutes such a loophole. Is an
attempt to substantiate this claim it cites 164 cases of
individuals, having incomes of mote than $200,000 per
year, who pay no taxes.

However, in every one of the cited cases, the
tax.free status was a result of interest, charitable con.
tributions and other deductions, not through holdings in
municipal bonds.

Under today's economic conditions, the person who becomes
free of tax liability as a result of placing all his funds in municipal bonds
probably is a hypothetical fiction. An investor would have to be extremely
naive to follow such a course, when he would be forced to accept approxi.
mately 30% less in interest from municipal bonds than good business
judgment would require from comparably rated corporate obligations only
to find that bonds which he acquired only a relatively short time ago at
the then current interest yields, have suffered substantial declines in
market value due to general interest rate increases in corporate bonds.

These sections would fail to carry out stated purposes of the bill
for yet another reason.

The Report of Proceedings in the present hearings, September
4. 1969, P. 184 indicate that Treasury believes the application of
Section 301 would net $45 million in annual tax revenue. The real effect
would be to increase costs to state and municipal taxpayers by multiples
of this amount each year. These increased costs would be required to
be met by increases in local taxes. This would be neither equity nor tax
reform.

Furthermore, these increased local taxes would be fully deducted
on Federal Income Tax returns, resulting in a net loss to the Treasury.

2. If adopted, these sections would raise serious
constitutional questions.

Most tax deductions are based on government policies which
encourage philanthropy, stimulate needed investments, foster discovery of
natural resources, and the like. Exemptions are the result of entirely
different considerations.
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Senate Finance Committee
Washington. D. C. 20009

.3-

In the case of municipal bonds, the exemption on interest re-
ceived stems from the established constitutional principle of inter.
Iovermental immunity. This principle hWs been followed throughout the
nation's history in order to preserve the continued functioning of States
and their political subdivisions in the stable framework of our federal
system of government.

If adopted, these sections would immediately raise constitutional
questions as to the power of Congress to indirectly tax income from state
and local obligations. They would inevitably produce litigation lasting
anywhere from three to five years. Such litigation could be counted upon
to thoroughly disrupt the municipal bond market which is already greatly
hampered by the mere threat of passage of these provisions,

3. Adoption of the sections would have a crippling
effect on the ability of state and local governments to fund
capital projects.

State and local government construction of vitally needed schools,
hospitals, water and antipollution facilities, streets, sewers and other
public improvements would be made even more difficult, and, in many
significant instances, impossible.

In a period when State and local governments are faced with
tremendous problems of preserving and improving environmental conditions
for an ever expanding population, the average taxpayer would bear a signi.
ficantly increased burden if local governments are to continue to combat
environmental problems. A great many of these taxpayers will find this
burden unbearable, if they are employed in construction industries,
because they will face unemployment as well.

In conclusion, we oppose the above cited sections because they
would increase local tax burdens; because their proposal has already
disruptod the municipal bond market and their adoption would bring utter
chaos; because their adoption would destroy the ability of local governments
to provide for public needs.
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Senate Finance Committee
2227 New Senate Cffice Building
Washington, D. C. 20005

04.

Adoption of these sections would entail the serious Jeopardiaing
of a bond market which funds some $15 billion in public improvements each
year, in exchange for an illusory $45 million gross tax revenue to the
Treasury annually, which actually amounts to a substantial net loss after
deductions.

Adoption of these provisions would be infeasible, inequitable

and, would not be tax reform.

Respectfully submitted

Detroit-Wayne County Port Commission

F. Clifton Lind
FCL:ap Port Director
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RUDOLPH P. POHL
swporo. 20 eoos~it

ANNINIQ141 N. Ill I"l

v~dwad*e eowa Wis., 5221

MIIwwko., Wi,. 53233

TELEPHONES CHAIRMAN - COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 1141114E11

,c, .. ,,,-~ 2September 19, 1969. IAooI#VWMS PwIs~se* 409Proesu twolvele ComalON
Pistol Lielio Comtes¢"9of e Cmmeloes

sesate Finance Committee,
2W New Senate Office Building,
Wshington. D. C.

Geislemen:

We should like At this time to express our total opposition to any plan whereby the Federal
Government infringes on the rnt of localities to issue tax exempt securities. This tax-
umpt market provides us with an effective And advantageous vehicle for the financing of

puiiic capital projects and regard this financial independence as a sipificantly important
feare of our federal system of government.

lvestors in tax-exempt securities bought them in the belief that the income would never
be taxed by the federal government. Once this principle is breached, there is theoretically
so limit to the extent to which succeeding congresses could go. More than any other sector
d the security markets, then bonds are based on the good faith of government at all

levels. Any change in the tax status would not only result in higher initial interest coat,
bu irreparably damage investor confidence with far reaching effects on the cost of future
local financing.

Federal tax exemption is not a gift to certain Investors but really a concession made to
de investor who accepts a lower rate of return than he could get in alternative investments.
s very real sense, the investor in tax exempt securities has already paid his income

ax and done so in advance,

fresertly, Milwaukee County is at the statutory limit for interest payments. Additionally,
out property taxes are well beyond the reasonable limit of public endurance. We are now
at the point of curtailing such things as parks, welfare and hospital programs. An
additional burden of increased financing costs would force an even greater sacrifice in a
time of impending urban crisis.

Ile County Board, by resolution and other actions, has fully endorsed this position.

Very truly y o urs,

lph P.O

Finance Committee.
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STATEMENT re H.S. 13270
Proposed Taxation

of Interest on Municipal Bond$

INTRODUCTION

II. R. 13270 contains essentially 4 provisions which directly
affect the tax exemption on municipal bonds: (1) the provisions
placing a "Limit on Tax Preferences" ("L.TP'") (2) the provi.
siuns requiring an "Allocation of l)eductions" ("A())");
(3) 'he provisions declaring taxable the interest paid on
so-called "Arbitrage Bonds"; and (4) the so-called alternative to
tax exemption, the "Federal Municipal Interest Subsidy."'

Comment regarding the direct attempted elimination of the
municipal tax exemption is probably by this time running into
the hundreds of thousands of words. Comment on the indirect
method of obtaining the same result through LI'P and AO)D is
doubtless running into the tens of thousands. Most arguments
against then have been stated and will be repeated and
duplicated before this Consiittce, probably by many witnesses
and in many written Statements, and some will be footnoted
again herein. But, hopefully, most repetitious arguments will be
avoided.

This Statement is not intended, in any sense, as a legal
memorandum on the law of the subject, though a few cases will

I While peat danma can be done by vesting in the Department of the Treaury
unlimited jurisdiction to determine rules relating to municipal Arbitra1 thou* the
imnce of bonds, those provisions of ILK. 13370 will not be diuused hereti except
so WVt that this Committee provide proper standards so as to asure the ability of
local governments to invest public funds in Federal Securities. Additionally. the
rits and demerits of the Interest subsidy plan will not be disutd, except to
sus (a) that it really furnishes no alternatwe at all. and (b) that in any event the
plan is not even legal under the laws of moss Stats
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be cited. As will be repeated herein, however, it is surely true
that any Federal tax law calculated to increase taxes on account
of the holding of municipal bonds will be the subject of years of
litiption. Nevertheless, as a public agency and a party to the
Constitutionally created partnership between the States and the
Federal Government, the DallasFort Worth Regional Airport
Board proposes to speak, not in legal terms but in terms of the
crisis to fall upon us all if these proposals or any akin to them
become at least temporuily the law of the land.

'he planned DallasFort Worth Regional Airport is not
typical, nor will it be just another airport. It represents an
attempt to recognize that technology and usage in aviation and
air transportation and commerce have overrun us - to the
extent that airports throughout the Country are obsolete and
many were so on opening day. The same is true also of the
federally owned and financed airways system which connects
airports throughout the Country. It is overcrowded and in many
areas unsafe. The airports could barely be used, if at all, without
the airways. The airways would be useless entirely without the
airports. A true example of the mutuality of the need bctwccn
two governments.

The only proven, feasible means by which a local government
can finance its part of the cost of airport facilities is through the
issuance of municipal bonds. Throughout the history of our
governmental system, no other more workable means has been

Two excellent l rep enmutasions ware tltd with the Comniler on Wsya and
Mesia on the Subject f the "Tax Tratment of State aid Local onds": One. by the
lonorale Prancis 0. Srch. Attorney Geneal of the State of Mmylamd. and another
by Mr. Northcutt Ely. Attorney at Law. Washinton. D.C. Undoubtedy. both will be
riled with your Committee.
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devised. Indeed. none has even been proposed. and certainly
none is contained in H.R. 13270.

The DaUasFort Worth Rclional Airport wIll be owned
jointly by the cities of Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas, and will
become the rcional center for domestic and international air
commerce serving many parts of the world. Its planning spans
over ten years and its first phase construction cost is estimated
at $250,000,000. Its second phase, another like amount. That
is, unless it is stopped, or becomes "typical or just another
airport" through lack of funds. Yes, this facility faces a
stoppage, a shut-down. It cannot forcsecably afford a 9% or
10% interest rate on its bonds through the sources of revenue it
has available with which to pay them.'

By some standards, this project is small- by others, it is
ipantic. By all standards, it is needed, in the interest of public
safety, convenience and necessity. But in this reality, this
project stands in no different shoes than the mass of other State
and local projects throughout the Country which have aborted
because of one simple fact of life - their financing is under
attack in Conlrcss. Their projects arc of another nature, but
equally as important.

Therefore, this Statement cannot properly be limited to the
personal experiences of one airport in one arca. Indeed, all
States and local govcrnmets suffer. In this, then, the Dallas.
Fort Worth Regonal Airport is only representative and this
Statement is submitted accordinSly.

by nkula" (cb In elo rew Incvease on Dga.F!o Wrth Itepon
Airport Rtevlew1 Ied ses e col t o( #be ai rpO by 16.721.000. Its Ie

e )scember IM carried Intehrim at 4.M% Its now fstimted that a 7%%I
coupon would be required Thus. In 9 mocitu the intere cos inavcti adoe
vnvafly equals the de needed to pay qnsnh. in coss
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A Clh Min of te Mark.
The Resuk: A Taw on Local ic and 0inuu9W

"Your Committee belicves that no one should be
prmincd to avoid his fair share of the tax burdcnto
sbift his tax load to tbe backs of otber taxpayers.'
Ways and Means Committee Report accompanying
II.R. 13270, pg. 78. (emphasis added).

With this pronouncement. the Committee on Ways and Means
proceeded to describe and recommend that the Ilousc of
Representatives adopt a tax policy which calls for the levy of An
indirect and sometimes direct tax (through LTP and A)D) on
the interest paid on municipal bonds. The statement in its
context is a classic example of missing the mark, of misleading,
short-sighted and carelcu generality and incongruity. Surely a
tax on municipal bond interest must represent the moat obvious
"pas-on" tax one could possibly describe or recommend.
Without even so much as a ceremonial hearing on these
provisions, scaled widhou substantive debate under the so.
called "Closed Rule" of the House, the Ihouse of RCprCsCnta.
ties and its Committee on Ways and Means have succeeded in.

tragically incasing the cost of State and local
borrowing' to the point of shut-down in many
instances and beyond the legal limits of many States;'

* Accuidig to the WnhIy Bond Byr September 2. 1969. OMce July. 1969,
Mwe se Way and Means Committee stated aMuses conusdeion of these
7rptiah. entnWt yield on new iaes of local Iraemment "AA".ttcd bas
h toulb Scptemwi 2 rem by aboue 70 bais points (from about 5.50% to
6I0). wbile yields on6 smiluly rated corporate table bon had risen dim she

ne -period by only 5 bsass ponis (from about 7.95% to about 8%).

I lo ample. the Texas Lilature in March. 19. enactd a law incresung
pernmsaible interest rain on local borowirl to 6-11M% On Septcnb 8. 199. it
becane necessay thas it pan a law removing all intaet rate mieiat.n Els. except
for a ew. all local proects in Texas faced an Involuntary moratoium at las until
the RKeular telaslwtSrwvioio 1971.
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wreaking havoc with the capital improvement
planning and programs of State and local govern.
ments, including projects in process;
displaying a calloused breach of faith through rctro.
active taxation of outstanding municipal bonds-' and

challenging the very essnce of our National, State
and local govcrnnictl ysem, namely the constitu.
tionally recognized principle of reciprocal tax
immunity;

all without the benefit of logic and positive legal authority, and
as a method of accomplishing the objective quoted above.

In this simple stroke of uninformed generality, under the
gise of closing "loopholes" in the tax law, and in the ill
conceived rush to burden one celebrated cause in the State of
Michigan and 154 taxpayers (who did not utilize the municipal
exemption to reduce taxes) with "their fair %hate of the taxes,"
the House and its Committee has inadvertently confirmed the
genius and wisdom of Chief Justice Marshall when he said, in
the often quoted statement-

", the power to tax involves the power to destroy."

The municipal bond market has virtually ceased to exist, State
and local projects and planning throughout the Country being left
in the wake. Thus, unbelievably, at a time when State and local
governmental units need so much in the way of funds in order.

at least to abate, if not to solve, the crises in the Cities
through improved public housing and other public
facilities;

Of Al actions to date. this feanrt of LI? aJ4 th A ofias.n's recconly
recomnended irmnwvn of AOD is perhaps the mort unspakac, Surely, a
di cuwon of the point is not rcqwire4

1 M'Culloch v Muryland. 4 Wheat (I.S.) J 16.4111819)
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to avoid the pollution of the air and of the Country's
rivers, waterways and harbors and to develop its water
resources;
to repair the streets and road systems throughout the
States;
to provide school buildings and facilities in order to avoid
the present and continuing crisis in primary and secondary
education;
to make an effort toward solving the problems of higher
education in part through the construction and equipment
of adequate buildings and facilities, including college
housing;
to assist in the alleviation of the present and continuing
crisis in air transportation and aviation by the attempted
construction of adequate ground facilities at airports, in
the interest of the public safety and commerce;
to provide for adequate recreation facilities, parks and
park systems;
to provide hospital and care facilities for the sick, injured,
infirm and aged; and
to provide at least the minimal, basic facility needs of
citizens through adequate water, sewerage, storm, fire,
police, public transportation and other facilities,

the States and their local governments are now, somehow, in
this year of 1969, called upon to make a Statement in defense
of their Constitutionally recognized power, right and duty to
proceed with the job at hand, and to plead with the Congress of
the United States not to destroy their ability to do so, or even
to take the first step in that direction!

It is unbelievable that the planners of State and local
governmental projects throughout the Country, such as the

I "...It is obvious that taxation on the interest (on municipal bonds) would
operate on the power to borrow before it is exercised.. ." Pollock v. Farmers' Loan
& Trust Co., 157 U.S. (1895), affirmed on rehearing, 158 U.S. 601 (1895).
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18,000 acre Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Airport, could be
praised for their vision in planning on the one hand by one or
more agencies of the Federal Government, and be condemned
by another agency of the same government (the Department of
the Treasury) to the fate of paying a pass-on tax on those
facilities if constructed according to those plans.

it is inconceivable that the Congress on the one hand would
be considering proposals this very day to fund Federal and to
assist in funding State programs to alleviate the problems of the
Federal Government and of States, cities and schools, and on
the other hand, at the same time, be seriously considering a
pass-on tax proposal under the name of "Tax Reform" which

to
adversely affects and ultimately will destroy the only success-
fully proven method of financing State and local self-help. If
LTP and AOD or any law akin to them remain in H. R. 13270,
then all Federal programs which depend on degrees of local
self-help will be rendered meaningless, wiped-out, useless.
Congress will have fallen victim to its own illusion.

It is inconceivable that the Department of the Treasury of
the United States, an important arm of Federal Administration,
could join favorably in this advocacy at a time when, under
concepts of "New Federalism" and others, decentralization,
local initiative and self-help are being advocated.

9 To name only two, At least a S billion Five-year airport facilities program,
and a $10 billion highway program, not to mention programs for HUD, HEW, FHA
and others.
to In a legal context, this Statement is speaking in terms of the Congressional
"right" to tax, as distinguished from the "rate" of any tax on municipal bond
interest. If a discussion on this subject ever degenerates simply to a question of "how
much a tax will be," then the cause is lost. The Federal Government will be in
complete control. Reference need only be made to the familiar argument that
prevailed at the time of the initial proposal of the income tax in which some argued
that a Constitutional limit of 10% should be imposed. This was considered absurd by
others.
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Many other things are inconceivable about the position in
which we find ourselves. But such are the facts, unbelievable
and inconceivable though they may be. The last chance lies in
the Senate, with your Committee and the Conference that will
follow, for, while unfairness and bad taste are not in order or
intended, nevertheless, it does appear that the House of
Representatives will adopt anything bearing the title "Tax
Reform," and there are no present indications that the
President would not sign it.

The unfortunate term "loophole" as used so frequently in
connection with H. R. 13270 implies that the municipal tax
exemption is a tax haven for the rich, or for those who are
almost so. The above quoted objective of the Committee on
Ways and Means, being sought in the removal or impairment of
the tax exemption, must be tested by looking at the result to an
investor in municipal bonds if the exemption is removed: Would
he become less rich? In absolute and positive contradiction of
the Ways and Means Committee, it is patently obvious that the
answer is "No." He would serve simply as the conduit through
which the tax would be levied and collected - from the very
people the tax reform law was designed to assist.

Is there a difference because the tax may be discriminatorily
indirect, such as through a requirement that ordinary deduc-
tions be allocated against the exempt income, as is provided in
H. R. 13270? In this situation, it seems also patently obvious
that this is a change in form only and that the results of a tax
cannot be avoided by an attempt to hide it. Since the
application of the tax depends upon the particular financial

t In the first place, this exemption finds Its source, not in the Congress as a
matter of Congressional grace, but rather in the Constitution as a matter of inherent
right. Pollock v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., supra.
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circumstances of each individual purchaser of municipal bonds,
it seems perfectly clear that the interest rates will increase
across the board on all municipal bonds in order to protect the
initial purchaser's prerogatives of resale and transferability,
unencumbered by adverse tax rules as applied to various
individuals as potential buyers.

The insidious characteristic, therefore, in both a direct and an
indirect tax on municipal bonds is that the result to and the
impact on States and local governments is the same: The change
in the tax law relating to municipal bonds results directly and
consequentially in an increase in the cost of State and local
borrowing undertaken in the public interest in response to
critical public needs, and in pursuit, at least until now, of
recognized national goals and objectives. The House of Repre-
sentatives and the Department of the Treasury are thus saying
to States and local governments:

"Proceed with your school buildings, your airports,
your public housing projects, your water development
plans, your pollution control programs, your colleges, your
streets, your highways and your-hospitals - but if you do
you must pay (through local ad valorem taxation and
charges) not only the normal cost of furnishing these
facilities, but also you must additionally provide an
amount to the Federal Government for doing so."

12

We submit that this additional amount, pure and simple, is a
direct tax imposed by the Federal Government upon State and
local projects and upon State and local initiative, to avoid which

SIlow much the Federal treasury actually receives from this additional amount
under an indirect tax is another question. Under the Treasury Department's recent
proposal regarding AOD, the Federal Treasury will receive only $45,000,000
annually, according to Secretary Kennedy. It is suggested to the Committee that the
personal deductions of increased ad valorem and sales taxes alone by reason of the
acrost-the-board increase in interest rates will very likely produce a net loss to the
Federal Treasury both under H. R. 13270 or the alternative proposed by the
Treasury Department.
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the State and local Governments simply do not build, grow and
thrive of their own free will."

The Question-
The unthinkable tax on a Partner

As stated earlier, it is not the purpose of this Statement to
present the Committee with a legal memorandum or brief of the
law on this subject. Obviously, it is a matter about which there
is some difference of legal opinion. The Administration
apparently is of the view that LTP is unconstitutional but that
AOD is not. The Committee on Ways and Means apparently
feels that both are legal. But one thing is for sure, the
Constitutional question will be determined by the Courts if H.
R. 13270 is passed in its approximate form.

What we hope to accomplish is simply to raise to the
Committee what we consider to be the telling questions
regarding this issue and the positions of the parties:

(1) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax (or adopt a tax policy having
that effect) on an airport owned and operated by a State
or local government, as it is unthinkable for a State or
local body to levy a tax on a federal control tower at that
airport or the federal airways system?

(2) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax on a State highway as it is

The same thing can be stated In many different ways: The tax simply increases
local ad valorem and other taxes and charges to the people who are supposed to
benefit from "tax reform." Also, for those projects which simply are not feasible at
higher costs, the obvious result is unemployment, further deteriorating public
facilities, bankruptcy and the like. For the first time in recalled history, Congress will
have been directly and solely responsible for a substantial, identifiable increase in
local ad valorem taxes

14 As has been stated many times, this period of Interminable litigation which
perpetuates the doubt in investors as to their tax status, can have no effect other than
the adverse continuance of the present financial crisis in States and their
municipalities.
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unthinkable for the State to levy a tax on the Federal
highways running through it?

(3) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax on a State or local government
hospital as it is unthinkable for a State or local govern-
mental unit to levy a tax on a Federal hospital for the
health care of veterans or others?

(4) Is it not just as unthinkable for the Federal
Government to levy a tax on a State or local police
building, a city hall or courts building as it is unthinkable
for States and local governments to levy a tax on Federal
government centers, post offices of courthouses?

Has the partnership between the Federal and State Govern-
ments, both joined together for the common good and for the
benefit of the same people 5l proceeded to the point of
desperation where one of the partners seeks to increase the cost

16
to the other of doing the public's business? If so, is it not to be
expected that the other partner will retaliate in kind and to the
same degree? If it is Constitutionally permissible for the
Congress of the United States to levy taxes (either directly or
indirectly) on the interest paid on State and local bonds to the
great and obvious detriment of those governments, is it not also
true that State and local governments will be permitted
Constitutionally to tax in the same manner the interest paid on
the notes and bonds of the Federal Government, to its great

is While this is not an earth-shattering observation, we all deserve an occasional
reminder that the same people constitute the citizenry of both governments, and it is
their interest which we all seek to protect.

" "We are relieved, as we ought to be, from clashing sovereignty; from
interfering powers; from a repugnancy between a right in one government to pull
down what there is an acknowledged right in another to build up; from the
incompatibility of a right in one government to destroy what there is a right in
another to preserve." M Culloch v. Maryland, supra.
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detriment and cost?ls this not a classic case where neither
government wins? Will it not, in the final analysis, lead
ultimately to the dissolution of the partnership?

Won't the public be surprised when they hear it said, "All we
were trying to do was close a loophole."

Respectfully submitted,
McCall, Parkhurst & Horton,
Attorneys at Law
1400 Mercantile Bank Building
Dallas, Texas 75201

By ...... ...........

Dated September 23, 1969

17 'It is admitted that there is no express provision in the Constitution that
prohibits the General Government from taxing the means and instrumentalities of the
States, nor is there any prohibiting the States from taxing the means and
Instrumentalities of that government. In both cases the exemption rests upon
necessary implication, and is upheld by the great law of self-preservation; as any
government, whose means employed in conducting its operations, if subject to the
control of another and distinct government, can exist only at the mercy of that
government. Of what avail are these means if another power may tax them at
discretion?" Buffington v. Day, 78 U.S. 113 (1871)
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SENATE FINANCE COI3ITTEE HEARING ON H.R. 13270

6TATEIENT OF CAS IINH PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
By: Edward D. Heffernan

My name is Edward D. Heffernan. It is a distinct pleasure

and privilege to have this opportunity to appear before your Com.

maittes. I represent the Cast Iron Pipe Research Association, a group

of nine manufacturers of cast iron pressure pipe A substantial

proportion of the production of these companies goes into the many

public waterworks around the country.

As you are aware, I am sure, Mr Chairman, most of the water-

works, either now or those being updated, are financed by the issuance

of local bonds, the proceeds of which pay for the system Histori-

cally, the interest on these bonds has been tax exempt, thereby

allowing these lower yielding securities a competitive place in the

bond market. I need not dwell on the damage caused by the efforts

to tamper with the tax exemption. It is all too evident in recent

bond market reactions to the proposal you have under consideration

Not as apparent is the vast number of water projects (destined to

provide much-needed life support water systems to both rural and urban

areas) which may well be Jeopardized by a decision to go ahead with

exemption-limiting provisions of H. R. 13270.

Our interest in opposing these provisions is both personally

and civically motivated - personal, from the standpoint that our

industry stands to be greatly impacted by a probable cutback in water

projects all around the country; civicminded, in that we cannot ig.

nore the long-range potential for havoc in communities faced with

critical water shortages in the face of burgeoning populations.

The bill proposes turning to the federal government as an

alternative for help in financing the water systems. The supposed
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election of choosing either a tax exempt bond or federally subsidized

bond may turn out to be no option at all. The higher tax exempt bond

interest rates would drive bond issuers to use the subsidy if the cost

to them were cheaper. The economics of this vil soon press every

community into seeking the subsidy. Neither is it at all clear, given

a predictable change in the market for taxable municipal bonds as

opposed to tax exempt bonds, that the federal government would collect

more money in tax revenues than it paid out in Interest subsidies;

in fact, there is much evidence to suggest that it would lose con-

siderable amounts of money.

The Ways and Means Comittee clearly indicated the concern of

som members by stating in its report, "There is no review of the ad-

visability of the local project or of the users' ability to repay.

Despite this disclaimer, nothing was put in the language of the bill

restricting the Treasury Department from setting up requirements, and,

in truth, the bill gives the Secretary or his delegate broad discre-

tionary power of regulation ("subject to such conditions as the Secretary

or his delegate, by regulation, prescribes"). Annually, it will be

necessary to go for appropriations, and thus changes are always a possi-

bility. Obviously there was discussion of the specter of federal con-

trols when a community accepts federal assistance. Our concern here

is that when it comes to setting priorities for worthy projects to be

funded, the local people most familiar and closest to the problems

will be subordinated to the bureaucratic review. Water needs, not near-

ly as glamorous as many publicized national problems, will be pushed

far down the list of priorities. We do not think it ts wise, equitable
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or economic aly sound to put the business of providing clean water

on a constant crisis basis, and yet we are concerned that the passage

of H. R. 13270 In its present form will do just that.

Our consents have been mainly about the election provision for

state and municipal bonds; however, several other provisions of H. R. 13270

will have an objectionable effect on tax-free local bonds. The alloca-

tion of deductions provision includes the interest from new municipal

bond issues in the list of tax preferences against which an individual

would now have to charge a portion of his deductions. The limit on

tax preferences requires that one pay taxes on at least half of all his

earnings regardless of source (which includes interest from state and

local bonds). The attraction of municipal bonds on the open market

would certainly be impaired by these provisions.

Another aspect that greatly concerns us is the constitutional

issue inherent in this legislative provision, since the federal govern-

ment would be taxing a portion of the interest from tax exempt municipal

bonds through the liats on tax preferences mechanism. Undoubtedly,

opponents will challenge the constitutionality In the courts, result-

ing in lengthy litigation. During this period of doubtful tax status,

bond investors would be unlikely to invest until the issue is resolved.

Thus, with the market for bonds totally disrupted, many or all water sys-

tems projects would have to be suspended.

We urge you to remove these onerous provisions affecting local

tax-free bonding and let our cities and local governments got on with

the job of rwmal, unhampered by unwise legislation hastily drawn in

the nam of tax reform.

Thak you for your consideration.
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tLAOUE OF
MINNESOTA
MUNICIPALITIES
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OWNiL& 4*0. SW,
to )P) M .t In

stATVXVT Of TE JIXC=IIVK COHMITTU OF TIE LEAGU OF KINNSUOTA IUNICIPALITIVS

81701 TI SENAT FINANCE COMTTIE CONCERNING THE TAXATION

OF MUNICIPAL $OI INTEET - September 23o 1969

The Executive Comttes of the Loogup of Minnesota Municipalities would like

to express its opposition to those provisions of the Tax R|orT Act of 1969

(S.A. 13270) which would result In the direct or indirect taxation of the Inter-

eel on municipal bonds. Specifically# we are opposed to the provision of tus ill

vhlch Includes the interest from municipal bonds in the proposed allocation of

dct ione r : " the provision which Includes the interest from municipal bonds

It the proposed limit on tax preferences.

Our opposition to these specific provisions of H.R. 13270 should not be con-

utrued as opposition to the general objective of introducing a greater degre of

fairness and equity into the federal Income tax. We are fully aware that the

sentiment both in the Congress and amon the public at large is strongly in favor

of tax reform and we are in sympathy with these viems. However, with the inter-

tst rates on mmicipal bonds at the highest level In one hundred years, we mst

oppose the inclusion of the interest on municipal bonds in these tvo provisions

of the bill because enactment in their present form would slrwet certainly have

thb effect of IncreSeing the interest rates on municipal bonds even further.

Ift despite the opposition of municipal officials, the Congress in its wisdom

determines that the Interest on muicipal bonds should be included in the alloca-

:ion of deductions rule and/or the limit on tax preferences, then we strongly urge
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th the proposed bnd interest oebeldy progrm for boed Ieoers wh valve Mbeir tim

eoneapgI be reesed Is the bill, LsACu0ias the provision perittls the Iuamvcs

of dual coupon binds, Ibis letter pruvielin WOUld be absolutely necessary in HIm.

esot ts order to evoid vielatios of the state statute which l ts the interest

which cm be paW o obligations isued by its subdivisioss to It per sam.

Out 9/22/69
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'uMMARY OF" Irinci;Ml Points of Statement by RolUn F. Agard,
Financial Consultant, Aviatsirn Department. City of Kansas City,
Missouri, to United States Senate Committee on Finances, Septem-
ber Z3, 1969, re: ff.R. 1270.

1. This legislation destroy* the market for securities now
tax -exempted.

Z. Any subsidy granted by Federal Government must be tax
supported from local residents and business.

3. Revenue derived from taxing this bond interest will not offset
coat of subsidy and higher rate costs.

4. Raise serious question concerning claim that there will
be no federal review of local projects financed by taable
bonds.

S. Subsidy could be, in effect, a blank check on U.S. Treasury
and by controllng this, U.S. Government controls local
financing.

6. Cost of administration federally and locally would be sub-
stantial.

7. Prospects of passage of this legislation has effectively destroyed
the market, both primary and secondary.

8. Twenty-four states limit interest rates to 6% or below on
General Obligation Bonds, six states limit interest to 7%,
and twenty states limit interest to 6% on Revenue Bonds.

9. There is a question in some states whether taxable bonds can
be legally issued.

10. No time to be tampering with the right of local government
freedom to finance its needs.
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statement by Rollin F. Agard, Financial Consultant, Aviation Department, City of

Kansas City, Missouri, to United States Senate Comittee on Finances, September 23,

1969, re: H.R. 13270.

"While the bill before this committee permits states and municipalities to

continue with the issuance of tax-exempt bonds, the same act practically destroys

the market for a tax-exempt security. The alternative of a Federal interest

subsidy holds no assurance that such a plan will continue to exist. It will only

bea mutter of time before the legislation is changed in the press of events that

no further subsidies will be granted on future municipal issues.

"I think it is well to point out that any subsidy granted by the Federal

level for municipal bond interest must be supported from taxes which originate from

local residents and business. I believe very strongly that the cost of financing

under the proposed legislation will be substantially greater than before. The

income to be derived by the Federal Government from the taxable securities will

by no means offset the subsidy and the higher rates that the municipal portion

of the bond package would require.

"Proponents for this legislation have advocated that there would be no

Federal review of local projects. I find it difficult to accept this viewpoint.

This has the effect of writing a blank check on the Federal Treasury for the sum

of the subsidy to be provided from that source. The Federal Treasury is not a

bottomless pit, and each session of Congress must, if this legislation is passed,

appropriate the needed sums for the subsidy payments. There is little question

but that eventually all local initiative would be a thing of the past. The cost

at the Federal lovely for administration of such a program will be substantial as

. I -
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walo as loss effective than nov exists. Also, the administrative cost at the

local level viii be much greater.

"Events of recent months reveal the seriousness of impairment of the

municipal market resulting from congressional action to this date. Hundreds

of municipal bond issues have been grounded because of interest rates which

would exceed legal limits. For those issues which could be marketed, the cost

to the taxpayers will run into many millions of additional dollars. Each week

many bond issues have failed to obtain voter approval. Only recently the voters

of Texas refused to approve an increase in the interest ceiling.

"The August 25, 1969 issue of the Daily Bond Buyer published information

showing that in twenty-four states, statutes set interest rate ceilings at 62

or below for general obligation bonds. Six other states have a limit of 72.

For revenue bonds twenty states have a 62 ceiling. Moreover, the charters of

many cities establish interest rate ceilings as t the case in Kansas City.

Ordinarily, charters can only be amended by a vote of the people.

"The impact of this legislation has thrown the secondary market into a

state of chaos. This phase of the municipal bond market has become increasingly

important, with the municipal debt now at about $330 billion. Thousands of bond

holders, many of whom do not fall in the wealthy levels of our society, are seeing

their lifetime savings being depleted by as much as 25 to 302. This is destroyin

the faith of investors for municipal bonds. It is one of the major factors that

have caused the interest rates to spiral in recent months to levels never before

experienced.

"If this bill is approved in its present form the Federal Government may

find itself in the bond business, thus destroying another phase of this nation's

private enterprise system.

-2-
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"There could also be a question in soma of the states as to whether any

sunicipality has the authority under the constitution and laws of the state,

to issue taxable bonds without an amendment of the state constitution and the bond

lava of the state.

"In light of the serious need for local improvements to provide essential

facilities for an expanding nation, this should not be the time for tampering

vith the local financing systems. America is great because it has had local

freedom. If this is traded for a powerful central government we are doomed

for destruction. If the tax-exempt statue of municipal bonds is removed, a

long period of litigation is inevitable. This, too, will stifle progress at

the local level and could endanger the National economy."

-3-"
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STATDENT ON H.R. 13270

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE ON SEPTEM4ER
25, 1969, BY PATRICK H. RENSCH, 8PECIAL COUNSEL,
CITY OF NORTH PLATTE AND LANFORD L. JOROIENSI,
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO TRE MAYOR "OF NORTH
PLATTE, NEBRASKA

W, Chairman and Members of the Committees

The Mayor and Council of the City of North Platte, Nebraska, have gone on

oord as strongly opposed in principal to any language in H.R. 132T0 or any other

pill which would in any wy directly or indirectly tax the income of any bonds or

obligations of any State, or any governmental subdivision of any State, They also

aso Lone on record opposing any langae in N.R. 13270 or other legislation vhich

"old in say way establish voluntary relinquishment by a State or subdivision thereof

ot the tax exemption for any reason, whether it be subsidy, aid grant or control.

fty have also gone on record as being opposed to any language in H.R. 13270 which

silht relate to the subject called arbitrage which in any way would give the federal

government a right to question legitimate financing plans or program, whether required

to be in the form of advance refunding or other program where the only logical

ivstments, or the only legal investment, might be an interim investment in United

States government bonds. This written statement is a brief sury of these objections

ad some of the reasons for the objections.

This statement is made not only on behalf of the City of North Platte, but is

athorised to be and is presented as the official expression of the School District of

Iorth Pleatte and of the Mid-Plains Area Vocational Technical School, a multi-county

voationlteshnioa3 school district is Western Nebraska, and that reference hereafter

to the official body of North Platte, we refer also to the other political subdivisions

above mentioned.

First lot us say that we do not believe that the inclusion of the taxation of

the income of municipal bonds in H.R. 13270 is tax reform. We consider it to be

mrs in the nature of the political or constitutional reform under the guise of tax
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legislation. VO feel it i unconstitutional and ye feel that it i politically and

fi clly.unwise in that its consequences, in addition to being a more costly method

of financing municipal improvements,involves a threat to the hole concept of the

eparation of the powers of the federal government and the States and their sub.

divisions.
We believe in the principal of the separation of the powers between the

Federal Government and the States as provided for in our constitution and as they have
developed under the lays of the United States 0overnmsnt and the decisions of the

'I; United States Supreme Court. We recopise that the present ability of States to sell

bonds at a rate which is competitive with the cost of financing of the federal govern.

mnt is probably the biggest single factor today in retaining the principal of the

separation of the powers of the federal government for those of the state local

government. We feel that any change in the nature of this relationship will only loeA

to more and stronger centralised federal control over matters which are rightly within

the prerogative and the concern of the State and local governments. We feel that the

right of taation of municipal is politically and financially unsound and will

ultimately lead to chaos in the municipal bond market, will lead to higher financing

cost and ultimately'to the assumption by the Federal Govermoent of the function of

financing of the local improvements resulting in the lose of local control and doision

making.

We feel that the passage by the House of Rppresentatives of XR, 13270 shove

a lack of understanding of this concept not aa intent to change our constitutional

p birthright which is subject to- ultimate- termination- by- the- logical- extension of this

legislation. We know that the impression which has been given by publicity in the

national news media from statements Pade by thope espousing the taxation of unicipall

are misleading and that the true picture of the problems involved has not been

recognized, possibly because of this. You should recognise that our bonds are purch"4

by those in an Income tax bracket which makes the purchase of our bonds advantageous

to thm - the mardn is thin. To say that the purchaser of a municipal bond does not
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Pq tu to grossly in error. When an investor buye a North Platte bond with a tax

hie rate of 4%, where he could buy a taxable bond of similarquality for 60, he paye

dif~tly to the city whoes bond he purchases a tax of 33% since his return Is one-

Oir tells, The treasury department In their proposels-acknowlede that this difference

m be between 30% and O0%.

Ve have here e4 ingenious system for, the return of tax dollars to micipalitiee

ibih proceeds and complements announced plan for retuning tax dollars to cities and

rotes. In one sense the city whose bond, ts puchao4 receives a tax trom the purchase

is the form of reduced interest. Witholit developing a bureaucracy or creating other

poblo we have one solution, the return to the locl govermnt of federal income taes,

ich should be expanded, not curtailed. The publicity ocooorning about 150 to 200

slUlonaires who do not pay taxe v unfortunate and inaccurate a it relates to

snioipa income.

Title I1, Section 301 of H., 13270 makes possible a direct income tax on the

ia from municipal bonds owned by individuals, estate and trusts in that tax

reference income will not be permitted to exeod one halt of the total income and the

taaer will be required to pay tax on the remaining haltf (in case of taxpayer with

tt tax preferences in exooes of $10,000). This applies equally to outstanding bonds

a Well as new bonds and is hereafter referred to as"lil.ted tax ueferenoe".

Title 111, Section 302 X.R. 13270 would in certain instances deprive taxpayers

ot their present ability to deduct fully the amount of personal income tax deductible

against their taxable Income. This don not apply to bonds Issued prior to the

seifie4 dte. This will hereafter be referred to a "allocatios, of deductions".

Title VI, sections 601 and 602 M.e 13270 - There is provision for a State or

political subdivision to elect to issue bonds the interest from which will be txabl,

ea the United States will pay an interest -subsidy so as to reduce the Interest payments

Ke by the State or a local subdivision. This will be referred to a the "jnteroe

Iuboldy ovision".
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Ample testimony viii be presented to show the fiscal impact on mnmioipal

financing and to support our foolin4s as set out above- that no need for a fedr

subsidy will be shown by those involved and objections come from all levels of

government of the States and subdivisions as veil s eitisons (other than those

attempting to justify their political, social and constitutional reform program ; to

show the visones in our present system; to show that the actual result of such a tu

will be an increase in the tax of those with lover incomes I to ohov the logislatim wu

complicate unduly the income tax provisions relating to bonds; to show the extnout to

which such legislation viii be resisted in court causing additional continued mrket

uncertainty and therefore higher costs to municipalities; that feasible pro#Jeus WI "

be financeable thus increasing the demnd for prats and aids and federal expendituns

and be an impetus to further inflationary trade.

We feel the Federal Government is rbysically unable to fill the void. Coueip

the multi-agencelos involved with grants and attempts to aid smaller coounities in fti.

anoing improvements for water, sever and recreation. The lak of success of the low

program is indicative of the general lack of needs of governmental involvement in fti.

ancing. Where costs exceed ability to ropay gant in aid program have bea useful to

obtain desired reeuIts.

Public housing financed by municipal corporations has been successful became

the United States Government is willing to guarantee payment of bonds sad paY all deft.,

ienoies of rentals set low for income groups. This would not work where bonds aM

payable from taxes or from assessments on a local level. Tax legislation will take

municipalities out of federal houming or raise financing costs. For the United Sta

Government to have all States and local municipalities as a partner in this progrm

independently financing, planning and executing is one of our Federal Government's

major assets and this is one oans approach not to be tapered with,.

We feel the Subeidy Provision is absolutely esesary and is as conducive

to higher costs and uncertainty as is taxation of the bonds thamelves. We de not

agree that a compromise enactment of these provisions is possible. The confusion
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at" by conflicting interpretation and controls Which vold develop togothew with

Vggonmental promotion of their program would be ooetly, eame delay and increase coete.

Our Oovruor, before the Ways & ean$ Committee proposed a detailed etud of

t* problem. In this ve concur. We do not concur in any Inferene to his other

WtipM or my testimony before this committee, that a 9e01? ytn for hihe

iMmt on bonds incurred where tuuxtion immity is vlved y Otates would be useful

Is vW vay-but rather harmful as outlined above.
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KIRSEM OF PRINCIPALS POINS INCAI UI
RR?3M1 0 LU.N. 13210

BY PAhIT H. MCNI, 1SPIAL COUEW. M M MHON
A OOUCIL OF YOM PIAM, IDAPA AND UJlOM L.
JMOSG , AS6JNISTI 3 ASISTAN? TO V NAVIN Of

NOM PIA T' N ARA

All provision of U.N. 13270 relating to tmatio, direct or

il4ireet, or under subeisi MW ton waive erpomAt are eosMA, Result.

vill be increased financing oests, lose of loc1 goveimnetal interest a

economical operation; local taxes md the costs of utilitio paid by meet

tax-peree vil be imreased; conusioa eased by threat ot taxatima laek

of coafideace due to tuation of outstanding bod@ ad anticipation of cot

litigation poe lbag-ten uncortaWties cmmdiag the results of snticia

pated ta; Mn tantion of bonds is not tax refom but political, socist

and Constitutional retorm. The subsiy provision is part of this retur,

a unwise A costly.

We believe in the principal of the soversim state so a partner

with the Federal Ooveinm t, Wnt its tool, And the t oatio of umicipel

bonds is the key to this independent action. Ve ask you to strike all

references to tax and subsidy.

0
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